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22nd,

and

23d,

D. C.,

I892.

THESocietyassembledat WashingtonS
in the hall at the western
end of the SmithsonianBuilding, on Thursday,April 21st, at
3.30
P. M.
and was called to order by the President, Rev. Dr.
WilliamHayes Ward. In the absenceof the Recording Secretary, Prof. George F. AIoore,of Andover,AIass.,was appointed
in his steadpro tespore.
The followingmemberswere in attendanceat the sessions:
Adler
Arnolt
Barton
Bates
Binion
Binney

Bloomfield
C:hambers
Day
F.by
Frothingham
Gilman, D. C.

Gottheil
Harper
Haupt
Hopkins
Jacksoll
Jastrow,

M., Jr.

Johnston
Kohler
Lanman
Lovell
Mason
Moorf3

Peters
Price
Prince
Snyder
Ward, W. H.
Watkins

Webb
Williams
Winslow
Wood, C. J.
Woodward

The accountsof the Treasulerfor 1891-92were presentedby
him, and were auditedby Messrs.Gottheil and Winslow,found
correct,and duly certified. The usualsumnzaryfollows:
RECEIPTS.
Balance from old account, May 15, 1891
Assessments (155) paid in for year 1891-92
$775.00
AssessInents (32) for other years
160.00
Life-membership fee
.
7a.00
Sales of publications
100.08
Interest on Cotheal Fund, Jan. tS 189l, to Dec. 31, 1891,
41.20
Interest on balance of Gen'l Account, same period
16.40

sp678.26

1,167.68
Total receipts for the year

$l,840.94
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$366.63
246.96
300.Q3
62.25
16.00
57.75
44.63
55.00
258.95

Journal, xv. 1, and distribution
Proceedings, May, 1891, and distribution
.
JournalS xv. 2 in part
Authors' extras frox:nJournal and Proceedings
.
Punches and matrices .
Job printing
.
Expenses, postage;, etc.
Manuscripts
.
Book-binding
Total disbursernents for the year
Balance on hand, April 2t, 1892 .

$1,408.10
432.84

.

$1,840.94

April 4, t892 from an anonfrThe Treasurerfurtherreceive{R,
mousgiver, the sum of one thousanddollars(not includeditl the
foregoingstatement),to be added to the Society's PublicationFund; the principalof said Bum to be left intact)and its interest
to be usedtowardsdefrayingthe Society'sexpensesof publication.
The gift was madeas " a help to the Society,"and in the hope
that the gift along with the gift of the like sum from Mr.
Cotheal might serve as a "suggestion and encouragementto
othersto do likewise.
The state of the funds is as follows:
$t,268.60
48.10

1891, Jan. 1, Amount of the Bradley Type-Fund
Interest Jan. 1, t89t, to Dec. 31 1891
1892, Jan.

$t,316.70

1, Amoullt of the Bradley Type-Fund

Deposited in Newv Haven Savings Bank, account no. 43,493.

2,000.00

1892, Apr. 5, Amount of Publication-Fund
Deposited in part in The Provident Institution for Savings in the Tow
of Boston, account no. 169,336.

1892 Apr. 1B, Balance of General Account

..

*

407.84

Deposited in Cambridge Savings Bank account no. 28,935.

1892, Apr. 21 Cash in hand

.

Sum of the last two items.

25.00
$432.84

The report of the Librarian,Mr. VaV Name, for the year
1891-2, is as follows: The additionsto the Society7slibraryhave
been t3 volumes,15o partsof volumes)and 1V5pamphlets. Of
gifts other than the ordinaryexchages the most importarltare
12 volumesand 45 partsfromthe AmericanPhilologicalAssociationsmany of them howearerduplicates of wolks alreadyin the
Society'spossessiontand 9 volumesand 2B painphletsfrom Professor Whitney. The total number of titles is now 4566; of
manuscripts,the same as reportedlast year, 17y.

EAlection of llffiembers.
C X

In accordance with the authority granted by the Society, 38
quarto and 217 octavo volumes, principally serials, have been
boulld, at a cost of $258.95.
The Committee of Publication reported that the first part of
volume xv. of the Journal had been published since the last meeting and that the second part was very nearly ready fol distribution.
The Directors reported that they had voted to recommend:
1. That henceforth the fees received in composition for annual
assessments to constitute Life Members be treated by the treasurer as a part of the Capital Fund of the Society.
2. That the thanks of the Society to the anonymous giver of
one thousand dollars to the Publication Fund of the Society be
dllly expressed in its re&ords;and that the assurance be given
that the money will be invested and llsed in accordance with the
wishes of the giver.
These recommendations were adopted by vote of the Society.
They further reported that they had appointed as the Committee of Publication for the year 1892 =93Messrs. Hall, Lanman,
Moore, Peters, and W. D. Whitney.
The following persons wele recommended by the Directors for
election to membershipin the Society:
As Corporate Rlembers:
Mr. Irving Babbitt, Cincinnati, 0.;
Miss Annie L. Barber, New York, N. Y.;
Mr. Carl Darling Buck, Bucksport, Me.;
Rev. Simon J. Carr, Washington, D. C.;
Mr. Fred'k Taber Cooper, New York, N. Y.;
Dr. Elliott Coues, Washington, D. C.;
Prof. Angus Crawford, Alexandria, Va.;
Mr. Jas. Everett Frame, East Boston, Mass.;
Mr. Henry LeseGilbert, West Philadelphia, Pa.;
Rev. Chas. Peter Grannan, Washington, D. C.;
Rev. Jno. Baptist Haygooni, New York, N. Y.;
Rev. Hy. Harrison Haynes, Cambridge, Mass.;
Mr. Walter Hough, Washington, D. C.;
Mr. Caspar Levias, New York, N. Y.;
Miss Helen L. Lovell, Baltimore, Md.;
Prof. O. J. Mason, Washington, D. C.;
Mr. Alfred B. Moldenke, New-York, N. Y.;
Mr. George N. Olcott, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Mr. Charles Peabody, Germantown, Pa.;
ZIr. Marshall L. Perrin, Boston, Mass.;
Mr. Geo. Livingstone Robinson, Princeton, N. J.;
Mr. Thos. Stanley Simonds, Beverly, Mass.;
Dr. David Sleeln, New York, N. Y.;
Rev. Jas. D. Steele, New York, N. Y.;
Mr. Joseph R. Taylor, Boston, Mass.;
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Rev. JosephVincent Tracy,BaltiInore,Md.;
Mr.J. E. Watkins,Washington,D. C.;
Rev. Chas.JamesWood, Lockhaven,Pa.
And as Corresponding Members:
Mr.A. Gargiulo,U. S. Legation,Constantinople,Turkey;
Mr.Chas.Edwin Wilbour,Cairo,Egypt.
By direction of the Society, ballot was duly cast for the abovementioned nominees, and they were declared elected.
Upon the nomination of a Committee, consisting of President
Gilman, Mr. Talcott Williams, and Professor Jackson, the following board of officers was elected for the year 1892-93:
President-Dr. William Hayes Ward,of New York.
Vice Presidents-Pres. D. C. Gilman, of Baltimore; Prof. A. P.
Peabody,of Cambridge,Mass.; Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York.
RecordingSecretary-Prof.D. G. Lyon, of Cambridge.
Corresponding
Secretary-Prof. C. R. Lanman,of Cambridge.
Treasurer-Mr.Henry C. Warren,of Cambridge.
Librarian-Mr. AddisonVan Name,of New Haven.
Directors--ProfessorsBloomfieldand Haupt, of Baltimore; Mr.Talcott Williams,of Philadelphia; Prof E. W. Hopkins,of Bryn Mawr;
Prof. A. L. Frothingham,of Princeton; Prof. R. Gottheil,of New York;
Prof. GeorgeF. Moore,of Andover.
The Corresponding Secretar.y reported the names of recently
deceased members of the Society. The record is as follows:
ProfessorCharlesElliott;
ProfessorC. WistarHodge;
Rev. E. W. Syle;
Rev. FerdinandDe W. Ward.
The invitation of the Right Reverend John J. Keane, D. D.,
Rector of the Catholic University of America, to a reception aWt
Brookland, the seat of the University, near Washington, for Friday evening at eight o'clock, was accepted by vote of the Society.
Ah invitation was received from the Provost and Trustees of the
Universitv of Pennsylvania, in colljunction with the Committee
of the Babylonian Exploration Fund, to a dinner to be given on
Saturday, April 23, at half past seven o'clock, to the Director of
the Expedition to NifEer, Rev. Professor John P. Peters, at the
Librarv Building of the University. This invitation was also accepted by vote of the Society.
Mr. Talcott Williams, Chairman of the Committee appointed
by the Directors to inquire into the desirability and feasibility of
uniting with other philological, archfeological, and ethnological
societies of this country in the adoption of a common place and
time of meeting every other year, reported that the Committee
had consulted the Societies concerned by means of a circular let-
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ter; and that, with the concurrenceof the Directors,it proposed
the following resolutions:
t. Resolved, That a Committee of three be appointed to confer with
the following SocietiesThe American Philological Association;
The Archrological Institute of America;
The Society of Biblical Literatule and Exegesis;
The Modern Language Association of America;
The American Folklore Society;
The Aulerican Dialect Society;
The American Ethnological Societyfor the purpose of agreeing upon a common time and place of meeting
in 189t, and thereaftet every second year, if the results of the first joint
meeting prove satisfaetory.
2. RQSOIVed,
That, if two of the above Societies agree to adopt such
common time and place of meeting, the Committee be authorized and
instructed to agree with representatives of other societies on such time
and place, and report the same to the Swoeietyat its meeting in 1893.

The resolutionswere adoptedwithout dissent.
It was voted that a Gomrxlittee
be appointedto arrangefor a
propercelebrationof the fiftieth anniversaryof the founding of
the society. The President appointedthe following: Messrs.
Bloomfield,Frothingham,Hall, Hopkins, Jackson, Lyon, Toy,
Van Name, W. D. Whitney.
OI1motion of PresidentW. R. Halper,it was resolvedthat a
Committeeof threebe appointedto receivesuggestionsand concert plansfor incresasing
tlle efficiencyof the society, to reportat
the next annualmeeting. Remarkswere madeill supportof this
resolutionby Plof. Bloomfieldand Dr. W. H. Ward. The Chair
appointedas this GommitteeMessrs.W. R. Harper,Bloomfield,
and Moore.
On motionof Prof. Frothingham,the fo]lowing resolutionwas
adopted:
In view of the introduction into this country of numerous collections
of Oriental antiquities, especially from EgyptS AssyriaS and Babylon,
:Resotred,1. That the Oriental Society recommends that records be obtained of such objects in both private and public collections. 2. That
a Committee of three be appointed by the President to aid in securing
such material.

The President appointed Alessrs. Frothingham, Adler, and
Winslow.
Or. Adler calledthe attentionof the Society to two new Turkish Dictionaries,Dwight'snew editionof Redhouse,and the small
dictionaries,Turkish-Frenchand French-TIlrkish,publishedby
the Jesuits in Constantinople.
ProfessorLanmanlaid before the Society an interestingnew
catalogue of Sanskrit books for sale by Pandit Jyestharam
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Mukundji,KalbadeviRoad Bombay, and anothercatalogueof
the same book-seller,containinga valuablelist of Jaina, Hindustani, Gujerati,andMarathiworks.
Pro£essor3/Iasonmadea statementconcerningthe Orientaland
Americancollectionsin the SmithsonianInstitutionand the WationalMuseumat Washington.
On motion,it was voted tllat the AmericanOrientalSociety extend its heartythanksto the Secretaryof the SmithsonianInstitution, ProfessorS. P. Langley, and to the other officersof the
Istitution, and to the Rectorand the Vice Rectorof the (Datholic
University o£ America,for their kindnessand hospitalityto the
Society duringits sessionsin Washington.
The Society adjournedat 6 P. M. on Thursdaar.The sessions
of Friday and Saturdaywere held in the same placeo FrIday's
sessionswere from 9.30 to 12.45 and flom 2.80 to 5.30. Saturday's sessionwas from 10.15to 12.30.

The followingcommunicationswere presented:
1. A Brief Statement concerningthe Babylonian Expedition
sent out underthe auspicesof the Utliversityof Pennsylvaniaby Rev. Prbf. John P. Peters, of New York City.
This Expedition may be said to have originated in a conversation
held with Mr. E. W. Clark of Philadelphia in the summer of 1887. It
took definite shape at a tneeting at the house of Dr. Pepper, provost of
the University of Pennsylvania, in December of the same year. I lett
this country in June of 1888. My staff consisted of ProfFH. V. Hilprecht of the University of Pennsylvania, and Dr. R. F. Harper of
Yale, Assyriologists; Mr. P. H. Field of New York, architect and engineer; Mr. J. H. Haynes, photographer and business manager (the same
position which he had occupied on the Wolfe Expedition); Mr. J. D.
Prince of Columbia, who accompanied the Expedition as an attache;
and Mr. D. Z. Noorian, formerly of the Wolfe E2mpedition,who was
engaged as interpreter and so forth. There was much delay in Constantinople, owing to the negotiations for permission to excavate. We
had hoped to obtain somewhat more liberal terms than those provided
for by the Turkish law on excavations, and more particularly a general permission to excavate in Babylonia as circumstances and knowledge collected on the spot might determine. Such liberty seelued
desirable, if not absolutely necessary, owing to the impossibility of
obtaining beforehand satisfactory information regarding the feasibility
of excavations. The only concessions which we could obtain, if indeed
they were concessions, were the permission to choose three sites instead of one, and to present the topographical map of the site required
by law after we had visited the site and been able tC!make one, not
beforehand, as is ordinarily done. No definite coneession was made
with regard to a division of the objects found.

Peters,Babylonian Ezpedition.
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The sites chosen by us were Anbar, on account of the report of the
Wolfe Expedition concerning its size and importance, and its probable
identification with Sippara = Sepharvaim; Borsippa, on account of the
colophon of a Nabopolassar tablet found there not long before (and now
in the museum of the University of Pennsylvania), according to which
the tablet seemed to have been part of the contents of a library at that
place; and Nippuru, because of the recommendations of the Wolfe
Expedition and of the German Expedition to Zerghul and Hibbah
(courteously communicated to us by order of the authorities of the
XBerlinMuseum), and on account of the great antiquity and early importance of the place. Anbar was refused by the local authorities, on
grounds not stated, and only Borsippa and Nippuru were granted.
It was the end of November when the permission was finally issued
in accordance with an irade of the Sultan; and Mr. Prince and I left Constantinople the same day to join the rest of the party, who were waiting at Alexandretta and Aleppo. We left Aleppo Dec. 13th, traveled
by way of the Euphrates valley, and reached Baghdad twenty-six days
later. Among other matters of geographical interest noted by us on
this trip was the probable site of the ancient Thapsacus, or Tiphsah.
This had formerly been located at Souria, or El-Hammam, where Col.
Chesney's party found indications of the existence of a bridge of boats.
We found the ancient nalne still lingering in the form Dibse at a ruinsite eight or nine miles below the modern Meskene, the port of Aleppo,
and almost two days journey above Souria. This site also corresponds
with ancient references better than Souria. Dr. Bernard Moritz suggests the same identification in his Zur Antiken Topographie der Palmyreze, p. 3t, note. Indeed, to him belongs priority of discovery,
although I made the earlier announcement (N. Y. Nation, May 23"
1889). Each party made the discoverv independently of the other.
Dr. Ward's account of Anbar led us to make a careful investigation
of that site. I visited it twice, and even made a few soundings, which
were, however, of no consequence. It lies east of the Euphrates
andsouth of the Sakhlawiyeh canal, and is represented on the map
of Kiepert's Ruinenfelder by Akra, which is properly the name of
the highest part of the ruins, the eastern corner of the great wall of
unbaked brick. Two of Dr. Ward's principal grounds for his proposed
identification with Sippara = Sepharvaim were the division of the ruins
into two parts by a great canal-bed, and the ancient palaces and temples whose outlines he was able to trace. There is in fact no such
division of these ruins into two parts. The Euphrates seems formerly
to have flowed about the city on the north and west. Just east of the
citadel, which w as on the north side, a canal or harbor ran into the
city some distance, but was not carlied through. As to the ancient
palaces and temples, it may be said that the surface ruins are Arabic
with an occasional cropping out of Sassanian. Sassanian and possibly
Parthian coins have been found here, but nothing older, to the best of
my knowledge. Through the debris of Anbar and Persabora it would
scarcely be possible to see the outlines of old Babylonian palaces even
if they had once existed. I went to Anbar rather prejudiced in favor
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of Dr. Ward's suggestion, and abandoned it because I could see no
ground on which to base it. A Sippara does seem to have existed on
the other side of the Sakhlawiyeh, where are now the insignificant
ruin-mounds called Sfeira; but so far as our present knowledge goesX
the very extensive ruins called Anbar and Akra represent only Anbar
of the caliphate, and its predecessor Persabora.
Reaching Baghdad Jan. 8th, we were delayed three weeks by the
governor. Here Mr. Prince was taken ill, and obliged to leave the
Expedition. Here also we were joined by A. Bedry Bey, the commissioner assigned us by the government. It was the end of January
before we reached NifEer, or Nufar, ancient Nippuru, at which site,
after examining Birs Nimroud, we had decided to cotnmence operations.
It was February 6th before the required topographical map was prepared and we were allowed to comrnence actual work. The ruins are
of enormous extent and considerable height. The circumference of
the high mounds is about one mile. A ship canal, the Shatt-en-NilX
once divided the city into an eastern and a western half, and the former
portion was again divided into two by a branch of the same canal,
which ran in front of the great temple of Bel on the southeast side. Little trouble was found in identifying the site of the temple by means of
its ziggurat, a conspicuous conical hill called by the Arabs Bint-el-Amirs
but the excavations in that mound the first season were unsatisfactory,
and without much result. In a neighboring mound, however, was
found a brick stamp of Faram Sin. One of the northern mounds on
the eastern or temple side yielded a few Assyrian tablets, among which
were two important ones of Ashur-etil-ilani. A fair supply of tablets
was unearthed in the southern mound on the eastern side, principally
of the Hamtnurabi dynasty, and of the kings following Nebuchadrezzar,
from Nabonidus to Artaxerxes. The western half of the city yielded
nothing of any importance, unless we except Hebrew bowls, which
were found in numbers. Pottery, coffins, and minor objects were discovered everywhere in great quantities.
Early in April, 1889, when we had excavated but two tnonths, an end
was put to our work by the treachery of the Arabs, growing out of the
conduct of one of the Commissioner's Turkish guards in shooting an
Arab who was trying to steal by night the mules of the guard. Our
camp was burned, we were robbed, and a blood-feud was established
against us. So closed the first year. Mr. Eaynes, having been appointed
Consul, retnained at Baghdad with Mr. Noorian; the rest of us returned
byrthe route by which we had cotne.
In spite of this seeming failure, and the great obstacles opposed to our
return, the Committee of the Babylonian Exploration Fund resolved to
continue excavations at Niffer, and sent me back with instructions to
do so if it was in any way possible; otherwise I was to make arrangements to excavate at some other site, probably Mugheir=Ur of the
Chaldees.- In the meantime a cholera epidemic was ravaging Irak.
I left America in August, proceeding at once to Constantinople.
There I was delayed six weeks because the Governor-General of Baghdad determined that I should not return to Niffer, for fear of unpleasS
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ant consequences for which he might be held responsible. Hamdy Bey,
the Direetor of the Imperial Museum, labored hard to assist me to return. I was promised permission to excavate at Mugheir as an additional loeality, but a eonfusion of the nLapsas to the pashalik in which
it was situated frustrated the fulfilment of this promise.
This time I went by way of Beirout, where I was joined by Dr. Selim
Aftimus, a graduate pf the Protestant Syrian College, who aecompanied me as physician, and in order to make botanical colleetions. Traveling by way of Damascus and Palrnyra, we struck the Euphrates at
Deir. Kiepert's map for this region is based on the maps of the English
Euphrates expedition under Chesney, which again are based upon report, not upon survey or persollal observation. (:hesuey represented a
sort of wadi as running from Rakka, the first station after Palmyra, to
Deir, thus forming a natural road to that plaee. No such wadi exists,
and the aneient road does not seem to have reached the Euphrates at
that point. The old Roman road can be traced to the hot springs of
Sukhne, two stations beyond Palrnyla, aIadseveral mile-stones are still
in place. From this point one road led to the north through Resafa,
reaehing the Euphrates at Rakka. The ancient road to Babylonia is
more diffieult to determine. Sixteen hours beyond Sukhne on the present road to Deir is a well and station called Kabakib. The well is aneient, and there are remains of an ancient aqueduet and reservoir. A
road evidently passed through this point. But from here the road seems
to have led, not to Deir, but to Meyadin, one day's journey south of
lleir. This route is still used by the Arabs, and the Saracen castle of
Reh.aba marks the point at which it debouches on the Euphrates valley.
This was the ancient route to Circesium and tlle valley of the Khabour.
A day's journey below Rehaba on the Euphrates is an old Palmyrene ruin, afterwards repaired by Salah-uddin, and hence known as
Salah.iyeh. This marks, I think, the point at which a direct road from
Sukhne debouches on the Euphrates? corresponding to the northern
route by Resafa. B- such a road caravans to Babylonia would have
saved three days over the present road by Deir, or tvo days over the
road by Rehaba.
On the journey down I noticed on the hills north of Arak and Sukhne
a few butm trees; and on the return journey further inquiry elicited
the fact that they were the outposts of an extensive forest. In 1890Dr.
Post of Beirout penetrated this region, and found such a forest in existence to the north of Palmyra.
I reached Baghdad December 16th, 1889. A change of governors at
this time facilitated the execution of our plans and by the beginning of
January we were at Niffer. Local authorities did, however, oppose our
return to that place, and it was only by the use of some stratagem. and
in direct disobedience to the commands of the mutasserif of Hillahs
that we succeeded in accomplishing our purpose. Once there, we felt
able to hold our own by treaties with the tribesSalthough the governw
ment notified us that it would not be responsible for our safety. A
more serious difficulty was the lack of water, for the Euphrates had
entirely deserted its bed, and left the ASek marshes by Niffer absolutely
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dry. For a long time we were obliged to subsist on a scanty supply of
bad water from wells dug in the dry canal beds. The drought also seriously affected our food supplies and our transport. Then followed a
deluge of rain, the like of which had not been known within the memory of man. This did much damage to our trenches, and enforced a
direct loss of two weeks' time. The season was unhealthy. On the day
of our arrival Dr. Aftimus was taken with typhoid fever, and it was
vs-iththe greatest difficulty that he was transported alive to Baghdad by
Mr. Noorian, who was absent two weeks on this duty. Mr. Haynes,
also, who had taken a furlough from the consulate to accompany me,
was obliged by his health to leave a month before we closed work.
We worked under high pressure, with a force of 400 men, since it
was absolutely essential to obtain tangible results rapidly. We continued the excavations until the middle of May, and it is my opinion
that with proper care excavations can be conducted in Babylonia
through the whole summer. We naturally found ourselves hampered
by the disaster of the previous year, which had whetted the taste for
plunder among the surrounding Arabs; and the tribes to the north
never relinqllished their claim against us for blood on account of the
thief killed by the Turkish zaptigeh. The ravages of cholera, however,
had worked in our favor, by giving us the reputation of powerful and
dangerous maglelans.
Our principal work was done on the temple. This was enclosed by a
wall of unbaked brick, still standing to a height of 19 metres; it is 15
metres thick at the bottom, and 9 metres at the top. It was intended
to be 200 metres square, but by an error in the eastern angle two
sides were somewhat longer. Within this wall, on the southeast side,
was another wall, and beyond this another, so that one advanced by
terraces to the ziggurat, which was three stories in height, with
ren1ains of a brick structure on top. The ziggurat was somewhat
irregular in structure, buttressed on all four sides, of unbaked brick.
The buttresses were built against and largely covered an earlier plain
rectangular structure, which was faced in the lower stories with baked
brick with the stamp of Kurigalzu king of Babylon. This mass of solid
material was 24 metres in height. On the northeast, southeast, and
southwest sides were suites of chambers, on the northwest great corridors for the most part. The walls were-often stuccoed. The whole was
roughly oriented (12 points off the true compass directions), with the
corners to the cardinal points. No inscribed cylinders were found in the
corners of the ziggurat. The oldest restoration or construction, as
shown by the inscriptions discovered, was that of Sargon of Agane9 the
latest that of Esarhaddon of Assyria. Fragments of diorite statues
were foundf similar to those of Tello. Numerous inscriptions, chiefly
identical, were found of a hitherto unknown king of the Akkadian
dynasty, Urmush or Erimush or Alu-Sharshid. Outside of the great
wall on the southeast was a small shrine erected by An1ar-Sin, king of
Ur. Beyond this was a line of booths or small chambers on the edge of
the canal. The stock of one of these was found intact, consisting of
votive inscriptioIls on feldspar, ulalachite, lapis lazuli, agate, ivory,
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glass. and magnesite from Euboea. The glass was made to represent
lapis lazuli and turquoise, and was colored with' cobalt and copper.
The inscriptions were of the Cosstan dynasty, and belonged to Burnaburiash, Kurigalzu, Tukulti-Bel, and one or two more hitherto unknown kings. Small clay figurines of Bel, Ishtar, musicians, boars,
lions, camels, horses, elephants, and the like, as well as immense numbers of phalli of all forms, conventional and gross, were found on all
the mounds. A few very ancient tablets were found on the temple hill.
On the M estern side of the canal we unearthed an interesting palace
of great size. Close to this was discovered a large deposit of tablets of
the Cosssean dynasty, containing chiefly temple accounts. Further
south on the same hill we found an immense d0posit of tablets, going
back as far as Amar-Sin, king of Ur: whose seal appears ten times on
the cover of one tablet. The deposits of tablets on the western hill
were at a depth of 10 to 13 metres below the proper surface of the hills.
The upper stratum on that side of the canal belonged to the earlier
years of the Caliphate.
An examination of the hills in the neighborhood of Niffer. such as
Abu Jowan and Drehem, showed them to be sepulchral. An examination of Zibliyeh, just visible from Niffer to the north, proved this to be
the ruin of a Parthian tower, apparently erected for the defense and
control of a canal center.
Leaving Niffer toward the end of May, accompanied by Mr. Noorian
I journeyed to the south, supplementing a shorter trip made in the
previous year. Delehem, a conspicuous moulld, and hence regarded as
of great importance, proved very disappointing. It is apparently sepulchral. Bisnlya, on the other hand, turned out to be the ruins of an
old Babylonian city of great size. It lay on the Shatt-en-Nil. Serasoubli, given on Kiepert's map, I could not find. Hammam, reported
to be a ziggurat, and identified by Hommel with the important city of
Nisin, was found on examination to be a tow{er of defense at a canal
center. I think it more probable that we should look for Nisin at Bismya or Yokha. The latter is one of the most ancient and important
cities of that country. Close to this lie the ruin-mounds of Ferwa and
Abu Adham, not found on any map. At the latter of these I discovered an ancient building with a fine colonnade of brick columns. An
hour away lies Ulllm-el-Akarib, a very ancient necropolis. This is the
Moulagareb of de Sarzec, and was incorrectly described by him as an
ancient city. Dr. Mlard detected the real nature of' tllese remains.
This whole complex of ruins shows the same influences as the not far
distant Tello. It also lies on the Shatt-en-Nil.
Tel Ede, which some travelers described as a ziggurat, proved to be a
sand hill, or rather a huge mass of' soft sandstone, disintegrating on
the surface into fine sand. NufEayji, a few hours distant, close to
Warka, seems to be a hill, or rather a series of hills, of the same sort.
The Shatt-en-Nil I found to rejoin the Euphrates at Warka, where- its
bed is still navigable.
I twice visited Tello, and examisled the excavations with some care.
Astonishing results have here been obtained from very slight excava-
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tions. The amount of earth renloved is very small, and the trenches are
comparatively very shallow-. Excepting in a well and one other small
excavation, no depth has been reached, and much of the hill seems yet
untouched, not to speak of the vast extent of surrounding low hills.
It seems probable that more remains to be discovered.
Abu-Shahrein = Eridu, erroneously placed by Delitzsch (in Wo lag
das Paradtes) on the eastern side of the Euphrates, I identified with a
ruin-mound now known as Nowawis, visible from the summit of the
ziggurat of Ur (Mugheir) west of south, on the verwvedge of the Arabian plateau. The name Abu-Shahrein, ' father of two months,' seems
to have dropped out of use. Lying on the surface at Mugheir I found
several inscribed stones of Amar-Sin and Ur-Gur, more or less defaced
by the labors of superstitious Arabs. Mugheir is beginning to be used
as a quarry for bricks, several piles of which covered with bitumen
were heaped up ready for transpoxtation. Opposite it on the Euphrates
lies the flourishing town of Nasriyeh, the capital of a sanjak, but not
yet entered on European maps. I presume that Mugheir contributed
much of the material for the construction of this city.
Samawa, located in Kiepert's map on Shatt 'Ateshan, is really situated on both banks of the Euphrates, about an hour below the mouth
of that canal. Many of the names given on Kiepert's map along the
course of the 'Ateshan canal and on tlle Bahr-i-Nejef I could not find,
while some are incorrectly given-as, for example, Umm-er-Ratt, for
Umm-er-Roghlat, ' mother of the marsh-grass.' The " ruins of 'Asaja "
turned out to be a pebble hill. There has also been much change in
the canals, lakes, and marshes of this region. The deep eastern part
of the Bahr-i-Nejef, the ancient Assyrium Stagnum, which was a lake
in a depression in the Arabian plateau, has been drained, and is now
being turned into gardens for the town of Nejef. They are watered
by a small stream carried underground from the Saideh canal beneath
the city of Nejef. Much of the Abu Nejm marsh has been drained.
The great Rumahiyeh canal is dry. Umm-el-Baghour, marked as a
mere station on Kiepert's map, has robbed Diwaniyeh of a large part
of its population and importance. A change of another description is
the disappearance of the ruins of Kufa, described by former travelers
as very important. Kufa has been built into Nejef, and at the present
moment the inhabitants of Nejef are engaged in digging up the very
foundation walls for building purposes, so that shortly no vestige of
the old Arab capital will remain. As far as I eould learn, the only
inscriptions found in these destructive excavations have been Kufic
coins. A week later, visiting once more the site of Babylon, I found
there a similar activity, for the governnnent had contracted with the
heads of neighboring vil]ages to furnish bricks from the ruins to construct a new dam to control the Hindiyeh canal. Hamdy Bey has
labored to prevent such vandalism, but Babylon is remote from Constantinople.
Such, in a general way, was the work of the expedition, with some of
its results. In justice to the Turkish government, it ought to be said
that to excavate at Niffer is as though one undertook excavations in
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this country in some region occupied by wild Indian tribes. Full protection cannot be afforded. Hamdy Bey, Director of the Imperial Museum at Stamboul, showed throughout a full appreciation of the obstacles encountered and risks run in our work, and in consideration of the
peculiar dangers and hardships of the expedition, our losses, and the
great cost of the work, the Sultan made a special gift to the University
of Pennsylvania of a portion of the objects found.

2. The work of the Popes for the advancementof Oriental
learninganteriorto the Propaganda;by Rev. Prof. H. Hyvernat,
of America,Washington,T).C.
of the CatholicETniversity
Professor Hyvernat gave a brief and popular historical sketch of what
had been done b;y the Catholic church, under the patronage of the
popes, for Oriental learning, down to the time of the institution, in
1622, of the Congregatto deJpropagandafide, usually called the Propaganda.
The object had in view by the church was the purely practical one of
propagating the gospel and extending the sway of Christianity. At first
the Oriental languages were learned by the missionaries only at the
scelles of their labors; later it was found advisable to cultivate them
within the confines of Christendon.
The first works mentioned were an Arabic version of the Scriptures,
made in the ninth century by Juan, archbishop of Seville; and, in the
twelfth century, a translation of the Koran made at the instance of
Petere abbot of Cluny. Also Humbert de Romans, superior of the Dominicans at the end of the thirteenth century, made his monks add Arabic
and other tongues of unbelievers to their Greek and Hebrew. But the
greatest promoter of Oriental studies of that period was doubtless the
celebrated Raymond Lully. He caused the establishment in 1275 of a
convent in Majorca for teaching Arabic and training missionaries for
work among the Mohammedans; and in 1311, at his instigation, Clement V, at tlle council of Vienne, issued a decree for the erection of
schools of Oriental languages in the four university cities of Paris, Oxford, Sa]amanca, and Bologna, and in the pontifical Palatine school.
In the fifteenth century, as noted by Burokhardt in llis Renaissance in
Italy, began, under difficulties, a more serious study of Hebrew.
Giannozzo Manetti, of Florence, was encouraged by Nicholas V. to
translate the Psalms from the original; and he made a collection of
Hebrew manuscripts which is still preserved in the Vatican library.
Sixtus IV. (1471-84),in adding to that library, had in his service scriptorz for Hebrew as well as for Greek and Latin.
Doubtless the favor shown by Nicholas V. and other popes to the
Jews expelled from Spain contributed to the early diffusion of Hebrew
printing in Italy; this began in 1475 at Reggio, and for many years
supplied the other countries of Europe with Hebrew books. In 1488
the first complete edition of the Hebrew Bible appeared?and in 1518
Felix Pretensis, Hebrew professor at Rome, dedicated to Leo X. the
first Rabbinical Bible, issued by the Bomberg press at Venice; further,
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in 1520the same pope approved the Biblia Po7WglottaCDornplutensis,
completed by Cardinal Ximenes in 1517. A polyglot Psalter, by the
Dominican Giustiniani, was published at Genoa in 1518, and is one of
the very earliest examples of the printing of Arabic.
The Yenetians, owing to their exceptional facilities, were leaders in
the revival of Arabic studies, and translated with success the chief
medical works of the Arabians. But the first Arabic press was planned
by Julius II., and begun at his cost; and it was formally dedicated by
Leo X., in 1514. Thenceforward the popes permitted the patriarch of
the Maronites to report to Rome in Arabic.
Certain Abyssinian priests nThocame to Rome at the beginning of the
sixteenth century taught the Ethiopic to John Potken of Cologne, who
in 1513produced at Rome an Ethiopic Psalter and Song of Solomon;
and in 1548 the Ethiopic New Testament was printed there by two
Abyssinian priests.
In 1515, three Maronite legates came to Rome, and during their
stay there of nearly a year they taught Syriac to Theseus Ambrosius of
Viterbo. To hirtl we owe the first Syriac grammar, published at
Pavia in la39. He was also the teacher of Widrnanstadt. Thirteen
years later came a Jacobite priest, Moses of Mardin, bringing a specimen manuscript of the Syriac New Testament to be printed. He went
to Vienna to see Widmanstadt, and the lattt?r, with the help of Postel,
a Frenchman, caused the first Syriac movable types to be prepared;
and they brought out the New Testament at Vienna in la55, at the cost
of the emperor Ferdinand.
In 156S, a patriarcll of Echmiadzin sent his secretary Abgar to Pius
IV., and the latter caused a set of Armenian characters to be designed
and cast under the direction of Abgar. From Rome Abgar proceeded
to Venice, and there in 156tuhe produced the Psalms, tlle first Armenian printed book. As a result of this beginning, several Armenian
prlnting-offlces wele established in Rome, Milan, LembergXParis, New
Julfa, etc.
Though tlle popes llad long given privileges and subsidies to printing
establishments, Paul III., to llave one of his own, established that of
the Apostolic Chamber, and P;us IV. sul?plied it with sundry fonts of
Oriental type, while Gregory XIII. added others. Sixtus V. founded
yet another pontifical offices called the ATaticanpress. The Arabic,
Persian, Turkish, Chaldaic, and Armenian works printed at these various offices, intended for the use of the missions, have becotne extremely
rare, and in part lost altogetller.
Other Oriental printing offices N-ereset up by the {ardinal Ferdinand
de tIedici, under the direction of the distinguished scholar J. B.
Raimondi of Cremona; and by the fanlous Savari de Breves; from the
latter proceeded an Arabic version of Bellarmin7s catecllism, and an
exquisite Arabic Psalter; it was a little later transferred to Paris.
A pontifical institution which contributed more tllan all others combined to the development of Oriental learning, by the great number of
scholars which it produced, was the Maronite College. As this has
{lourished especially since tlle establishlnent of the Propaganda, only
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its origin concerns us here. It grew out of the sending of two Jesuit
missionaries to the Maronite patriarch by Gregory XIII. in 1578, and
the coming in return of two Maronite students to pursue their theological studies at Rome. Thereupon Gregory founded a hospice for
pilgrims of their nation? and a college for the training of missionaries.
It was erected in 1584; and soon ATictorShalak and Gabriel Sionita
began the long series of Maronite savants which counts such names as
those of Faustus Nairon, Abraham Echellensis, Mubarak (better known
as Benedetti), and finally the immortal authors of the Bibliotheca Orientalis, and of other works frozn the pens of the Assemanis.
On the other hand, the Maronite church thus came to be the first
in the Orient to possess a printing establishment. This was located in
the convent of St. Anthony at Khuzeyah, in the Bshereh, not far from
the convent of Canobin, svhere the patriarch resides. In 1585 went
forth from it the Karshunic edition of the Psalms, believed to be the
first Christian book printed in Turkey (it was reprinted in 1610, and
more recently by Lagarde, from a rare specimen of the edition of 1610
preserved in the Library of Nuremberg).
Professor EIyvernat also announced that he had j-ast received,
through the Dominican missionaries at Van and Mr. Davey, English
consul, a new Armenian cuneiform inseription. It contains ten lines,
fairly preserved. It is engraved on a stele xvhich is now in the Korshunli mosque of Van. It is dedicated to the god Khaldi by Menuos
a contemporary of king Romman-Nisor III. (811-883 B. C.).

3. Concerninga standard1anguage,or the best representatiare7
of the Bantu familv: a criticismof Rev. fJ. Torrend'sestimate of the Tonga language; by Rev. Lewis Grout, of West
Brattleboro,ATt.
Being of late engaged in revising my Grammar of the Z¢lu Language
for a rlew edition. I have been much interested in every new work
bearing either upon this or upon any other member of the great familJr
to which the Zulu belongs. As among these new works, I have before
lne A CownparattreGraznteclrof the South African Bantte lang¢ages,
etc., by J TorrendSS. J., of the Zambezi Mission-a work of nearly 400
lalge pages, published by Trubner & Co., London, 1891. The book, in
its outer material form and execution is gotten up in fine style, leaving
nothing in respect to paper, type, printing? Ol binding to be desired.
But in respect to Bantu scholarsllip, or as a lillguistic authority on the
subject of whi. h it treats, I am sorry to say that it is far from being
what it ought to be, or might have been. One of the author's greatest
mistakes, a primary, fundalnental error, lies in his alleged choice of a
standard with which to make his compalisons. On opening his book.
I was struck at once with surprise to find that he had not only ignored
the Zulu, or " Zulu-Kafir," as it is sometimes called, together with all
the other better speciluens of the Bantu faxnily, but had actually named
one of the poorest of all-a language most defective, ill-defined, mixed,
and lacking in classic character (as the Tonga? by all good Bantu schol-
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ars, is known to be, if they know aught about it)-as ;' the standard
laws throughout the work ' (p. 1). And again (p. t), 4; Tonga is the one
which, on the whole, best represents the peculiar features of the whole
group ' of the Bantu family. And this, his taking or allegillg that he
takesS the Tonga as a " standardSS is all the more surprising from its
being plain that his knowledge of the Tonga rnust be very limited and
uncertain, since he tells us that nothing of iruportance has ever been
publishsedon that languageS and that all he knows about it is what he
has sslearned froln three Zambez£ boys, far from their home, about
whose identity as real Tongas, or as speaking the Tonga vernacularS it
is evident there was much good reason to doubt. Thus in the Introduction (p. xxvi) he says 44I learned Tonga from three Zambezi boys
whoan I shall mention hereafterSSetc. Speaking of the sources of his
information he says: " This? againS [the Tonga] is an important cluster
on which nothing worth notice has yet been published. I take Tonga
as the standard language throughout this work. I learned what Tknow
of it in 1884 from three natives who had colue down to the Cape Colony
from the interior' etc. One of theseS he says, belonged to those Katanga who crossed over to the north of ths Zambezi when Mosilikazi
drovs them out from Matabele-land: "He pretended to speak pure
Tonga like the other two, sayingt all the subjects of Wange have
learned to speak this language sinee they erossed the Zambezi thou«
they all know Raranga also.' The seeond of these boys belonged to
the Lea tribe. ;'His own native language was Lea,s' though he spoke
the Tonga also. The third was orte of the independent Tonga. His
pronuncBtion was elear and distinot, though, " unfortunatelyf he was
too young to give much information, being at the time only thirteen or
fourteen years of age " (p. xxvii). Indeed, Mr. Torrend adnits, in his
Appendis (p. 283), that his " informants were not the hest I the) eould
have wished for" and adds that the great reason for his heing '; encouraged " to give some of their sentenees as " speeitnens of the Tonga "
was that 4i the thought is shaped otherwise than it would be in English ' I
I have referred above to the eharacter and condition of the Tongast
and of the language they speak, as having no fixed natiollal charaeter.
For these and other reasotls, it is easy to helieve that they ean hardly
fail to be rooted out absorbedS displaced at an early date by their
stronger and better eogrlates. Indeeds there can hardly be a doubt that
the present better elements of their language are sueh as have eome infl
and are coming inS through the superior, masterful, nolding illfluences
by whi they have been and are still surrounded, especially from the
Zulus in the South and among themselves.
In an able article on Afrieae in Funk & Wagnallss new Eeyclo?edia
of Missiorws(i. 17w18) we find the Tongas put down, not as an independent tnbe, a nation, or a united and compact people of any considerable
size or particular note, but as fragmentary, servile, dependent, and
dwelling in districts belonging to othersS eJspeciallyin Gaza-latld, the
late UmsilaZskingdomv Thus in speaking of that ;; landS' and its inhabitants, this work refers to the name Tonga as ;; applied in a collec-
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tive sense to the tribes originally inhabiting the land, and who were
eonquered by the northern Zulus, or Landins, under Umzila ;' and it
says: ;' The Zulu language is spoken by a great majority of the people,
and it seem,s to be the poliey of the king to enforee the teaehing of
that language throughout his dominions."
The Swiss missionary, Berthoud, speaking of the BIagwamba, who
may number " several hundred thousand" whose native land extends
from Zulu land to Sofala, perhaps to the Zambezi, and inland some 300
miles from the oeean, says this large tribe has been sometimes called
Amatonga or Batonga: that is, Tongas; but " that name is somewhat
improper, beeause it has been given not only to Gwamba people, but
also to different tribes whieh are not of the same blood " (Grammatical
Note on the Gwamba Langqxage,pp. 1, 2).
A Seoteh missionary of the Livingstonia mission, speaking of the
" Languages of Syasa-Land," says: " The Tonga language is spoken by
those belonging to the tribe of the same name who are enslaved by the
Ngoni; also hy the remaining Tongas who live in the vicinity of Bandawe," . . . where Nyanja, the sehool language, " is quickly displaeirlg
Tonga, without any detritnent to the people" (Missionary Beview of
the World, 1891, p. 812).
The relative importanee of the Tonga people and language, in the
opinion of the best Bantu seholars, as eompared with the Zulu, not to
say most other Bantu tribes and languages, is indieated in the faet that
Dr. Cust's formal aeeount of the Tongas is finished in eight lines
(Modern Languages. ete., p. 329); or, if we inelude his aeeount of the
"Toka, alias
in the eentral basin of the Zambezi,' se have
nine lines more (ib. p. 322); while that of the Zulu fills more than two
pages (ib. pp. 299-801). Nor is the Doctor otherwise than quite right
szrherehe says (p. 308) that, when the Zulus would speak " eontemptuously" of any people, they are aceustomed to eall them " Tongas," a
term they use " for all inferior raees.'7
From the fact that Mr. Torrend is not mentioned in Dr. Cust s vrork,
published in 1883, it would seem that he must have gone out since tllat
date, perhaps about that time. Andn from the fact that he learned all
he ever knew of the Tonga language in the Cape (Solony, it would seem
that he had never been in the Zambezi region, which he speaks of as
the home of the Tongas, whose language he takes as a standard; and
yet, on the title-page of his Grammar, he puts himself down as " of the
Zambezi mission."
Mr. Torrend says he " equally eonsiders the several groups of Tonga
people in different parts of South Africa to represent the aborigines with
respect to their neighbors ;" but he really takes " the Tonga of the middle Zambezi*'' as between "the (Shambezi, the Zambezi, and the Loangwe," for all eomparative purposes throughout his work (Int., p.
xxvii, and p. 1) Dr. Livingstone and others who folloar the Tshuana
pronunciation, changing ng into >, generally say Batoka instead of Batonga. The great reason Mr. Torrend gives for considering that people
" the purest representative of the original Bantu " is that, being " well
protected in their peninsula by the Kafuefue on one side and the Zambezi
3
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on the other, they may easily have guarded themselves against invaders,
as they do in our own days." And so he puts great stress not only on
their being, as he claims, insulated and consequently pure, but on their
being, and always having been a free, unbroken, independent raee.
Thus: " They alone, it seems, have never been tributary to any empire;
they say that they have never had any but independent ehieftairls....
Neither slavery nor anything like higher and lower elass is known
amongst them " (p. xxvii). But, as the author of these resnarks knows
nothing of the language of that people, as he tells us, save what he got
from three of their " boys " in Cape Colony, it would seem that he must
have got his opinions of their history, eondition, and eharaeter from
those same three boys, and not from his ever having been there among
them, to see for himself, Ilor from a eompetent and reliable authority
of any kind.
The testimony of Dr. Livingstone and of others who have been there,
traveling and living anlong the people, and making them their history,
condition, and language, a study from personal observation, difEers
widely from that of our author.- In Livingstone's Travels ated Researches i South Africa, including a sketch of sixteen years' residence
in the interior, during which time he nvent twice across the eontinent,
and passed through tlle entire length of the region occupied by the
Tongas, or the Batoka as he calls them, we find frequent referenees
to them. He had many of theln with hom as carriers on his journey to
the west coast and back. He spent much time in the country they
oecupied. He wrote a vocabulary of their language, also of other
languages in that region, studied the people in their relations, past and
present, to other tribes, and put on record a multitude of facts, tlle sum
of which is in striking contrast with the opinions quoted above fror
this " (Somparative C;rammar."
Instead of regarding the language as a model, " a standard,-' of a
pure, simple, c]assic character, he speaks of it as broken, mixed, corrupt, "a dialect of other n>3grolanguages in the great valley" of the
Zambezi; and he refers at once to " many of the Batoka " as " living
under the Makololo," which indicates their deps3ndentand servile condition (Harper's edition of Ltvirbgstone's Tratnels,1858 p. 594). When
Livingstone was at Linyanti, the capital of the Makololo, he learned
that most of their hoes " were the tribute itnposed on the smiths of
those subj>3ettribes," the Batoka and Banyeti (p. 215). Two years later,
traveling through the country occupied by the Batoka, Livingstone
reeeived " a tribute of maize-corn and ground-nuts, which would have
gone to Linyanti," had not the Makololo chifef ordered the Batoka to
give it to him (p. 580). When the Makololo first came up from the Soutn,
to the borders of the land occupied by the Batoka, the latter went out
'; with an inlmense army to eat them up, and make trophies of their
skulls," but, instead of suceeeding, they were " conquered, and so ulany
of their eattle eaptured tllat no note could be made of their herds of
sheep anl goats." From this, the/ Makololo moved on till they " overran all the highlands toward the Kafue, and settled in what is ealled
a pastoral country ' of great beauty and fertility (pp. 100, 566?. When
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the Batoka in the islands were found guilty of ferrying the enemies of
the Makololo aeross the Zambezi, the latter "made a rapid deseent
upon them, and swept them all out of their island fastnesses " (p. 102).
AgainS we read of the " great herds eaptured from the Batoka " by the
Makololo. Nor is it long before we find the Doetor in a beautiful seetion without inhabitants, beeause " the Batoka had all taken refuge in
the hills. ' Passing on and eoming to a series of villages, he spoke to
the people of " peaee on earth, and good will to men ;" to whieh they
replied: " We are tired of flight give us rest and sleep." " No wonder," says the Doetor, " that they eagerly seized the idea of peaee.
Their eountry has been visited by sueeessive seourges during the last
half-century, and they are now ' a naticjn scattered and peeled."'
Years before, eontinues the Doetor, " a ehief called Pingola eame in
from the northeast, and went aeross the eountry vwith a devouring
sweep. Then eame Sebituane, ehief of the MakololoSand after him the
Matabele of Mosilikazi; and their suecessive inroads have redueed the
Batoka to a state in whieh they naturally rejoiee at the prospect of
deliveranee and peace " (pp. 592, 593).
Two or three decades later, the hunter F. C. Selous passed through
the eountry oceupied by the Batoka, or Batonga, as he ealls them,
and found them the same broken, " seattered and peeled " people that
all their fathers were. Crossing the Zalnbezi at Wankie's Town, he
turned eastward. Nor is it long before he speaks of strife between the
Batonga and the Shalqandas. Then he says: " We passed a great many
Batonga kraals, deserted by their owners, xvho had been driven over
the river" by their foes. Further Oll: " We slept near solne Batonga
kraals that had been burnt by the Shakundas. The Induna, head-man,
told us that all their towns and corn-bins had been burnt, they thelnselves shot down, their wives and children killed or carried off into
slavery. . . They now appeared to be living in the bush, with the remnants of their flocks and herds, the best way they could" (AHunter's
Wanderings, p. 292).
The general appearance and chalacter of the Batoka, as described by
Livingstone, are such as belong to tlle inferior and servile, rather thall
the free and noble, even among the uncivilized. He says his Batoka
carriers, of whom he had many, " were much more degraded than the
Barotse " (p. 591). " The custom of knocking out the upper frorlt teeth
which all the Batoka tribes follow, gives them an uneouth, old-manlike appearance. Their laugh is hideous. Yet they are all so attached
to it that even Sebituane (the Makololo chief) was unable to eradicate
the practice" (p. 571). Again: " The Batoka of these parts are very
degraded." And yet again: " The Batoka of the Zambezi are generally
very dark in color, and very degraded and negro-like in appearance "
(p. 592).
These facts, with many others of the same kind, might be urged with
great force in favor of mission-work anlong the people referred to,
were that our present purpose. But they are here cited in the interests
of historic truth, Bantu scholarship, sound linguistic science, with an
eye to aiding in the be3stof preparation for t}e best of mission-worAkin
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South Africa, and to show, as they do most undeniably show, how
groundless is the claiin made by the author of this "Comparative
Grammar," that the Batoka or Batonga are, and ever have been, a pure,
unbroken, independent people; "have never had any but independent
chieftains ;' cchave never been tributary " to others; that, being " well
proteeted in their peninsula," they " may have easily guarded themselves against invaders ;" and so constitute " the purest representative
of the origillal Bantu,7' " well represenS the proper features of the
larger number of the Bantu languages," " best represent the peculiar
features of the whole group," and deserve to be taken as the " standard, so as to borrow examples from it for all general laws throughout
the work 7 (pp. X2cvii and t).

4. On Delbruck's Vedic Synta:S; by Professor W. D. Whitney,
Ot xale t:Jnlverslty.
This work appeared nearly four years ago, and it may seem a little
late to give at the present tiine a review of it; but I llave been prevented hitherto froln earrying out a eonstant intention to do so; and
meanwhile, so far as I know, no one has subinitted the work to a penetrating examination and eritieism. What follows is a seleetion of
points of more general interest out of a mueh fuller diseussion, whieh
will be published elseBThere.t
That the voluine is an extremely valuable eontribution to its subjeet,
being unusually able, eareful and aeeurate, full of sound kllowledge,
eonseientiously vv-roughtand skilfully presented, does not need to be
stated; the author's reputation, founded on earnest alld sueeessful
labors, is a suffieient warrant of that. The work is one whieh every
student of the Vedie writings, espeeially of the Brallmana division of
them, should have always at hand for eonsultation.
Considering that this is its eharaeternot a book to be read through
and laid upon the shelf, but one to be turned to for frequent help-it is
mueh to be regretted that the allthor has shown himself so little
thoughtful for the eonvenienee of his publie. The volume is extremely
diffieult to find anything in-diffieult to a degree that greatly interferes
with its usefulness. One is astonished-it is hardly too mueh to say
ineensed-at diseovering no running titles to the pages to faeilitate
one's searcll. There are, indeed, headings to paragraphs; but, besides
that it is a vexatious waste of time to look into the body of the page
for information as to what is under diseussion, many of the paragraphs
eover several sueeessive pages, even up to twenty-six. Sueh omissionf
far too eommon in German books, ought to be made a hanging offense.
Indeses, also, though not altogether wanting, are (ten pages in large
type) quite insuffieient. The author of a book so fitted out eannot eomplain if his views on points of detail pass unnotieed. The list of pas* illtindische Syntasc, von B. Delbruck. (S.yntactischeForschungenV.)
Halle, 1888. roy. 8so. pp. xxi, 634.
t Irl the Awzerican Jo?rnal of Philology.
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sages from the Brahinanas translated or referred to is all that could be
desired, and will prove of high value to students of that class of works;
but we are disappointed at not being furnished with such a list for
Rig-Veda and Atharva-Veda as well. It seems to be the author's modesty that deprives us of this; he does not claim to be in any such sense
an authority in the exegesis of the Veda as of the Brahmana; but his
self-depreciation will be generally pronounced misplaced; his moderation, sound judgment, and critical faculty make his understanding of
a difficult Vedic passage well worth consulting by any Vedic scholar,
be he who he may.
One of the laudable manifestations of the avlthor'sgood sense is seen
in his frequent abnegation of a Vedic passage as being too obscure or
difficult to suit his purpose. He wastes his space in no long-drawn
discussions of insoluble puzzles; coolness, directness, and absence of
display are characteristics of his work from one end to the other.
An important point of theoretical grammar in reference to which
Delbrtick seems to me to lay himself open to untavorable criticism is
his classification and treatInent of infinitives and participles as verbforrns. ''Verbum infinitum" is the heading under which tp. 367) he
handles thenl, and by which (49)he first mentions them; and his whole
discussion of them is from that point of view, as if it were the qualities
of noun and adjective in part displayed by them that required to be
specially accounted for. I do not know that he anywhere intimates
that an infinitive is not just as good a " verb " as the 3d singular present
indicative. This takes us back to the ante-j3oppian period of grammar,
when it was as yet undemonstrated that an infinitive is merely an
oblique case of a verbal noun. Perhaps the false classification is no
more than a concession to the force of classical habit in Germany,
where, as elsewhere, the authors of text-books appear to be unable to
give up the old modes of statement, though now antiquated. But, if
so, the concession is a complete one; we find not a-hint that there is a
better and truer way of looking at the facts involved. And a Vedic
Syntax is precisely the place where the true view should be not only
set forth but insisted on. The grammatical distinction of noun and
verb is the oldest and most fundamental in Indo-European languagehistory. The cleft between them goes to the very bottonl, and is insuperable, like the cleft between subject and predicate, which it represents. Excepting the verb, all the other parts of speech have grown
out of the noun; and a noun can still be a pronoun, an adjective, an
adverb, a preposition, a conjunction; but it cannot be a verb, nor can
a verb be anything but a verb. That certain nouns and adjectives
should attach themselves to the fortunes of verbs, should have the
same range of meanings, the same combinations with pretises, the
same constructions with dependent cases (in respect to which there is
no ultimate difference of principle between noun and verb, but only a
developed difference of linguistic habit)-all this is natural enough,
and gives good reason for the designations " verbal noun " and " verbal
adjective; " but it does not justify our calling a noun or an adjective by
the name " verb." A group of verbal adjectives, tlle so-called partici-
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ples, have pretty elearly had the eharaeter ever since the period of
Indo-European unity, and in most Indo-European languages they are
held distinetly apart, in meaning and eonstruetion, from the general
mass of adjeetives; but in Sanskrit, whieh eertainly in this respeet
represents an older eondition of things, the line betuTeen ordinary adjeetive and partieiple is but uneertainly drawn, and transfers aeross it
take plaee before our eyes during the historie period of the language.
As for the infinitive, I think it extremely questionable whether any
sueh outside appendage to the verb-system is of pro-ethnie age; the
eategory is too obviously in the full eareer of development in earliest
Sanskrit to allow the assumption. And hele, even more strikingly
than in the ease of the partieiples, there is no distinet line to be drawn
between infinitive and ordinary noun. The infinitive has nearly all the
oblique ease-forms of the noun, eaeh used in its proper ease-eonstruetions; it ineludes a eonsiderable variety of verbal derivatives, and a
number of other derivatives approaeh it elosely in eonstruetion; eertain others (we may note espeeially the formations in -ana, in -n, and
in -tar) follow not less ne-arlythe -erbal senses, and take as freely the
verbal prefixes; and the list of the nouns that take an accusative objeet overruns considerably the borders of the so-ca]led infinitive c]ass.
It seems to me utterly inadmissible to apply the title " verb " to words
that have eases and genders, and that are not predicative. What is a
verb, then? One ean hut wonder what de-finitionthe author of this
work would give. I have long been aceustomed to maintain that any
one who does not see that a noun is a word that designates and a verb
a word that asserts, and who is not able to hold on to this distinetion
as an absolute and universal one (within the limits of our family of
languages), has no real bottom to his grammatical science. And I have
seldom been more surprised than to find DelbrVickaecepting and perpetuating the exploded category of the "verbum infinitivum." It is
worth noting, however, that he does not eommit the erowning absurdity, as seen from the point of view of sound grammatical theory, of
ealling the infinitive a " mode " of the verb.
Though treating them under the same general head with the rest, the
author almost allows that the gerundives (or future passive partieiples)
are nothing but verbal adjeetives-one quite fails to see why, if the
other partieiples are anything else, sinee they too possess the essential
eharaeteristies of partieiples. But it is, in my view, a serious omission
on his part not to point out their Altogether modern formation, as not
primary but seeondary derivatives (perfeetly obvious in the case of
those in -tva, -tavya, and-antya, wholly probable for the others); for
this helps to the proper estimate of their syntaetieal charaeter. It is
yet harder to understand w-hy he apologizes for reckoning " the adjeetive in -ta" (what we eall the past passive partieiple) to the participles,
sinee it differs in no important respeet from the others; it does not, to
be sure, take an object-noun as complement, but that is nothing essential. He (382)defines its eharaeter thus: " it is assoeiated with a noun
in order to indieate that on it [the nounl the aetion of the verb is exhibited.9' This is one of those explanations that do not explain of w hiGh
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the work oSers here and there a number of illstances. So the present
participle exhibit the action of the verb tn a noun; and the distinction
between tn and on is just that between active and passive; so that the
definition means merely that the "adjective in -ta" is a passive and
not an active participle.
All this does not directly concern the specific subject of the book, but
rather the general grammatical theories of the author; yet it has a
good right to be noticed, because the theoretical error is detrimental to
the correct practical representation of the grammatical phenomena of
the language. There is another of the same class, of minor itnportance,
to wllich we may direct a moment's attention: it is the doctrine that
an interjection (S) or a vocative (33) constitutes a sentence by itself.
This seems to imply a peculiar and indefensible conception of what a
sentence is. Surely, speaking grammatically, it is a combination of a
subject with a predicate to make an assertion, a union of parts of
speech into a significant whole; or, when incomplete, it is the suggestion of such a combination, susceptible?of and calJing for a filling
out to normal form. Is that true, in ally ploper sense, of an interjection or a vocative? I think decidedly not; these are words that stand
outside the structure of the sentences with which they are (often) associated. not as being other sentences, but because they are essentially
non-sentence-making utterances.
We may go on now to take up other matters of a general and theoretical character.
With regald to the intelesting subject of tlle original character and
office of the cases in declension, Professor Delbrtick is in this work
notably non-committal, dropping out of sigl1t some of the opinions
hitherto maintained by him. We should be glad to accept this as a
favorable indication, that he is on the way to more tenable views. He
is llOtwilling even frankly to define the ablative as the from-case, but
(106)takes in regard to it this curiously problematic position: 6 It is
noxv generally as3umed, in accordance vitn Illdian [that is, doubtless,
Hindu native] gla1n1nar, that into the ablative enters that idea of the
noun forth from which the action of the verb follows." Of course,
then, it could not be expected that he would define the genitive as the
especially adnominal or adjectival case, though to most students of
historical syntax that seetlls as incontestable as the from-character of
the ablative; ho simply says nothing aloout the matter. As for the
accusative, upon its dedinition also he does not spend a word; he does
not even (which seems to me a reprehenslble omission) state that mally
scholars are perfectly satisfied with it as being primarily the to-case.
On the other hand, we are at least spared the suggestion that it is a
"grammatical" case, and never had a local charactel at all; and we
might even flatter ourselves that the author had given up altogether
that category of cases, were it not that the distinction of " local " and
"grammatical" is once (14())mentioned and ackllowledged, he admitting his present inclination (no more than that) to agree with Gaedicke
in classing the dative as ' glamlnatical." E.ut this is really equivalent
to saying that we are unable to discover the original office of the dative;
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and the statement might much better have been made in that form.
For to postulate a "grammatical' value at the very beginning is to
deny the whole known history of lallguage, which shows that all forms
begin with something material, apprellensible by the senses, palpable.
If the intellectual values of terms are antecedent to the sensual; if the
tense- and mode-values of have and will and would and tlleir like precede their other values; if the -dom of wisdom and the uXiseof likeunise
and the head of godhead were suffixes before they were independent
nouns-then, and not otherwise, was a case originally " grammatical."
Such an explanation simply betrays a false philosophy of language.
There was a time when Delbruck favored the view that the dative first
indicated a " physical inclination toward something ;" that is a genuine
attempt at explanation; none better, so far as I know, has been suggested; and this is perhaps even to be accepted as satisfactory. The
chief objection is that a to-case and a toward-case might seem too near
akin, a needless repetition; but, after all, this is no more strange than
the presence anlong the prepositional prefixes of so many words as we
find all signifying ' to' with diifering sllades of application: thus, in
Sanskrit, a, abhi vpa, api, acha-evenprati.
It appears also very strange to me that no endeavor is made to connect with one another the two uses of the locative, as signifying place
where and place whither. It can hardly be because the author sees
any particular difficulty in a transition as simple and easy as that
which turns our he went there into an equivalent of and substitute for
he went thither; but even if he could not accept this explanation, it
was I think, his duty at least to notice and report it as accepted by
others Every one must, of course, draw his own line between the
things that shalll be explained and those that shall be passed without
explanation; but our author's line seems sometimes a very crooked
one, leaving on either side things we should never have expected to
find there.
One of the explanations actually given which, in my view, might
well have been spared is that of Sanskrit verbal accent-of the fact
that the Sanskrit verb in an independent clause, ullless standing at the
head of the clause, is regularly accentless, while, on the other hand,
the verb in a dependent clause is always accented. Already more
than twenty years ago (1871),in the first part of his Syntacttsche Forsch7xngen(pp. 96-98), the author treated of this subject, setting up respecting it a theory which I was never able to find ?ither convincing
or e(lifying. It ran briefly thus: the dependent clause in Sanskrit is
oftenest ontsof necessary condition, and oftenest precedes the clause
on which it depends. In such a case, the practice of our own languages shows that the verb of the dependent clause has the superior
emphasis. This is to be inferred from such an example as the following: WClS
ncln ntcht SUTZT, IST eine schrere Last, ' what one vses not w
a heavy burden '-where IST (is) is unempllatic as compared with NUTZT
(teses). Now here, it is plain, the author deceives himself by failing to
observe that his dependent verb is one which, oss-ing to the content of
the word, and not at all to the form of the sentence? is the emphatic
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predicated element, while his independent verb is the mere copula,
unemphatic for that reason and for no other. If his line had read instead thus: was uns nicht n7Xtich IST, BELASTET unsS ' what i.s useless
to us burdenx us,' the relation of the two verbs in respect to emphasis
would be seen to be reversed; the independent one would- be obviously
better entitled to the accent ! And so, for aught I can see, in every
other like case; the emphasis of the verb depends on the relation of its
significant content to the sum of significance of the sentence, and not in
the least on its ocourrence in a clause of the one kind or of the other.
The author goes on to maintain that, on the basis of such sentences as
the one lnstanced, the Hindu learned men set up a rule that the verb
of the dependent clause was to be accented, and, by contrast to itS the
verb of the independent clause left accentless, and then proceeded to
extend the rule rigorously to all cases, whether applicable or nof applicable. Now, altogether apart fronl the imaginary character of the
foundation claimed for the rule, it seems to me that scholars in general
will decline to admit that the phenolnena of verbal accentuation as we
read them in the luanuscripts are the product of theories which ancient
Hindu savants framed and carried out, ;' regardlesss instead of being
the faithful record, as they observed and understood it of their actual
utterance. To admit this would certainly take away most of the interest now belonging to the investigation of Sanskrit accent; and I can
see no good reason for the admission, but abundance of reason against
it. The whole aspect of the phenomena is to me that of a historic
verity, which those who handed it down to us did not themselves understand, or, for the most part, even try to understand much less try
to regulate on such shadowy principles as our author thinks to recognize
In his later work, whicll we are now criticizing, he neither repeats
nor explicitly rejects his former explanation, but gives, rather, a new
and essentially diSerent one thollgh one not less unsatisfactory than
its predecessor. He takes up the subject from the other end, dealing
first with the unaccented verb of the indeErendentclause. Its acceIltlessness he says (5tS is c;merely the esternal sign of the fact that tle
verb appears as a relatively dependent tnetnber of the sentence attaching itself to a noun? a pronoun, a preposition, in such a way as to limit
these ideas. ' This statement seems little short of absurd; and no
theory built up on such a foundation can possibly be anything but a
failure. The sentence consists of subject and predicate; and one of
tllese is just as primary and just as secondary as the other. A subject5
noun or pronoun, is even more meaningless withollt a verb to tell what
it is there for than is a verb without a subject, since a subject can be
on the whole much more easily inferred for it from the circumstances
But nof only a preceding subject, even a preceding object, or adverb
or preXx, takes away the accent from the verb in the Sanskrit sentence; and that the verb is a 4; relatively dependent ' word as compared
with these its own modifiers, that it is c;attached to a preposition ' in
order to limit the meaning of the preposition, is a view which in my
opinion, no reasonable person can fairly be expected to accept on our
autilors authority. He adds that " the verb has only in exceptional
4
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cases a primary value for the sentence," and that then it is moved
baek, toward the beginning of the sentenee. That is hardly a satisfaetory aeeount of the difEerenee betveen dstd raja ' fuit rexs' and raja
stt ' rex fuit.' A eertain order of the elause having become established
as normal, any deviation frorn it is made a means of the difterent distributio-nof emphasis, to the members moved either backward or forward. But the Sanskrit verb, however it may ehange position, gets no
aceent unless it be placed at the very head; nor do the other members, though moved to the end, lose their aeeent. That the sentenee is
naturally a diminuendo, beginning strong to attraet the attention of
the listener, and then toning gradually down to the end, as our author
goes on to elaim, might at best be allowed a certain measure of truth
in a first direet address, but seems wholly out of place as applied to
continuous diseourse, as for instanee a hymn, or a piece of exposition.
As regards the aeeented verb of the dependent elause, a double explanation, viewed as a single one in two parts, is furnished us. First,
if the dependent clause precede the other, the diminuendo of the whole
sehtenee has not beeome eotnplete when the dependent verb is reached
and henee that vert) has not beeome entirely toneless. And then this
non-tonelessness, originally a result only of the position of the clause,
is historieally generalized into a means of distinetion of all del?endent
elauses whieh express an ineomplete sense, or involve a suspension of
sense as eompared with the main elause. Thus, we see, a verb in general is not aeeented beeause it is dependent; but this dependent member, if it belong to a clause whieh is a dependent member, attains independeney and gets an aecent ! A result, too, quite the reverse of that
in Germall, where the dependent verb, instead of being made emphatie,
takes its position at the very end whieh signifies tonelessness !
The whole explanation, both in its earlier and in its later form,
appears to me llot so mueh ingenious as artifieial and foreed, and
totallJrwanting in plausibility. As its author abandoned the 1871form,
so we may feel sure that he will abandon this of 1888. It is better to
aeknowledge that the law of verbal aeeentuation in Sanskrit is thus
far an unexplained puzzle than to try to eontent our minds with anzy
#ueh unsatisfaetory solutions as are ofEeredus in these volumes.
Another distinction of general importanee, with regard to whieh,
however, the author's views have retnained unchanged sinee the first
part of the Syntactische Forschungerzwas published, and whieh, as it
formed the subjeet of that part, is widely familiar to students of syntax, is that of the subjunetive and optative, as expressing, the former
an aetion willed, the latter an aetion wished. To this also I have never
been able to give my assent: 1. beeause I eannot find any well-marked
differenee of sense of the kind between the two modes, but only sueh a
preponderanee, on the whole, of the sense of wishing on the side of the
optative as might easily eome about by gradual difEerentiation of usage
between two originally equivalent formations, 2. beeause there is yet
another mode, the imperative, to ^rhiell, if to anything, the expression
of an aetion wtlled properly belongs; 3. beeaus(3the proposed explanation takes no heed of one marked formal distinetion between the twq
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modes-namely, that the subjunctive has primary personal endings,
but the optative secondary; and no explanation that does not account
for this feature along with the rest can have any right to be regarded
as more than conjectural and provisional; while it looks very far from
probable that such a diSerence has anything to do with a distinction
between willing and wishing.
Professor Delbruck denies to the 2d pl. and the 2d and 3d du. of the
imperative any true imperative character, because they agree in form
with- the augmentless imperfect persons, or the " injunctive", as he
joins with 13rugman in calling them. I cannot think this justifiable.
The unmistaleable occurrence of a 2d and 3d sing. and a 3d pl. of real
imperative formation. and the occurrence in the other allied languages
of a 2d pl. to match the 2d sing., seem to me sufficient to make the assumption overwhelmingly probable that the accordance in form between imperative and " injunctive" in the persons in question (at least in the
pl., for we may leave out of consideration the du., as of minor consequence) is simply accidental, a result of the leveling forces of linguistic
change. If we had only the evidence of English to infer from, we might
think that the preterit and participle of our New conjugation (as loved
and loved,or sent and sent, and so on), or our possessives sing. and pl.
(horse'sand hor3es'and the like), were identical; but the belief, even in
the absence of all evidence to prove the contrary, would be a crude and
hasty one, to be rejected by all prudent scholars.
Few things in the theory of tenses are more difflcult than to define
satisfactorily the difference between preterit and perfect, between I did
and I have done. The ordinary description of the latter, as signifying
" completed " action, is of no value, and the word completedought to
be banished out of grammars; all past action is completed action, or it
would not be past. But in Englisll (as in German, French, and so on)
we are guided to a better definition of the perfect by the etymology of
the form; it means literally ' I possess at present the result of a past
doing,' and'so contains a mixture of present and past; it designates a
state of things as now existing which involves as a condition the past
doing or occurrence of something. Then this expression of the present
consequence of past action assumes more or less the character of an
expression for the past action itself, and so enters into a rivalry with
other preterit tenses i and they compromise on a division of the terriZ
tory among them. This division is not always made on a systematic
and consistent plan, and the line is differently drawn in different languages . for example, as between English and French and German there
are marked, though minor, discordances, the perfect of the one being by
no means almrayscorrectly rendered by the perfect of another, as the
adult learner of any of them knows to his cost. In some South-German
dialects, the perfect has mainly driven out the preterit as general e2cpression of past action; the Swabian peasant does not say t' that, but is
hobg'than. The use of this tense in regard to which there is something
nearest to an agreement among the different languages is that of desz
ignating the proximate past, of defining the action as having happenec
or been done within the limits of the still current, the present, space of
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time-though even here there remains plenty of room for minor variations.
Now this composite perfect-sense, as is generally well known since
our author himself brought it clearly to light in the second part of these
Syntactische Forschungen (\187f;),is represented in Vedic Sanskrit, of
both mantra and brahmana, by the so-called aorist. It is not too
much to say that the rendering s I have done ' ete. fits the Vedic aorist
throughout, the perfect tenses of English, French, and GerInan do not
agree in value any more closely with one another than this Sanskrit
tense with them all. The constraint of meter, and the pervading obscurities of meaning and construction, in the hymns make its distinctive
character less obvious and undeniable in mantrcwthan in brdhmcwna;
and there are even good Vedic scholars who (much to the detriment of
their versions) either neglect the distinction or make it a principle never
to use ' have ' in rendering an aorist. But there is no real difference
between the aorist of mantra and that of brahmana; and the distinction
laid down by our author in his former work, and here (280) reported
rather than repeated-namely, that the aorist in mantra denotes what
has just taken place, while in brahmana it is the tense of personal experience-seems to me of no account, it is a difference in the circumstances of use, and not in the value of the tense itself. Especially does
this appear when it is taken into account (what the author in his comparative treatment of the tenses failed to discover: see these Proceedings for May, 1891; J.A.O.S. vol. xv., p. lxxxv S.*) that the imperfect
is as much as the aorist the tense of personal narration in brahmana,
the two being related to one another in such use as our preterit and
perfect are related.
The author notes that there are exceptional cases, in both divisions
of the Vedic literature, which do not fall under the definitions given
(certainly they are not more nutnerous than is the case with our modern ' have ' perfects); and he seeks after a wider definition which shall
include all. This seems to me a mistaken quest, like that which
should seek a formula inclusive of all the various uses of the accusative
case, and which can only issue in some such worthless bit of indefiniteness as that the accusative is " a complement or nearer definition of
the verbal idea." So here, in like manner, we get as result the following: " the aorist informs us that an action has come to light " (dass ein
Vorgang [or Handlung] in die Erschetnung getreten tst). This is valuable sol?ly and alone in virtue of the verb-tense, " has come," which is
used in it: just so an imperfect informs us that an action came to light,
and a future that it wtll come to light. The " coming to light " of an
action (like the "occurrence" or Etntreten of an action, the phrase
which, after the example of others, he conjures utith in the fourth part
of the Synt. Forsch.) is really nothing more than an equivalent for predication, and something positive has to be added in order to make it
* The paper appearsin a fuller form in the Transaetions of the Amer. Phio1. Assoc7n for 1892.
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descriptive of a tense. The author expresses, with good reason his dissatisfaction with the phrase, nor does he attempt to lay it at the basis
of the illustration that follows. A tense should be defined and illustrated according to its leading and prevailing sense, and not according
to its rare and exceptional applications, unless some one of these can
be shown to have been historically olderrand the others derived from it
-and the " occurrence " or " coming to light ' of the action can never
have that value.
While the Vedic aorist is thus in the sum of its uses equivalent to our
auxiliary perfect with have, it must, of course, have had a diSerent
history of development of meaning, since it is the combination of present auxiliary with past participle that gives to our tense its peculiar
union of past and present time. And I see nothing in tlle way of our
assuming that the proper perfect sense came in Sanskrit out of that of
proximate past, as in our modern formations the latter out of the former; the two are so related that either naturally gives rise to the other.
As for the prior transition from simple indefinite past action (as in the
Gresk aorist) to proximate pasts that is not at all, it appears to me, beyond the reach of the differentiating and adapting action of a language
that has a certain excess of expression for past time (impf., pf., and aor.
tenses). Perhaps the Greek imperfect of continuous action got its characteristic quality in no other way. Or, if continuousness be proved to
be the original character of the proper imperfect, then its loss in the
Sanskrit imperfect (which certainly, from the earliest period, shonsrs
not a trace of it), and the shift of the former indefinite past or aorist to
the designation of proximate past action, may have been two parts of
the same process.
One is a little surprised to find the formation of compound words
among the matters discussed in this work on syntax; the subject is not
Ordinarily deemed a syntactical one. There is, indeed, something to be
said in favor of the inclusion, since, but for their composition, the compounded words would have to be put together into syntactical phrases,
equivalent and yet not precisely equivalent. But then, upon similar
ground, the subject of derivation also ought not to be omitted, a derivative, especially a secondary one, is a sort of abbreviated phrase, the
equivalent of two or more words having syntactical relations. The au
thor is not able to go far enough into the investigation of conlpounds
(since he probably felt that it has no real right here) to bring to light
anything that is specially new, not already to be read in the grammars.
He points out (62) that the " possessive " (bahavrthi) compounds are believed to have been appositive nouns before they assumed an adjectival
character. This is doubtless true; and in the same way, as I presunle
came illtO being in our family of languages the whole category of adjectives as distinguished from substantives. But both these are prehistoric questions, altogether antedating the whole period of Sanskrit
siyntax prol?er. What stands decidedly nearer to the latter is the question how these adjectivized substantives came to be so almost exclusively possessive in character; and then what traces there are left in
the language of tht?irformer possession of a character other than pos
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ses#ive. These are the points which seem to me both the most interesting and the most important to discuss in the theory of Sanskrit bahuvrthi (' much-rice ') compounds (they are briefly treated in my grammar,
g 1294); and I confess myself to have been a good deal disappointed at
reading on and finding that the author not only failed to cast upon
them any new light, but even did not acknowledge their existence.
There is an inviting opportunity for some one still to write an instructive paper on that queer fabrication of the Hindu grammarians, the
dvigu class of compounds (dvi-gu, ' two-cow', not as ' having two cows',
like an ordinary "possessive", but as 'equal to, or worth, or bought
for, two cows '). It ought to be possible to extract from the native grammars and the commentaries on them something more than the scanty
array of material, gathered out of the literature of the language, which
I have put together in my grammar (§ 1294b).
There is also another subject with regard to which the author of the
work under discussion seems to me yet more clearly to have turned
aside from its proper subject, and without any sufficient motive or rewarding result. It is that of the comparison of adjectives. What under
this head belongs to a Syntax is obviously the sense attaching to those
derivative adjectives which we call the comparative and superlative,
and their constructions (by the way, no explanation is given us of why
the ablative is the case that follows a comparative). That there are
two different sets of suffises of comparison, applied (with minor irregularities) to different classes of primitives, is a matter that no more
concerns syntax, so long as the value of the two formations is the same
in practical uses than the different modes of forming the genitive case,
or the first person plural, or the aorist. Yet the author spends several
pages (188f] .j upon a detailed account of the formations with -zyas and
-istha on the one side and those with -tara and-tama on the other. If,
indeed, there were something strikingly new in his exposition of the
subject, if the relation of the two formations had been hitherto misunderstood and needed to be set right, there would be more excuse for his
thus dragging a matter of pure inflection or derivation into the midst
of his syntactical discussions; but so far is this from being the case
that the whole passage might be taken for an estract from my grammar, so close is the agreement both in the views held and in the manner
of con:lbining and putting them forward. I do not in the least charge
Professor Delbruck with having borrowed from me without acknowledgment; such an accusation would be absurd; he has undoubtedly
by his own study arrived at conclusions according with mine (which
are of very old standing; the substance of them may be found in one
of my earliest communications to the SocietJr,-away hack in 1855:
J. A.O.S. , vol. v. , pp. 210-lt); and I take satisfaction in the accordance.
But I cannot but think it in a high degree curious that he should have
felt himself called upon to treat the subject at all, and that he should
then have overlooked the already published views of others (he is in
general entirely conscientious about making acknowledgments), and
presented himself in the character of one who brings out something
quite new.
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It is unnecessary to say that the versions given by our author of the
illustrative passages which he quotes in abundanee on every page are
extremely good, and especially those from the Brahmanas. In dealing
with the latter,-no one has shown in the same measure as he the ability
to combine accuracy and readableness. If he oecasionally renders the
same word or phrase in the same passage differently in different parts
of the volume, the variation only represents fairly the uncertainty that
clings to mueh of the language of these works. A real oversight is a
rare and accidental oceurrence. There is such a one on p. 498 (from
MS. iii. 2. 5), where the second iti clause is wrongly eonneeted; the sentence means ' he should take [the grain] from its direetion, saying " I
have taken from them food and refreshment."' So also (like Muller
before him and Bohtlingk after him), in a Brhad-Aranyaka passage
((:B. xiv. iv. 2. 18: p. 253), he conneets the first evarnwrongly with what
follows it, instead of taking it as by itself the whole apodosis. This
value of evam is noticed by him on p. 534, but not suecessfully explained; it is simply an abbreviated clause, and has no special analogy
with the use of iti.
An example of another kind, from the Rig-Veda, may be noticed,
beeause our author repeats in regard to it an error which is eommitted
bv the translators and the dietionary- and ehrestomathy-makers in
general (though the minor Pet. lex. has eorreeted it). It is the word
ayodethar, oeeurring in the spirited Indra-hymn i. 32, in verse 6, and
rendered 'eoward', as if literally 'non-fighter'. But this interpretation, aeeording to ordinary rule, would imply the aeeent ayoddhar,
while ayoddhar is the aeeentuation belonging to a possessive eompound, and the word should mean ' not having a fighter :' that is (eompare indragatrte ete.), 'not meeting with any one who eould fight
him,' or ' unequaled in fight.' The aeeent, however. eould not be relied
on to settle the matter absolutely, if the eonneetion also did not most
plainly require the normal sense. To eall tbe demon Vrtra a ' eoward '
beeause he dared to ehallenge the god Indra to eombat is evidently the
height of injustiee; the aetion exhibits, rather, a fool-hardy eouragewhieh is preeisely what the verse-(durznadas)attributes to him.
I nlay add that I was unfortunately unable to make any use of this
work in eorreeting my Sanskrit grammar for the seeond edition, as it
did not eome to my hands until the printing of that edition was eompleted, and I was revising the Index.

5. Announcement as to a second volume of the Roth-Whitney
edition of the Atharva-Veda; by Professor W. D. Whitney, of
Yale l,Tniversity.
When, in 1856-7, the text of the Atharva-Veda was published by Professor Roth and myself, it was styled a " first volume ", and a seeond
volume, of notes, indexes, etc., was promised. The promise was made
in good faith, and with every intention of prompt fulfilment; but eireumstanees have deferred the latter, even till now. The bulk of the
^vork was to have fallen to Professor Roth, not only beeause the bulk
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of the work on the first volume had fallen to me, but also because his
superior learning and ability pointed him out as the one to undertake
it. It was his absorption in the great labor of the Petersburg Lexicon
that for a long series of years kept his hands from the LAtharva-Vedaexcept so far as his working up of its material, and definition of its vocabulary, was a help of the first order toward the understanding of it,
a kind of fragmentary translation. He has also made important contributions of other kinds to its elucidation: most of all, by his incitement to inquiry after an Atharva-Veda in Cashmere, and the resulting
discovery of the so-called Paippalada text, now well known to all Vedic
scholars as one of the most important finds in Sanskrit literature of the
last half-century, and of which the credit belongs in a peculiar manner
to him. I have also done something in the same direction, by publishing in the Society's Journal in 1862(Journal, vol. vii.) the Atharva-Veda
Pratigakhya, text, translation, notes, etc.; and in 1881 the Index Verborum-which latter afforded lne the opportunity to give the padareadings complete, and to report in a general way the corrections made
by us in the text at the time of its first issue. There luay be mentioned
also the index of pratikas, which was published by Weber in his IndischeStudien,vol. iv., in 1857, from the slips written by me, although
another (Professor Ludwig) had the tedious labor of preparing them for
the press.
I have never lost from view the completion of the plan of publication
as originally formed. In 1875 I spent the summer in Germany, chiefly
engaged in further collating, at Munich and at Tubingen, the additional
manuscript material which had come to Europe since our text was
printed; and I should probably have soon taken up the work seriously
save for having been engaged while in Germany to prepare a Sanskrit
grammar, which fully occupied the leisure of several following years.
At last, in 188a-6, I had fairly started upon the execution of the plan,
when failure of health reduced my working capacity to a minimum,
and rendered ultimate success very questionable. The task, however,
has never been laid wholly aside, and it is now so far advanced that,
barring further loss of power, I may hope to finish it in a couple of
years or so; and it is therefore proper and desirable that a public announcement be made of my intention.
My plan includes, in the first place, critical notes upon the text, giving the various readings of the manuscriptsz and not alone of those collated by myself in Europe, but also of the apparatus used by Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit in the great edition with commentary (except
certain parts, of which the commentary has not been found) which he
has been for years engaged in printing in India. Of this extremely
well-edited and valuable work I have, by the kindness of the editor,
long had in my hands the larger half; and doubtless the whole will be
issued in season for me to avail myself of it throughout. Not only his
many manuscripts and frotriyas (the living equivalents, and in some
respects the superiors, of manuscripts) give valuable aid, but the commentary (which, of course clainls to be " Sayana's ") also has very numerous various readings, all worthy to be reported, thougll seldom
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offering anything better than the text of the manuscripts. Second, the
readings of the Paippalada version, in those parts of the Veda (much
the larger half) for which there is a corresponding Paippalada text;
these were furnished me, some years ago, by Professor Roth, in whose
exclusive possession the Paippalada manu,script is held. Further, notice
of the corresponding passages in all the other Vedic texts, whether
Samhita, Brahmana, or Sutra, with report of their various readings.
Further, the data of the Anukraman.i respecting authorship, divinity,
and meter of each verse. Also, reterences to the ancillary literature,
especially to the Kaugika and Vaitana Sutras (both of which have been
competently edited, the latter with a translation added), with account
of the use made in them of the hymns and parts of hymns, so far as
this appears to east any light upon their meanint,. Also, extracts from
the printed commentary, wherever this seems worth wllile, as either
really aiding the understanding of the text, or showing the absence of
any helpful tradition. Finally, a simple literal translatioIl; this was
not originally promised for the second volume, but is added especially
in order to help " float " the rest of the material. An introduction and
indexes will give such further auxiliary matter as appears to be called
for.
The design of the volume will be to put together as much as possible
of the material that is to help toward the study and final comprehension (lf this Veda.

6. Announcement of a Vedic Concordance, being a collection
of the Padas of the hymns and sacrificial formulas of the literature of the Vedas; by Professol Maurice Bloomfield, of the
Johns Hopkins Univelsity, Baltimore, Md.
Those who have devoted themselves within recent years to the interpretation of the Vedas have become impressed with a growing sense of
the difficulty of the task. As yet Vedic science is truly in its very
beginnings. The complete translations of the Rig-Veda are still useful
for general orientation, but their trustworthiness on any given question
is of the most minimal degree. We may claim fairly that Vedic interpretation is still in the stage of decipherment; each more difficult word
needs to be tested anew in the light of all its occurrences; each idea
carefully confronted with every other before its true bearing is understood. Such processes before long exhaust the material in a literature
of limited scope, but the Vedas are very extensive; 'a knowledge of
all the Vedas '-sarvctvidya, as the Hindus call it--is given to no one.
Precisely at this point, we conceive, lies the chief difficulty. The
larger hermeneutic efforts in Vedic philology have been hampered by a
restriction, voluntary or involuntary on the part of the interpreter, of
the materials which he undertook to investigate. Those who have
undertaken the more special lines of investigations, such as the character of a single divinity, the nature of a legend, the meaning of a
difficult word, have also beell hampered by their failure to control the
materials bearing upon their inquiry. It is astonishing to see how
*
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great has been the waste of intellectual resource, how much ingenuity
has heen frittered away, over questions, simply because the inquirer
carried on his search with only a part of the materials instead of the
whole. Especially, the students of the Vedic hymns have been in general too much inclined to sepa,ratethe lyric hymns of prayer from the
remainder of the Vedic tradition, the ceremonial practices, and the
large stock of legendary material which is woven into the texture of
the litllrgical writings.
Every Vedic te2ct is an integral part of the Veda as a whole; its
treatment should be neither self-centered nor chauvinistic; we may
not understand it without understanding the whole. The sense of the
mantrctsis largely dependent upon the ceremonial; and conversely the
ceremonial, the nature and origin of the ritualistic practices, the customs of private and public life, are in India so eminentlyreligious,
they stand so near to the gods, they are, so to say, so eminently polytheocratic, that their sense and essence will become revealed only in
the light of the entire religious life.
If these remarks are true, if this need of making the sarvavidyd,the
knowledge of the Vedas in their entirety, an ideal less and less far renioved from realization, it will be necessary to construct certain preliminary aids which shall serve as connective tissue between the various
parts. The point is evidently this: to control, if possible, the entire
line of statements in the Veda bearing upon a certain divinity, upon a
certain practice, upon a certain custom, upon a certain word, upon a
certain conception of any sort whatever. There are in the main four
distinct kinds of labor to be performed in order to approximate to this
ideal: 1. Complete indexes of words for every Vedic text; 2. Preliminary translations of all the texts; 3. An index of subjects and ideas
contained in the Vedic literature; 4. A concordance of the mclntrcls.
The last of these aids I have undertaken to construct, with the aid of
pupils and other friends: namely, a concordance, as complete as possiand the sacrificial formulas of the
ble, of the padas of the xnsmtrcls,
entire Vedic literature. The mcmtrcls,as is well known, occur in separate collections, as well as in texts which arrange successively in their
proper order the ceremonies, and the songs of praise and liturgical
formulas employed in connection with them. Thus the schools of the
Rig-Veda, the Atharva-Veda, the Sama-Veda, and the White YajurVeda have constructed separate collections of the mcmtras,which appear worked up entirely or ill part in the ceremonial books of each of
these Vedas. The schools of the Blacli Yajur-Veda on the other hand
do not possess separate collections of mantras; in their traditional
books mclntrcland ceremonial alternate with one another. All of the
Brahmana and Sutra texts, moreover, quote mantrclsand formulas,
very largely those representing the collections of their particular school,
but in a noteworthy measure also those which do not occur in their
own school. The latter are either found in the collection of some other
school, or, to a not inconsiderable extent, are original in those Br.ahmana or Sutra texts. The collection of the Rig-Veda alone comprises
more than one thousand hymns, teIl thousand stanzas, and not far from
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40,000 verse-lines, or padas. The Atharva-Veda contains lnore than
half that quantity. The number of verse-lines and formulas of the entire Vedie tradition may be estimated roughly at alrout one fourth of a
million of passages, or more.
Now this entire tradition of the hymns and formulas may be described as a floating one. The lyric and formulary material of the
Vedic period is in a large measure eommon traditional property. The
eollection of mantras in one Veda, or in one Vedic school, do not present materials totally different from those of any other school. The
various schools repeat to a large extent the same stock of material,
with or without variation, standing at times so near to a sister school
as to be differentiated from it only by a few insignificant variants and
addenda, while in other cases the material varies greatly. Thus, the
Atharvan schools present materials very largely though not entirely
different from the Rig-Veda schools.
The purpose of this vsork is to give a compact history of each lyric
line and each liturgic formula in the entire literature. The reader of
a certain Vedic text shall be able in the case of each mantra or formula which he encounters to tell at a glance every other occurrence
and employment of the same in the remaining body of texts. The
value of this is primarily three-fold. First, as has been hinted above,
the individual lines do not occur in precisely the same form, but in
forms varying more or less in arrangement and choice of words and
gramrnatical form. Now it is important to have all variants; frequently the reading of one school is thus shown to be manifestly inferior to that of another, or even totally corrupt and untenable. Secondly, the order and connection of the verses differs very greatly in
the different schools. It is therefore of the utmost importance to establish by proper comparison which combination of verses is the original one, and which is secondary. Thirdly, the collection will give the
key to every employment of each line in the ceremonial practices. Of
recent years I have laid special stress upon the importance of this
knowledge, and in my Vedic studies I have been able to exhibit a noteworthy variety of instances which illustrate that subtle blending of the
song and the ceremony which makes a f ull knowledge of both neeessary
for the understanding of either.
I need scarcely say, in conclusion, that all suggestions or eontributions will be gratefully aeknowledged, and utilized as far as possible.
7. English da?land Sanskrit(d)ahan; by Professor Edward
WashburnHopkins,of Bryn Mawr,Pa.
The English word day, Gothic dags, may be referred through the
form *dhayho, *dhogho to the Sanskrit root dah ' burn ' (Fick), as Sanskrit div gives from the radical idea of shining the local word for day.
Yet day is not directly eomparable with ahan, Avestan azan, except
on the supposition that the Indo-Iranian forms have lost the dental.
On the further supposition that agnis-ignis is from the same root, we
should have the loss of dental established as pre-Aryan; but to compare
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with this extraordinary 108s there would be only a still more doubtful
I consider both comparisons as unproved but not imposacru-daKpv.
sible equations, even were the phonetic violations unique; for, as herz
and hr'd are irregular yet diffieult to dissociate, so there are certainly
other correspondences which must always appear fortuitous, but which
it is harder to treat as false than as anomalous.
Granting then the a priori possibility of *dahan, it remains to he
seen whether any indication of the loss of d in the early literature can
be found. It must be assumed that ahan and azan are one. The loss
must, therefore, have taken place before the Indo-Iranians separated.
For our earliest literature we should then expect only a faint trace of
the already vanished dental. This might be found in the position of
the word in respect of its syntactical neighbors. On noting that ahan
generally follows d in the Rig-Veda this idea suggested itself to me;
and, although I am not certain that anything is proved by the examination, yet as it is not uninteresting in some respeets, and the same
tllought might induce another to look into the matter, the statistics
may perhaps be worthy of a place in the Proceedings.
The word ahan appears to be more antique in the Rig-Veda than its
synonym diva, for in adverbial phrases it is out-numbered by the latter, and in the common reduplicated iterative adverb we find used a
stem which on comparison srith the Avestan form would seem to be
later.* The eompound ahar-ahar stands with one exception at the
head of a pada, and if the form of the stem is late it offers but negative evidence against an original *dahan. The only explosive that preeedes ahan in the Rig-Veda text is d. Thus: rzasam ad ahah, vii. 66.
t1; tad ahah, vii. 103.7; tad ahah, iii. 48. 2; yad ahan, iv. 16. 11; yad
aha, iv. 80. 3; yad ahne, ix. 92. 5; nA cid ahnam, vi. :39.3; ida cid ahnah,
iv. 10.5; ida cid ahnah, viii. 22.11; tav ida cid ahanam, viii. 22.13;
asanod ahani, iii. 34. 10; tantd ahani, vii. 76. 3; sakr'd ahnah, s. 95. 16;
vve'd ahant, vii. 25. 4; [ida 'hnah, iv. 33. 11].
It will be observed that this list eontains e2rpressions ehiefly stereotyped (as if eo]loquial phrases like today in English), and is drawn for
the most part from the older books. The Atharvan gives few examples:
abhajad: ahah, wix.50. 7; sa va ahno 'jayata: tasmad ahar ajayata,
xiii. 4. 29; gapathiad: ahoratre, xi. 6. 7; astd: ahndm, vii. 80. 4; yad
ahar-ahar, xvi. 7. 1t.
Of vowels preceding (in the Rig-Veda), none exeept a or a makes
euphonie eon:lbination with the initial. This eontraetion with a is,
apart from two instanees, eonfined to the latest (first and tenth) books.
To this palt of the work is also eonfined the eombination a (ai) +a;
while a = au is eontraeted in only one passage in the first book. The
initial is never lost after e or o (-as), but this laek of elision is eommon
X The expressiondhar-ahar occurs but six times (three of these in books
one and ten) while dive-diveis used forty-seven times, according to Collitz's
Or. Cong.188t, p. 288); the (later) dina occurs only in compo(Abh.
Gount
etc.
sition, madhzydndina
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in other eases. After s preeeded by other vowels than a there is of
eourse no phonetie diSerenee whether the initial be a vowel or eonsonant sonant. After r, ahan oeeurs only in formulxe, and after nasals
larely save where the residuun:lis nn (partieiples and loeatives), where
the second n anyway represents the loss of a eonsonant. The sounds
preeeding ahan are, so far as the great majority goes, only suell as give
negative evidenee on the point in hand. E2reeptfor ahar-ahar and other
forms whieh may possibly be late and are at all events few in number,
the evidenee of other eases seareely eontradiets the suggested hypothesis, granting its admissibility at all.
Thus, following a, a without eontraetion I fin11ahan (aha, ahar)
eight times; with contraetion iii. 32. 9 [iv. 33. t1], but elsewhere only in
the first and tenth books, and there si2 times; ahan ete. after a = &u,
only i. 117.12; after i, , always with()ut vowel-ehange, six times; after
u do., four times; after e, twenty-seven tirnes, always without elision
(eomprising the sudinatre abEipitre phrases); after ai (a), twiee, in the
tenth book; after o = as, always without elision, fourteen times; after
ir=is, eight times; after tr and a (=&s), thriee eaeh; or, ii.32.2.
Formal is trtr ahan, ahnah, five times (often separated); after pratar
twiee; aha}-ahar, always leading the pada or verse (e2eept in i. 123. 9),
six times. Conapareahnahna onee, the form jpurv&hneonly 2p.34. 11; the
later madhysihna is here (vii. 41. 4) mcidhye ahn&m, onee; tiroahnyam,
eight times. After other eonsonants, with preeeding long vowel, n and
m thriee eaeh; after n with preceding short ( = nn), loeative -fourtimes,
partieiple five; m with short vowel, seven times. Add ahanya without contraetion of preeeding a, i. 190.3 (the form quoted by Fiek as
rath&hnya is late, Brahmanie); gravabEir ahanyebEih, v. 48.3; and
grham-grham ahan4, i. 123.4. The eases after (s) tr are v. 62. 2; vii.
87. t; viii. 48. 7; after (is) ir (ir *d), all in books one, nine, and ten (unless after a pada, viii. 26. t2), exeept in two instanees, iv. 53. 7 and v. 49. 3,
the latter after eesura, as are two eases in the first book. E2reeptafter
a pada (viii. 24. 24, four of the eases of am *d would be in books olle,
nine, ten; but the remaining three oecur at the elose of a tristubh,
ii. 21. (;, sudinatvam ahnam; iii. 32. 14, indram ahnah; vii. 5. 5, ketum
ahnam. The word often begins a pada, only onee a h,ymn, vi. 9,1. In
o *d and other eases AV. is like RV. (thus, after i, u, e); but while, as
in RV. 2r.18. 5, AV. twice has yat7la aho, in other aaa-eases it general y eontracts. Exeeptions are 2zviii.1. 7 = RV. 2r.10. 6, and once after
eaesura iv. 18.1. Thus AV. = RV. (loe. eit.) ill prathamasya ahnah,
but AV. vii. 52.2; viii. 5. 6,18; i2a.2. 10; x. 2. 16; 2evi.4.4; xi22.20.4,
a + a = &, eontracted. The only ease of eontraetion in the RV. outside
of books one and tell is (Tith the e2ception of iddEnah in the list above
at iv. 38.11) in naha, iii. 32. 9, with which on the other hand AV. has to
contrast na aha7yonee onlyS 2ri. 4. 21 'na ratrt na ahah syat). CDanthah
and mahnah are common to the AV. and the tenth book of RV.
The contrast instead of correlation of id id in vii. 76. 3-4 of the list
given above deserves notice. It is not unique, but rare in the extremey
considering the frequency of correlation such as i. 61. 1-2 * iv. 24. 4-5 viii. 6. 21-22; 13. 27-18; 16. 5-6, etc. (I have no statistics, and speak from
-
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impression only, but I believe I am right in asserting that cases like vii.
76. 3-4 and ii. 11. 3 will not often be found).
The cause of the loss of the dental may lie in the fact that the sound
was originally more lingual than dental, such as may perhaps be assumed for dakru lacruma, (jihra) dingua lingua, solium sad. nidus
nida.
I have noted one case where something similar may have happened
to the participial form (dahan = ahan) of the root dah. The hymn i.
69 is composed of five-syllable padas (ten syllables to the whole verse),
with the exception of verse seven, into which has come an extra syllable. Such tritubh lines are not uncommon in this metre. The usual
theory is that the hymn was written throughout in eleven-syllable
verses and afterwards reduced, a hypothesis not antecedently probable.
Apart from the question of original form, however, other reasons exist
for believing in the intrusion in this passage of an extra syllable, and
this is one which aSects the word ahant. The hymn reads in the portion here considered (vss. 7-8) as follows:
Nakis ta etd
vratd minanti
nr'bhyo yad ebhyah
grustim cakartha.
tat tu te danso
yad ahant samanair
nr'bhir yad yukto
vive rapansi
which we may translate, preserving the extra syllable in the sixth line
as here given:
No man impaireth
Thy holy statutes,
When these the heroes
Thou givest ear to;
And this thy glory
That with equals smit'st thou,
That joined with heroes
Thou shame hast banished.
In the original it is, however, almost impossible to avoid connecting
samanaih with nr'bhWh,and if this is done we have two yad clauses
with yuktah, and must connect ahan with vivdh, as does Grassmann,
a construction syntactically harsh and dubious. The clauses evidently
differ from a yad . . yad va clause. Sayana gives to one yad the force
of yadi and to the other that of yasmat, but correctly takes samanaih
with nrtbhih, as would seem to be necessary from the passages i. 165. 7,
bhEri cakartha yisjyebhirasme samdnebhir vrsabha jpctunsyebhWh.The
verb ahan may be applied to Agni (to whom is addressed the hymn),
although the verb for Agni is usually dah, for Indra han, as in
iv. 28. 3, ahann indro adahad agnib . . . dasyun. Compare i. 132.2,
ahann indro yatha vide; v. 34. 5, jinati ved amuyd hanti va; 2r.22. 7,
gndra . . gusnanz yad dhann amanusam, etc.; of Agni more rarely, as

IIopktns, English dfay and Sanskrit (d )ahan.
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in viii. 43. 26, ghnan . . dahan . . dtdihi; viii. 84. 9, hanti yah; yet even
here the application is rather to the killg than to the god. Compare iv.
12.2.
In the verse above, if we substitute for yad ahant the word dahant
(measured as in Ob, duro vyr'nvan) we have the verb peculiarly Agni's
(ii. 4. 7; iii. 18. 1, etc.); one yad clause instead of txvo, as is usual in parallel expressions (compare iii. 32. 9, tava tan mahitvan sadyo yaj jato
apibo ha somam), and a sentence syntactically unobjectionable, meaning ' this is thy glory-that consuming, with equal heroes joined, thou
hast banished shame ' (the last words are doubtful, possibly ' done thy
work '). Perhaps the change was begun by some one who thought that
yad should follow dansah at once (as in ii. 21. 4 etc.) and changed dahan
to yad dahan. But in the first place recession of the particle is illustrated by i. 80. 10 (an independent clause), and by v. 85. 5, where in a
relative clause yah answers to our yad (mayAnz. . pravocarr1,:mawleneva
tasthivat antarikse vi yQ mame prthivtm sAryena). Moreover, a perfect
parallel to the later position of yad is found in iv. 39.1, mahat tad vo
devydsya pravAcanam dyAm rbhavah prthivtm yac ca pusyatha.
I think yad dahan may have caused the form ahan to be introduced
into the text, just as, without assuming more than to have shown the
possibility of *dahan, this most archaic form of ahan may have been
preserved from a pre-Indic period by such half formal inherited colloquial combinations as those in which it occurs in the list above. I
imagine that the corruption of an original yad dahne etc. to yad ahne
gave rise to a belief in ahan as the noun-form, which obtained, yet
not so entirely but that some traces of the original consonant are still
discernible in the frequency of colloquial combination with the dental.
The change would be like that in better to bet-er, the unguarded everyday pronunciation among us.
Note on the Urva (of Yama ?) and Vara of Yima: The ordinary meaning of urva is an enclosed place, generally for cattle (rain-clouds), as in
i. 72. 8; x. 108. 8, 6, etc. The word as used in vii. 76. 5 is, however, of
quite different application: ' The righteous seers of old were co-revelers
with the gods; in a common enclosure (urva) all came together, are of
one mind, nor mutually strive; they diminish not the laws of the gods,
but go ever with the good, unwearied.' The radical meaning connects
urva with the vara or paradise of Yima, and something of the sort
seems meant in this description of a happy enclosure or meeting
ground of the blessed dead, who in accordance with the ordinary conception should be in Yama's realm. It is possible that in iv. 2. 16-18*
this urva-paradise of the fathers may be confused with the common
gavga. In i. 35. 6, Yama's realm is virasah, a ' hero-holding ' place, here
located as a ' heaven.'
* adha yatha nah pitarah parasah pratnaso ayna rtam agusandh
cuctd ayan dtdhitim uktha,cdsah ksdma bhindanto aruntr apa vran . .
gucanto agnim vavrdhanta indram urvam gavgam jparisadanto agman,
etc.
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8. Notes on Zoroaster and the Zartusht-Namah; by Professor
A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College New York City.
The paper called attention to the possible real importance of the Zartusht-Namah as furnishing a certain amount of data for reliable and
valuable facts connected with Zoroaster as a historical personage. This
Persian work, of the thirteenth century (cf. Wilson's Parsi P¢eligion,pp.
417, 477ff.), was formerly much quoted, but has of late been generally
neglected by Avestan scholars. In the light of more recent investigation it seems worthy of reconsideration.
Colnparisons with the Avesta were made to show the general accuracy in names and in certain phrases; and evidences were cited of
apparent traditional reminiscence of actual scenes and situations.
Emphasis was laid on the naturalness and genuineness nof tone, and
reasons were given for believing that ttle work was perhaps not so
fanciful as had often been supposed. The suggestion was put forward
that the presumed author's claim to having based his work on Pahlavi
writings, as he states at the outset, might after all, be not without
foundation. A hint was thrown out that possibly in this Persian text
there may lingel some fragments of two of the lost Nasks of the
Avesta-portions, for example, of the 10th and of the 13th Nask. The
latter, or SgpendlVask, is commonly said to have contained a sketch of
Zoroaster's infancy and youth; the former, or Vlshtasp-sasto Nask,
recorded King 5Fushtasps reign and Zoroaster's influence.
The hope was added that amid the later Persian dross keen eyes may
yet discover new and pure grains of gold. Possibly one may look to Dr.
West for mole light from the Zacl-sparam (cf. Pahlavi Teacts,S.B.E.
-v. 187)-telling us, for instance, something also about Zoroaster's reputed teacher, Barzlnkarus (ZcertushtNamah, Wilson, p. 488) or of the
Herod, Duransarun (ib. p. 486V,or of the prophet's foe, Bartarush (ib. p.
489) who is perhaps to be identified with the traditional murderer of
Zoroaster, called Brad.alvakhsh (Bh. Yt. ii. 3; Dd. lxxii. 8; Sad Dcerix.
5, in Wests Pahlavt TeactsS.B.E. v. 195n.; xviii. 218; xxiv. 267n. Vol.
xxvii. has appeared since the above was written).

9. Brief Avestan Notes; bv Professor A. Y. W. Jackson.
t. Av. fstenghya, Ys. 31.10; 49. 9.
The existence of an Avesta u or u as one of the representatives of the
"nasalis sonans " has been made probable by Paul Horn, sn American
Journal of Philology xi. 89-90. If his deductions be correct, a step forward is taken toward solving thf3 etymological riddle of Av. fFenghya,
Ys. xxxi. 10, Ys. xlix. 9.
By the familiar phonetic laws, Av. fsenghya would stand for oxig.
*pecen-sya,formed like Skt. matsya. This root Av. fsan would answer
to Skt. ipsan, to be found in Skt. vigra-psr^-ya. The same radical is
also to be sought in Skt. a-gpsu,and in the stem Skt.
both formspSa
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a and u-ariSing from orig.
A proportion might thus be eonstrueted, Av. fstan.: Av. f,su :: Skt. psn: Skt. psu.*
The meaning usually assigned to the adjeetive Av. fstenghya is 'energetic, active, zealous '. It is rather ' nourishing, promoting, prospering ', then ' thrifty, prosperous '; and, when used as a noun, ' promoter.' It is espeeially the attribute of the farmer and cattle-raiser. For
the meaning, observe also its eolloeation with the root Av. su, in Ys.
xlix. 9, fsenghyo saye ta,sto; where suye tasto is really a variation or
explanatory amplification of ftsenghyo. Neryosangs Skt. version of the
Yasna renders the word by Skt. visphrayitar; this latter term is the
one by which he also glosses the kindred Av. fstuyant. Good suggestions regarding the uses of the radieal fsu are to be found in Darmesteter's Haurvatat et Areaeretat,p. 76.
Plesuming the above view to be approximately eorreet, the passages in xvhiehfstenghya oeeurs will thus be given: Ys. xxxi. 10, aSurem
astavanem va)heus fstenghtm mananho ' the righteous lord, the e u 1t iv a t o r of the Good Mind ' (i. e. eattle). Again, Ys. xlix. 9, sraotu sasnaofstenghyo surye taswto' let the eultivator who is formed for thrift
hearken unto my eommands '. The word, therefore, though uneommoll,
is one of cardinal importanee in the Gathas.
psOn.

2. Av. saostyantostavan.
In Ys. ix. 2, whieh deseribes Zoroaster's vision of Haoma, the personified spirit gives him this eommand:
a mAmyasanaha spitama
fra mam hunvanuha hraretee
aoi mAmstaomaine stuidhi
yatha ma aparacit saosyanto stavAn
' Gather me, O Spitama; press me out to drink me: plaise me in a song
of praise, as aparacit saosyanto stavan.' These elosing words have
usually been rendered 'as the other Saoshyants praised(!)sne.' The
word apara, however, means not 'other' but ' latter, hereafter ;' and
the verbal folm stavAn is a subjunetive. The foree of this subjunetive,
referring to the future, has already been seen by Justi, s. v. saosyant;
he renders ' wie mieh die k u n f t i g e n Retter anrufen w e r d e n, but
adds no eomlnent.t The allusion in the passage is not a general but a
specifie one. It becomes clear ill the light of the Bundahish xxx. 25,
cf. West, Pahlavi Tezts, Part i., in S.B.E. v. 1'S6. It distinctly alludes
to the solemn preparation of the saered Hom juice by Soshyans and his
assistants, at the time of the general resurrection, when the great
Yazishn ceremony is performed. Zoroaster's eelebration of the saeramen<G
is to typify the one hereafter when the Saoshyant himself and his
* See also note by Prof. E. W. Hopkins on Skt.
in paper read at same
meeting, J.A.O S. xv. 266.
+ Darmesteter's translation Le Zend-Avestcs, vol. i. ctd,eoc! (since appeared?
rightly also takes it thus.
pSV6,
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glorious company of attendants shall come and shall offor their praise
at the restoration of the world through the draught of the White Hom.
This is but one of the many instances in which a careful study of the
later Pahlavi writings will clear up an obscure passage, or make its
import real and tangible instead of vague and illusory.
ll). On the writing on the wall at Belshazzar's feast (Daniel v.
25); by Mr. John D. Prince, of New York City.
Every one is familiar with the story of the feast of Belshazzar and
of the mysterious 51vritingon the wall, which appeared as a warning to
the Babylonian monarch. The enigmatical selltence in which this admonition was clothed has always beell looked upon as one of the most
obscure of the many difficult scriptural passages which have excited
the interest and baffled the ingenuity of scholars. Indeed, up to the
present decade no satisfactory explanation of the warning has been
proposed.
There are two difficulties presented by the Biblical record: 1. The
true meaning of the sentence; 2. Why the wliting was unintelligible
to the hierogrammatists, while it became clear when Daniel announced
the true interpretation. The ancient writers, such as Josephus and
and
3 as substanJerome,* regarded the three words bj ?->
tives, while among the more modern commentatorst the tendency has
been to consider them as verbal forms: viz., participles passive, of
:: 'count,' 1Dn ' weigh,' and ::3 ' divide ' respectively, translating the selltence accordillgly: ' it is counted, it is weighed, and it is
divided.' But, while it is possible to regard :?: as a passive participle, the form of the other two wordsz 91¢> and :n3 ? has always
presented a difficulty.
Recently a new light has been throwil on the passage by the distinguished French archfeologist Clermont-Gantleau, who in 1886 published an article entitled " Mene, Tekel, Upharsin, and the Beast of
Belshazzar,"; wherein he set forth the theory that the mysterious sentence contains the names of Babylonian weights, accordingly fixing the
meaning of y::
and ::3 as ' milla ' and 'half-mina.' About the
meaning of tj:?> he seemed doubtful, inclining however to the idea
weigh.'
that it is a part of the verb
This attempt of Ganneau was followed by an admirable paper, pubof Assyrtology by the gleat
lished ill the first volume of the JOX1t2(II

s2:

..

.

..

*

t?n

* Cf. Josephus, Antiq76ifies,x. t1. 3. He translated the words by 'ApeqR,udc,
divisio.
E;ra#yoC,KRavga; and Jerome, by nuxnerus, aLpNpensio,
t Cf. among others Lengerke, Danael (183a), pp. 261-262; Hitzig, Danie

(1850),p. 84, etc.
t Journal Asiatiqu-e,

iii. 87-102.)

Serie viii., i.36ff.

(English translatioll in Gebraica

Prince,writingon theteallat Belshazzarjs
feast. clxxxii;
Strassburg Orientalist Theodor Noldeke.* Noldeke clearly saw in
tj:> the shekel, and explained the three words as substantives in
the absolute state: viz., J:
mina,' emphatic form R:t3i blDn
' shekel,' emphatic state j:.>;
and Dr3 'half-mina,' emphatic
state :n3
. He therefore suggested the translation ' a mina, a mina,
a shekel, and half-minas,' regarding R :?: R :: as a repetition of the
same word.
Still a third attempt to explain the enigmatical sentence was made
in 1887 by the well-known Syriac scholar Georg Eoffmann of Kiel,t
who diSered from Noldeke only in suggesting that 1nn ' shekel'
might be in apposition to ::
. He accordingly explailled the second
element of the sentence as ' a mina ill shekel pieces.'
The discovery of Ganneau and its critical scrutiny by Noldeke have
established the fact beyond doubt that :::
t1¢> X and t::3
of
v 25 are names of weights. It does not seem necessary however to
regard g::
::
as a repetition of the same word, with both Noldeke
and IIoffmann. As Noldeke himself has noticed, but did not adopt in
his interpretation, it is perfect]y I)roper to regard the form K:: as a
passive participle Pe'al from ::
' count,' as it is well known that
Aramaic verbs tertiae S foIm their passive participles in this manner.
In this way the m.ysterious sentence may be translated as follows:
' There have beeIl counted a nlina, a shekel, and half-minas '-regarding the first R:: as the verbal form on which the following words
depend.
This translatiotl, which was suggested by Professor Haupt,: would
seem to receive additional support from consideration of the peculiar
application of these names of weights to the circumstances under which
the writing appeared. Among a number of rather fanciful explanations, Ganneau recalls the Talmudic metaphorical usage of l::
and
Dre .; mina ' and ' half-mina.' In the Talmudic writings we find occasionally the inferior son of a worthy father called " a half-mina, son of
a mina " ( t: t: Dr3); a son superior to his father " a mina, son of
a half-mina " (Dr3 T: ,:O); and a son equal to his father " a mina,
son of a mina" (0n:: t: ;tt.§
In rgther a vague manner, characT:

-

. .

.

*

T

:

Zeatsc7^riftf?ir Assyriologie, i. 41S418.
t Zeitschrift f?ir Assyriologie, ii. 4048.
t See the Johns Bopkins University Circulars, No. .58, p. 104; and the
Ann?salReport; p. 13.
Q

§ Cf. Ta'anith21b:
528 nn j: nn s:

t nn

bs1nn t: n

i28 D¢3

t: Jn 8:' :@5

DN3
' It is good that a mina son of a half-mina come to a mina son of a mina n
but not that a mina son of a mina should
to a mina son of a half-mina.'
cotne
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teristic of his whole paperXGanneau suggests that the Biblical allthor
may have intended some such allusion in his use of the mysterious sentence, and hints, without any definite explanation, that a parallel may
have been meant between Nebuchadnezzar the father and Belshazzar
the son.
Noldeke,with his usual skeptical caution,attempted nothingbeyond
the mere grammatical explanation of the words; but EofEmann, adopting the view advanced by a number of the older commentators, considered that ttD:3 stwo half-millas' referred to a division of the
empire between the Mede Darius and the Persian C:yrus.
Professor Haupt, following up the idea of Ganneau regarding the symbolical meaning of the words, explained the mina, nvhich is the largest
Babylonian weight as an allusion to t}ze great king Nebuchadnezzar;
the shekel, one sixtieth as valuable, as the symbol of Belshazzar, whom
the auther of Daniel considered.the unworthy successor of the founder
of the Babylonian empire; and the two half-minas as referring to the
divisioll of the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar between the Medes and
Persians.
If the sentence be understood in this way, as indicating a comparison between pelsons, it becomes cleal that K:: K:: can hardly be
considered a repetition of the same word, as there would be no point
in thus repeating the symbol for Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar
might nvell be called the mina, as he was not only practically the founder of the Babyloniall empire but really the most brilliant representative of the Neo-Babylonian period. The author of Daniel throughout
the fifth chapter is perfectly justified in contrasting him with the insignificant last king, the " shekel." The two chief points in the later
Babylonian history are the rise and development of the empire under
Nebuchadnezzar and lts final decline under Belshazzar's father Nabonidus. So that the sacred writer, in making Nebuchadnezzar the father
of the last king, although inaccurate in these minor details, nevertheless faithfully reilects the historical facts of the period.
Why the author of Daniel makes the Medes play a prominent part
in the fall of Babylont and hold the city under Darius the Mede until
he was succeeded by the Persian C:yrus,has never beeIl satisfactorily
explained. As is now generally admitted, there is no room in history
for Darius the Mede. The Persian (:yrus was the immediate successor
of the last Babylonian king. The key to the solutioll of the difficulty
has been conjectured by Professor Haupt to be that the author's introduction of a Median king is due to a confusion nvith the story of the
fall of Babylon's Assyrian rival, Nineveh: which, as is well known,
was conquered alld destroyed by the Xledes.
The mysterious sentence therefore implies a scathing coml)arison of
the unworthy last king of Babylon with his great predecessor, alld a
prophecy of the speedy downfall of the native Babylonian dynasty, and
the division of the empire betweell the Medes and the Persians.

Prtnce, writirtg on the qealtat BelsActzzartsfeast. cZlxxxt
But why was it that the learned scribes whom the king summoned
to decipher the inscription were totally unable to read and illterplet
the sentence'? To explain this difflculty, a great number of conjectures have been advanced by various commentators, which can of
course be but briefly alluded to within the limits of this paper. For
example, Luderwald, in his critical examination of the first six chapters
of Daniel, published in 1787,* following Calvin, consideled the portent
as a vision of the king alone, which no one save Daniel, who was supernaturally gifted, could interplet. Nothing however in the text of
chapter v. seems to support such a view. The evident terlor not ollly
of the king but also of his lords, and the statement in verse 8 that the
wise men could neither read llor interpret the writing, seem to show
that the author had no intention of representing the portent as merely
a freak of the king's brain.
Some of the Talmudists thought that the words were written according to the cabalistic alphabet ZiznX , i. e. one in which the first
letter has as its equivalent the last. It may be we]l to note in connection with this, from the Ethiopic correspondence of Job Ludolf,
published by Flemming in the second volume of Delitzsch and Haupt's
Contrtbutions to Assyrzology,; that a similar cryptographic method of
writing, involving the interchange of letters, was known to the Abyssinians.
It is hardly worth while to discuss the idea advanced by some of the
ancient commentators, that the characters of the mysteriolls sentence
were arranged in three lines, as a sort of table, and were to be read
vertically and not horizontally.§ Thube and others, about the end of
the last cexltury.ll held that the writing might have been in such
strange characters as to prevent its deciphelment by the hierogrammatists; and the Gottillgen Professor of Biblical Philology, the late
XErnstBertho]dt, suggestedlTthat it may have been written in some
complicated flourished handwriting. It is interesting to note in this
connection that so great a scholar as Johann D. Michaelis of Gottingen
§ Luderwald, Die sechs ersten Cajpitel Datliels nach htstorische3* Gxqunden
geprzuft zuw*d7)ertchttgt (1787). See Bertholdt, Dattel aus dexn Hebrdtsch4ramdtschew* neu tu7)ersetzt und erklart (Erlangen,1806),p. 346.
et Ra7)7)zztcujn, col.
Talmudtctuet
t Cf. Buxtorf, Leactcon Chaldaicum
248ff., and see Levy, lVeukebrdisches tund Chaldaisches Worter7)ech, under

howtmbss-lns-ncited by (Sfanneau,op. cit. (He7)raica, iii. 88). tmbss,
ever, is not possible by " Athbash," but is obtained by a quite different
device. For VA17iOUS opinions of the older commentatorsregarding the mysterious sentence, see Bertholdt, op. cit., p. 350.
ii. 110.
t Bettrdye zur Assyrtologte,
g Mentionedby Ganneau,op. cit. (He7)raica, iii. 88).
11See Bertholdt, op. cit., p. 351.
1t Op. cit., p. 379.
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origina,ted the following wi]d bllt a,musing theory.* The expression
8t
:3, whicll means of course simply the hand in distinction from
the a,rm(the idea being that nothing but the writing ha,nd wa,s visible),
he transla,ted by the " inner surfa,ceof the ha,nd." Ele fancied that the
ha,nd must ha,ve a,ppearedto the king as if writing from the other side
of the wall, which by some superna,tura,lmea,ns ha,d become tra,nsparent. The writing a,ppea,redtherefore reversed, a,s if in a, mirrorXa fa,ct
which no one noticed until Da,niel wa,s summoned, who promptly deciphered it. Some schola,rs, on the other hand, held the view that the
inscription might ha,ve been mrrittenin a foreign la,nguage unknown to
the wise men.f Finally, some recent critics, evidently under Assyriological influencet ha,ve inclined to the opinioIl that the words presented
themselves to the king in the Babylonia,n ideographic cha,ra,cter.4:
Had the warning been writtell in a, foreign l&ngua,ge,the proba,bility
is tha,t it would have been immedia,tely recognized at so cosmopolita,n
a court a,s the Babylonia,n, which ha,d come into conta,ct with many
foreign na,tions. ThenX too, ha,d the writing appea,red in a strange
idiom, the eflect of the interpretation would ha,ve been to a grea,t extent lost on the king. But as SOOD
a,s the exl)la,na,tionha,d been given
Belshazza,r understood it perfectly.
It is certainly most na,tura,l to suppose tha,t the inscription was
written in the Ba,bylonia,n la,nguage, and in the cuneiform script, a
view which is strengthened by the fact that the sentence can be reproduced in Babylonian with surprisingly little change. ThusXregarding
the first J:
as the passive participle of J:
'count,' the correspondillg form in Assyrian would have been man.
The second
'mina' would be equivalent to the Assyrian manfi
'mina,' usually
written ideographically ma-na.
Then bj7JN ' sllekelS' the third word
'':

T:

Xa:

of the sentence, by regular mutation of the n and W, corresponds to
Assyriall siqlu.
The word is almost invariably written ideographically
TU; butt as Dr. Lehmann has remarked in one of his metrological
papers read before the Anthropological Society of Berlin,0 the form
siqltT
is
now established as the proper protlunciation. Flllally, i::3
' half-minas,' pl. of ::g,
tile last word, would have its equivalent
in the Assyrian parse, pl. of parsu,
meaning a ' part.'
C:ombining then these words as in the Aramaic of Dalliel, the
Babylonian original can be restored as follows: ?rFanX man
(or ideographicallyma-na) siqluuparse
'there have been counted a mina, a
* See Michaelis,Daniel, p. 49-50.
+ See Bertholdt, op. cit., p. 348; and Pusey, Daniel the Proghety p. 366.
t So for instance AndreS, Beweis des Glav7)ens (1888), pp. 263-264; and

Lagarde,Mitteilzungen, iw-.364.
g See Dr. C. F. Lehmannin Verhandlzunyerb
der BerlirwerAnthropoloyischen
Gesellschaft, June 20, 1891, p. 518, note 1.
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shekel, and parts (i.e. half-mirlas).' 'Counted' means of course in
this connection ' tile follovving }1AS beerl fixed by fate.' We may compare the use of n:: in Isaiah lxv. 12, " and I will allot you to the
sword " (mCnb D3ne n:O!l);
Psalm cxlvii. 4, i; He fixes the number of the stars "
mm::
If we assume thus that tlle mysterious inscription appeared in
Babylonian, and ill cuneiform characters, it is easy to explain the inability of the king and his lords, alld eveIs of the skilled scribes, to read
the writing. It is safe to say that an ideographic rendering of these
names of weights would lsave baffled the iligenuity of the most expert
scholars of the Babyloniall COUl't. Of coulse it canllot be denied, as
Lagarde llas pointed out, that tlle ideographic values of these four
words, ' count, mina, shekel, alld part,' were signs with which any
educated Babylolliall was familiar. If however we suppose tllat the
ideograms were nvritten close together without ally divisioIl between
the individual words (a style of writing oftell met with in the cuneiform inscriptions): thus.

.
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it would be as hald to understaIld as a rebus, and might puzzle the
most skilful decipherel.
The difficulty would llave beerl still more increased if the ideograms
llad been grouped in some ullusual way, sepalatillg the natural connection of the componerlt elements: for example, thusWW

S,
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If the signs had been written in this matlnel, the first combination,
would have some fifteen diffelent meanings; the second
group, NA-1'U-U, would signify 'is lit Ol suitable;' mrhile the third
alld last, BAR. BAR, iS capable of explatlation ill a variety of ways. Of
course, as soon as otle is told tlle meanillg of the combinations, the
sentence at once becomes clear.
The above more or less colljectural explanations have been of[ered
under the assumption that the account given ill the fifth chapter of
Daniel is to a certain extent histolical. Altllougll it is now generally
recognized by scholars who }ave studied the Old Testament from a
critical point of view tlsat the book of Daniel callnot have been written
before the time of Antiocllus Spiphanes, about 164 B. (z., and is therefore not a contemporaly record, it still seems possible that the narrative of the fifth chapter may colltain an echo of histolicall fact. lt may
be svell therefore to conclude this paper w-ith t}le question whether tlle
sID-MA,

@ llDbtetltneqven,
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account of the miraculous appearance of a warning writing during
the progress of a feast on the eve of the capture of Babylon must be
considered as a ptlre inventioll of the author.
We may ask in the first place whether it is absolutely necessary to
consider the portent a miracle, and whether it is not possible that the
inscription was produced by humall means.
Two theories lsave been advanced as to a possible non-miraculous
production of the writing: some scholars have held that it Inight have
been made by layal servants of the king; others have regarded it as the
work of conspirators.
The folmer supposition, xvhich was advanced for instance by Bertlloldt,3t does not seem tenable, as loyal servants would hardly have
chosen such a disrespectful sentence with which to warn their master.
It must be remembered, of course, that the symbolical meaning of the
phrase was not known when this suggestion was offered.
The second theory, that it might have been produced by conspiratorst against the royal house, has more inhelent probability. Judging
from the historical accounts of the period, a powerful conspiracy must
have been concerned in the destruction of Babylon.
We are told in the two cuneiform documents relating to the fall of
the city, the Annals of Nabonidus and the Gyrus Cylinder,: that Cyrus
with his Persians took both Sippar and Babylon "without battle."
It is hardly to be imagined that this could have been the case unless
the invader had had auxiliaries among the Babylonians. Nabonidus,
the last king, had wilfully neglected not only the defenses of the
capital, but also the festival of the god Marduk, which took place
annually in Babylon, choosing to live in Tema lather than at the seat
of his government. Ill addition to this, the king had infringed on the
jurisdiction of AIarduk, by introducing into Babylon a number of
strange deities to serve as its defense.§ It is not impossible therefore
that the priests of Marduk in Babylon were hostile to the government,
and instrumental in bringing abotlt the final blow.
As to the general disposition of the priesthood towards the royal
family, we may read between the lines of an inscription of Nabonidus
regarding his son Belsarugur (Belshazzar), in which the king is made
to pray that the prince " may not incline to sitl.''ll Remembering that
the inscriptions were prepared by a priestly class, this remark, taken
* Bertholdt, op. cit., p. 353.
t It shouldbe remarkedthat Bertholdt(op. cit.) mentionedthis supposition
also as a possible conjecture.
$ For the latest transliterationand translation of these texts, see Hagen,
BeitraSaezq%r
AssyrioloSaie,ii. 205ff.
f CyrusCylinder,1. 10 and 33-34; Annals of Nabonidus, c. iii., 1. 9-10.
11Cf. i.R. 68, c. ii. 22 ff.; also Abel-Winckler'sKeilschrifttette, p. 43 translated in Schrader'sKeilinschriftliche BiblgotheSc,iii., pt. 2, pp. 8.5-97

feast. ctxxxix
Prince,writzngon thewaitat Betshazzarfs
in connection with the conduct of Belshazzar as it appears in the Book
of Daniel, seems to have a peculiar significance.
Besides the general discontent of the native Babylonian party, it
may be supposed that the large Jewish element which had been transI)lanted by Nebuchadnezzar to Babyloll, and which could hardly be
expected to feel well-disposed towards the Babylonian dynasty, probably played a considerable part in the final conspiracy. In fact, we
knowfrom the propheciesof Isaiah(xliv.28; xlv.lfE.)thattheJews
in Babylon considered Cyrus the " shepherd of God," and looked forward to his coming as the Anointed of Jehovah.
It seems therefore to be a probable fact that a conspiracy existed at
that time; and, if this be so, it is by no means implausible to assume
that such a warning as that described in Daniel v. was caused by the
agency of collspirators.
The tone of the chapter appears to indicate, however, beyond doubt
that the Biblical writer considered the portent as a miracle sent from
God to warn the impious king of his impending punishment; and he
accordingly makes use of the account as a diatribe against Antiochus
Spiphanes.
That a festival actually took place on the eve of the capture of
Babylon is not at all improbable. Although we have no parallel record
of such an event in the inscriptions, it certainly seems rather significant that both Herodotus and Nenophon allude to a feast about this
time.*
In spite of the various inaccuracies found in the narrative of Daniel,
it still appears clear that a historical basis underlies his dramatic account of the feast of Belshazzar. The preservation of the name of
Belshazzar, not found elsewhere in the Old Testament, and now confirmed by the cuneiform inscriptions, the approximately correct statement regalding his death,t and the striking agreement just mentioned
of the record of Herodotus with the Biblical account, would seem to
show that the story of the appearance of the mysterious sentence may
not altogether lack a historical elemexlt.
X According to Herodotus, i. 188ff., Babylon after a siege of some lengtll
was captured, when the attention of the besieged was distracted during a
festival, by drawing off the water of the Euphrates and entering the city by
way of the river bed. Cf. also Xenophon, Cyr. vii. 5.15.
+ Cf. the annals of Nabonidus, iii., l. 23. The passage is badly mutilated,
and it is impossible to decide definitely so important a historical question
until a duplicate of the text be found which shall supply the missing signs.
According to the latest collation of the text (that of Hagen), the words m¢2r
Garrt ' son of the king ' are clearly to be detected before the verb ' he died :'
see Bettrage zer Assyriologte, ii. 247. The passage must therefore be translated ' the son of the king died,' and is probably to be considered as a record
of the death of Belshazzar (Belsarugur).
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11. Remarks introductory to a comparative study on the
translationsof the Deluge-tablets,with special referenceto Dr.
P Jensen's Xosmologie; by Rev. VV.Muss-Arnolt,Johns Hopklns University,Baltimore,Md.
The Babylonian account of the Deluge, being Tablet XI. of the great
so-called Nimrod-Epos, was irst brought to light and translated by the
late George Smith of the British Museuxn in his Chaldean Account of
the Deluge (London, 1872).
This dc)cument has been from the very beginning a center of attraction for cuneiform scholars, owing to its importance for the interpretation of the Biblical account of the deluge; and much zeal and earnest
labor have been bestowed upon the restoration of the original text an{
its interpretation.
The cuneiform text was published in the fourth volume of the Rawlinson Inscriptions, pp. 50 and 51, of which a new and much improved
edition has appeared in 1891, giving on pp. 43 and 44 the Deluge-tablets
with numerous variant readings. Fr. Delitzsch published the whole
of tablet XI. in the third edition of his Lesestucke (Leipzig, 1885),
pp. 99-109; and last year Professor Haupt gave us, fc)r the first time, a
complete oritical text, in the first fascicle of Part II. of his edition of
the Nimrod-Epos.* In this second part ^Tefind on pp. 79-92 additional
fragments to the first ten plates, published by Haupt in 1884; p. 68
contains a " hymn to Izdubar," translatecl for the first time by Dr. Alfred
Jeremias irl his treatise Izdubar-Nimrod (Leipzig, 1891), pp. 3-6; pp.
95-132, registering all the existing fragments of the Deluge account,
are followed by a new complete edition of that text (pp. 188-1.50),with
all the variant readings, and additional remarks beneath the text.t
Translations of the whole account of the Deluge (i. e. lines 1-185), or
of parts thereof, have been made since the days of George Smith by
nearly all the leading Assyriologists, e. g. by Fox Talbot in the Tr(bas.
Soc. Bibl. Arch. (London, iv.49iE., 129ff.). M. Jules Oppert published
one in the Appendix to M. E. Ledrain's Histoire d'Israel (1882),i. 422434, and another in his le poeme chaZdeen du deluge (Paris, 1885);
Frangois Lenormant, in the fifth appendix to his Les ori,gines de l'htstoire (Paris, 1880, pp. 631S.); and Haupt contributed a new rendering
of selections in his Habilitationsschrift Der keilinschriftliche Sintutbericht (Leipzig, 1881), and a translation of the whole account to the
German edition of E. Schrader's Keilinschriyten und das Alte Testament
(2d edition? Giessen, 1883[= KAT2], pp. 55-64).
The first philological comnlelltary was also written by Dr. Haupt, in
1883, for Schrader's KATe (pp. 65-79, with a glossary on pp. 492-521).
Since then the same writer has contributed in various journals articles
toward the interpretation of this most difficult cuneiform document.
* Vol. iii. of the Ass?>riologische Bibliothek, edited by F. Delitzsch and
Paul Haupt, Leipzig, 1884 and '91.
1 A more detailed announcement of this edition is given by Dr. I. M.
Casanowiczof the Johns lIopkins Universityin Circular98 of that University.
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Recently, the Deluge has been translated by Dr. Peter Jensen, of
Strassburg, in his Kosmologie der Babylonter, Studten qxndMaterzalten
(Strassburg, 1890; pp. 546, O.), and by Dr. Alfred Jeremias, in his
Izdubar-Ntmrod. Jensen's Kosmologte has been highly praised by most
of the younger Assyriologists and Semitic scholars,* and unfavorably
criticised, more or less, by Schrader and Sayce.t Sayce's review, on
the whole, is simply a retort to some unpleasant remarks of Jensen on
pp. 43 and 269 of his book. Speaking of Jensen's treatment of the
Deluge account, Sayce believes " that, on the whole, the general sense
of the more difficult texts, which relate to religious, mythological, or
kindred subjects, has been long ago made out; any one who will compare the translations given by Dr. Jensen of the Creation and Deluge
tablets with the translations published more than fifteen years since
by George Smith will see that in all essential points they seldom valy
much from one another. Except in supplying the broken portions of
the text, there is little of really material consequence to be added to
the existing translations of that particular document." That these
words are simply assertions on the part of Mr. Sayce, any observant
reader can see by comparing the different specimens of translations of
passages of the Nimrod-Epos given by Dr. C. Adler in the Johns Hopktns Circular, No. 55 (Jan., 1887), and by Professor Haupt in his quotations of the several renderings of the opening lines of the Deluge-story
in No. 69 (Feb., 1889)of the samsecirculars.
On page xiv of his preface, Jensen remarks that his book was intended also for readers who are not Assyriologists. But, as a matter of
fact, it will be found disappointing by such a reader. For it presumes
an intimate knowledge of the language of the cuneiform tablets, and
every page bristles with Sumeriatl and Assyrian words and cuneiform
characters. Jensen declares war, on the same page, against the fashionable craze of using abbreviations of all kinds; but on the very first
page of his book, line 9, the unsuspicious reader is confronted by the
enigmatic abbreviation " iv. R. 63, 12 b."$ How can any reader but an
Assyriologist be expected to know tlle meaning of such abbreviations,
used by one who so esnphatically protested against their use, without
even supplying a key to their understanding ? What is, no doubt,
sadly missed by many readers of Jensen's interesting and highly instructive book is an introductory chapter containing a survey of the
cuneiform documents mentic)ned in the body of the work, their character, source, and approximate date of coinposition.
* C. Bezold, in the London Academy, May31, 1890, p. 575; K. Budde of
Strassburg,inthe TheoloyischeLiteraturzeit?lny, 1890, No. 7, cols. 170-175;
Zimmern,in Zeitschriftfur Assyrioloyie, v. 114-120; W. N(owack),in Litterar. Clentralblatt (Leipzig, 1890),No. 15.
+ E. Schrader,in the Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1890, No. 42, cols. 535-7;
Sayce, in the CUriticalReview of Theoloyical and Philosophical Literature, i.
135-140.
$ Fourth volumeof the Cluneiform Inscriptions of Westetn Asia? edited by
Sir H. C. Rawlinson,plate 63?column b, line 12
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The book is known, now, to all Assyriologists and to a great many
Old Testament scholars.
It is divided into three main parts:
I. The universe as a whole (pp. 1-260). This is the most valuable part
of the whole work, from which we may gain a fair idea, from the
documents which have come down to us, of the conception of the universe formed by the ordinary Babylonian.
The earth was round and immovable, a lofty mountain (Xar-sag [gol]
kurkurra and E-ffiv¢r= btt sade ' mountain house '), and rested on the
abyss of waters (apsu). But we may well ask here at once how such a
conception could have arisen among the inhabitants Of the alluvial
plain of Babylonia ? and the passages invoked by Jensen in support of
his view admit also of a different interpretation. Above the earth
stretched the arch of the sky, the heaven of god Anu, resting on the
foundation of heaven (esid same); above this firmament, again, is the
' inner part of heaven ' (kirib same) the abode of the gods, called also
E-ba(b)bara = btt same ' sun-lit house,' because here the sun shone continually. Above the visible heaven there were the ' upper waters,' a
heavenly ocean. At both north poles, that of the ecliptic as well as that
of the equator, sat the astronomical Anu and Bel (Dagan); below. in the
furthest south, perhaps in the constellation of Arago, the astronomical
Ea. The sky was divided by ' ways' or ' paths' of the movable stars,
one of them being the Anu-path = ecliptic; another the Bel-path = the
tropic of Cancer; and a third the Ea-path = the tropic of Capricorn.
On either side of the world, to the east and the west, there were doors,
through nvhich the sun passed on his daily circuit; but it does not follow that either the Babyloniall poet or his contemporaries believed in
their existence, as little as we beliese the earth to be fixed and stationary because we may say that the sun rises or sets. In the sky there are
four classes of heavenly bodies: t. The stars EcaTR E$oX#v, the fixed stars;
2. The bibbu-stars, i. e. the moving, retreating sheep = the planets; 3.
The raven-stars = the comets; and 4. The meteors. Of special importance among the fixed stars are the Masi-stars, i. e. the stars of the
ecliptic and the zodiacal signs. The ' island of the blessed ' is located by
Jensen on the southern horizon of the Persian gulf, and arguments are
adduced against the identification of the Babylonian ' mountain of the
world ' with the ' mount of the congregation ' of the gods alluded to in
Isaiah xiv. 13. Beneath the earth lay Hades, the realm of the dead, its
entrance toward the west; an old myth (iv. Rawl. 31) asserts that it is
surrounded by seven walls and approached by seven gates.
In the pre-Semitic period of Chalduea, the earth was divided into
seven parallel zones tt¢b(S)qats)
encircling one another and divided
by dykes or mounds; this conception was lnodified by the £temitic invaders, who substituted for it the division of the earth into four equal
quadrants ( ktbratz).
II. The second part (pp. 263-364) treats of the Babylonian legends
concerning the origin and development of the world. The same subject has lately been discussed by Professor Barton in the first part of
volume xv, of the Journal of this Society.
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III. The third part (pp. 36v446) is devoted to a new treatment of the
Deluge-aeeount. I mentioned in the beginning that some of the older
\ssyriologists have spoken rather derogatively of this portion of the
book. Thus Sayee, who adds to the critieism quoted above " It is true
that eertain words and expressions still remain obseure in the aeeount
of the deluge; but, as regards these, though some of them may be
eleared up hereafter, we can never hope to obtain full eertainty as to
the rest." Similar in ellaraeter are Sehrader s remarks. On the other
hand, Budde, Bezold, and others eannot find vv-ordssuffieient tv praise
this masterly treatment, espeeially of the aeeount of the Deluge.
Bezold even says " It widely differs from any other of the numerous
attempts at an interpretation of these texts (i. e. Creation- and Delugetablets), and, we may add, annihilates them all. It is, hovever, unfortunate that Jensen did not make use of the important eontributions
towards the right readings of the Deluge text in the Earpositor(September, 1888, p. 236 ff.), whieh were available a long time before the Leipzig
Beitrage zur Assyrzologte were finally presented to the world."
The " important eontributions " referred to by Bezold are imbedded
in a review, signed E. (Evans?), of the seeond part of Friederieh Delitzsch's Assyrisches Worterbuch. They are eorreetions to lines 52, 103,
12t, and 279 of the deluge text: in all, four ! These Bezold prefers, as
more important, to the hundred and more additions to and eorreetions
of the text whieh were published by Dr. Haupt in an artiele in the first
volume of the Beitrage zur Assyriologie, a preprint of whieh was issued early in 1888 and sent to Jensen, even before the September number of the Eacposttorappeared.
Budde tells us that Jensen's treatment of the Deluge text is the best
sinee the eommentary of Haupt (1883). Laeunee he says, are supplied
by Jensen, untenable or unwarranted explanations dropped, and better
ones offered in their plaee. Sueh is true to a great extent; but Bud(le
does not mention that most of the supplied laeunue are based on
Haupt's eollation of the Izdubar-legends; that most of the new explanations offered go baek to Stan. Guyard's Notes de leacicographie assyrienne (Paris, 1888), Zimmern's Buss?sal?zen (Leipzig, 1885), and Delitzseh's Assyrisches Worterbuch, parts 1 and 2; Budde apparently
overlooks-and, as a non-Assyriologist, eould hardly be expected to
know the faet that Zimmern has eontributed a large share to this
new translation and eommentary; that Jensen's improvements are
eonfined to l. 13, abubu = ' Flutsturm ' not ' Sturmflut,' whieh ultimately is due to Preetorius; l. 20, ugur btta, bini elippa ' ereet a house
(ark), build a ship,' explaining ugur as imperative of nagaru 'build,'
against the former ugur btta ' destroy (thy) house ;' ll. 83-86, mu'ir
kukki he who sends the raingushes,' explaining mu'ir as the particip]e
u'zr ' he sent ' (Piel to a'aru), as against the old reading tzzak- (written MU-)rkukki, translated 'he said: kuku'or 'kukusaid.' Kfikku
*raingush ' is derived by Jensen from kanaku ' press down, beat,' a
formation quite unique according to the laws of Assyrian grammar.
Delitzsch in Part III. of his Worterbuch has shown that we must
read tnu'tr qfiqt (p12) ' he who sends darkness ;' but, if so, then Jensfen'$ translation of lille 83 (86J1?1U'tr Acukkttna ltlatz usaznanu sam/atu
Oe
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kebdti ' when he who sends rain pours down a heavy rain in the evening ' has to be abandoned for the better rendering ' when he who sends
darkness in the evening causes a heavy destructive rain to pour down.'
Line 121 is based on Haupt's collation (see also Ntmrod-epos pl. 140, l.
128); another good interpretation of Jensen's is that of same sa Antm
'the heaven of Anu' (l. 108) by ' sky.' These are the chief improvements, in this translation and commentary, upon the work of former
interpreters.
On the other hand a number of Assyrian words and sentences are
left untranslated which could have been translated correctly. I note
especially ll. 55, karzttu; 59, kirbttu; 64, sussulu (amphora jug); 75,
gtni (where we must read yt-tr, Ntrerod-Epos, pl. 137, 79, and note 21);
109, tlani ktma kalbt qannunu, which evidently means ' the gods
crouched down like dogs ;' and 146, where it is said of the raven sent
out by Atraxasis tqrtb tsaacxt ttarrz issaacra; Jensen translates 'he
came near . . . croaked ( ::^}), but did not return again' (cf. St. Guyard, l. c. § 77)
About a year later than Jensen's Kosmologte appeared Alfred Jeremias7sunassuming little book called Izdubar-3Ximrod,etne altbabylontsc7XeHeldetsaye, dargestellt nach den Eetlschrtft-fraymenten (LeipzigS
1891; pp. 73). This treatise can safely be recommended to all Semitic
students and young Ass;yriologists as a cautious guide for the understanding of the great Nimrod-Epos. On pp. 32-36 Jeremias publishes a
new rendering of the Deluge-account; and, if Bezold could say of Jensen's translation that it " annihilated all previous attempts," we can,
from a close comparison of the two renderings, say now that that of
Jeremias annihilates that of Jensen.
Oi the 167 lines of the Deluge text translated by Jensen, Jeremias
omits 25 lines (ll. 54-77 and 103-104) owing to the imperfect condition
of the cuneiform text7 thus leaving only 142 lines common to both,
of which 41 lines dii3Cer
wholly or in part from Jensen's translation, in
some instances changing essentially tlle situation. Wherever Jeremias
differs froIn Jensen, he follows mostly the reading and translation proposed by Haupt iIl his Bettrage zur Assyrzologte, i. 9St52 and 320-22;
Ntmrod-Epos, pl. 133-142.
The following are the lines in which Jeremias differs from his predecessor: 12, 14, 1G,17-18, 20b, 25-G,55-S, 90, 94, 98b, 100, 10t, 10S, -113-115,
119 (where ilanz asru asbt is translated by Jensen i the gods where they
sat ', while Jeremias renders ' there the gods sat bonveddown ': :r5),
120 (where it is said of the gods katma saptasunu. Jensen ' covered
were their lips,' while Jeremias much better gives ' their lips were
pressed together,' doubtless a sign of fear and terror), 122-126 (where
the whole arrangement of the sentences differs considerably), 128, 130
(uktammismaSJensen ' I towed down,' Jeremias ' dazzled I sank backward'), 132, 133, 135, 142, t4B (where Jeremias reads ' the raven which
Atraxasis sent out ik-kal tsasext ttarrz tzsascra: ate, settled down, i. e.
descended to feedS either on the carcasses or on the slimy mud, . . . and
did not reture ', omittillg, however, the translation of ttarri7 which evi-
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dently means i flew aw-ay': If teal of arA Xt,8:l), 147, 154, 156, 168, 169
(akt), 171, 172i35.(ammaku, Jensen ' wherefore ', Jeremias; instead of '),
18ta, and 183.
This rapid survey will, I hope, eonvince every reader of the two books
that Jensen has by no means spoken the last word in the interpretation
of the Deluge. It will be tlle aim of the principal part of this paper
-to be published in the Bebraica to traee the historie development
of the Interpretation of the Deluge-tablets sinee they were first translated by George Smith; to sho+r how much every new translator? sinee
then, owes to his predeeessor, and what additions to our knowledge of
the true text, its interpretation, and its correct translation have been
made by the different contributors. This will be followed by a new interpretation of some passa$es of the document in question hitherto misuIlderstood.

12. The different classes of Babylonian spirits; by George
Reisner of HarvardUniversity.
In the following abstract are given only the eonclusions thus far
reaehed: In the paper itself I expect to state facts and arguments.
I. The material from which the following conclusions are drawn is
to be found mainly in Rawlinson iv. 1-20. The texts given there present a number of different kinds of spirits having in general the same
eharaeteristics. They are subject to certain laws, and yield to the
influenee of spoken words and of ceremonies. They are manifested ia
the causing and the euring of diseases, in aceidents-in fact, in any
uncomprehended physieal phenomenon. Each kind of spirit seems to
be a group or species, whose members are indistinguishable as individuals. The meanings of the names are very obscure, and, when they
do appear, give little material for elassification: as, for example,
rabisu, i croueher ;' ahEazu, ' seizer ;' utukku, i tearer (?).' Moreover,
the characteristics indicated by the names agree only in a general way
with those stated in the texts.
II. The most evident basis of elassifieation of the different groups of
spirits is that of their relation to man. From this point of view there
are three main classes: 1. Those which are well-disposed towards men;
2. Those which are well- or ill-disposed aceording to cireurestances;
3. Those which are ill-disposed. Tlle words " good " and " evil " must
be understood in a purely physical sense. It is true that evil spirits are
said to be hostile to the gods, but it is only in causing material, not
moral, injury to men, or even to gods.
1. The great gods,
Igigi,
Anunnaki,
Gllzahnish,
etc.

2. Shidu
Lamassu,
Utukku,
Alu,
Ikimmu,
Gallu,
Ilu

3. Ptabisu,
Lamastum,
Labasu,
Ahhazu
Lilu-Lilitu,
Namtaru,
Asakku.
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The classes of spirits thus made out are not separated by any sharp
line, but merge into one another so that it is difficult to tell just where
one class leaves off and the next begins. And the result is a series of
groups, varying gradually from the lowest evil spirits to the great gods
themselves.
III. The most fundamental classification would be one on the basis of
the origin or real nature of the spirits; but here the material is scanty.
There are some general difEerences,however, pointing to three classes:
1. Spirits which seenl to be the disembodiments of the supernatural
powers supposed to reside in certain physical phenoInena-especially
in the various winds. They cause mainly fevers and plagues. tnd
they are described in a way strikingly like the descriptions given of the
Arabic desert-jinn, the zoba'ah.
2. Spirits which seem to be the disembodiments of the supernatural
powers supposed to reside in certain animals. They cause diseases and
accidents. They are to be compared with the Hebrew se'trim and the
Arabic jinn. All are characterized by partially or wholly animal
forms, by the habitation of waste places, and by the lack of individuality. One member of this class, the shidu, appears in the Old Test.,
seemingly borrowed by the Hebrews: cf. Deut. xxxi. 17, Ps. cvi. 37.
Both passages are post-exilic; and the term is used to characterize
heathen gods, as Moslems use the word jinn and Christians the word
devil. Further, the shidi, which were represented by the winged bulls
of stone that stood at the gates of Assyrian and Babylonian palaces,
were very likely to make a deep impression on the Hebrews.
3. Spirits of men and women who have died violent but bloodless
deaths. They are especially connected with night visitations, and
include apparently the liht, ltlitu, and ardat lili (' maid of the lilu').
The Hebrew Lilith is a partial borrowing of this {ilu-lilit? species of
spirit.

13. A peculiaruse of tlat in the tablets from El-Amarna;by
ProfessorGeorgeA. Barton,of Bryn l!llawr,Pa.
In several of the tablets from El-Amarna, as published by WinckZ
ler and Abel in the Konigliche Museen zu Berlin-Mittheilungen aus
den Orientalischen Sammlangen the following sentence occurs: ana
s.rri bili-ya, ilani-PL-ya
ILU samsi-ya, sarri, hili-ya etc., which must
evidently be rendered ' Unto the king, my lord, my god, my sun-god, the
king my lorda'etc., making ilanz-pLs the plural formXreally a singular in
force. This is for Assyrian a very peculiar usage. The sentence, however, is of too frequent occurrence for us to suppose that there is any
mistake about it; and, while this peculiar use of ilani is mostly confined
to the address to the king at the beginning of these letters, I have
noted it in a few other connections as well. The passages in which it
is found are as follows: No. 88, 1. 31, No. 41, 11.31, 39; No. 90, 11.2, 6;
No.99,1. t;No. 100,1.2;No. 101,1.2;No.107,11.217;No.
108,11. 2,6;
No. 109, 11. 1, 7; No. 110, 11.1, 7; No. 116, 1. 3; No. tt7, 1. a; No. tt8, 1.
2; No. tt9, 1. 2, No. tS0, 1. 2; No. 121fi1. 2; No. 122, 1. l; No. 123,1. 2;

tablets.
Bartor^, tlanz trbthe EVt-Amaq4nst
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No. 124, l. 1; No. 126, l. 2; No. 137, l. 6; No. 138! ll. 2, 8; No. 145, ll. 2,
10; No. 147, l. 2; No. 148, l. 2; No. 153, ll. 1, 6; No. 156, ll. 2, 7; No. 187,
l. 4; No. 190, l. 2; No. 200, l. 2; No. 20t, l. 6.
It will be seen, therefore, that ilani-PLwith the force of a singular
occurs more than forty times. That it reall y is a singular is shown not
only by the fact that it is in apposition with a singular noun, but by a
variant, sarri, bili-ya ili-ya ILU samsi-ya etc., where tlu occurs in place
(see
No. 193, l. 10, and No. 198, L 3).
of ilani-PL
There is in the Assyrian royal annals a usage which at first sight approaches quite closely to the one noted above. Hani rabuti or i.lani is
often used in a collective sense, in such a mTaythat the idea of plurality
is almost lost, and the real unity of volition presupposed on the part of
the gods rises to such a pitch that they seem to be spoken of almost
as one being. This latter use of ilani is confined to no one period.
It occurs in Assurnasirpal I., cir. 1800 B. C. (palih ilani-PL rabuti-PL,
Z. A. vol. v., p. 79, l. 21); in Tiglath-pileser I., cir. 1100 B. C. (ina tu7culti sa ilani-PL, rabuti-PL, I. R. 12. 45-46; ma-mi-it ilani-PL-ya rabuti-PL,
I. R. 13. 14; ili ilani-PL rabuti-PL i-ti-bu-ma, I. R. 15. 53); in Assurnasirpal II., 885-860B. C. (pa-lih ilani-PL rabuti-PL, I. R. 17. 18; inapi-i ilaniPL rabuti-PL, I. R. 17. 36; ku.r-di 7ca-su-us ilani-PL rabuti-PL, I. R. 26. 127128); in Shamshi-raman, 82t5-812B. C. (sa ul-tu ul-la-a ilani-PL ib-bu-u,
I. R. 29. 30); in Tiglath-pileser III., 74a-727 B. C. Car-su-ut[?] ilani-PL
rabuti-PL, II. R. 67. 81); in Sargon, 722-705 B. C. (im-bu-in-ni ilani-PL
rabuti-PL, Cyl. Ins. l. 49; sa ki-i la lib-bi ilani-PL sar-ra-ut Babili-xI ipu-su-ma, Bull. Ins. l. 31*); in Esarhaddon, 681-668 B. C. (sa-lam ilaniPL rabuti-vL ud-dis, I. R. 49, Col. iv., 25); in Assurbanipal, 668-626 B. C.
(ina ki-bit ilani-PL rabuti-PL, V. R. I. 35, also 8. 27; la is-su-ru ma-mit
ilani-PL rabuti-PL, V. R. t. 119, also 8. 67; ri-si-i-ti a-na ilani-PL-ya asruk, V. R. 7. t; ilani-PL rablttz-PL ma-la ina mu-sar-i an-ni-i sat-ru
kima ya-a-ti-ma lis-ru-ku-us da-na-nu u li-i-tu, V. R. 10. It4, It5); and
in Nebuchadrezzar, 604-561B. C. (sa a-na al-ka-ka-a-at ilani-PL rabutiPL na-da-a u-zu-na-a-su, I. R. 51, No. 1, ll. 4-5; sa-at-tu-uk ilani-PL
rabuti-PL us-pa-ar-sit-ih, I. R. 54, Col. ii. 88).
In such passages as the above, ilani seems not to have been used as a
real singular, unless E>sarhaddon'ssa-lam ilanz can be regarded as such
a use. Here, however, the sa-lam may be deemed a collective. Indeed,
it would seem that in such passages the plural conception of ilani was
never wholly wanting. In the case of one of our above quotations
(I. R. t. 35) Assurbanipal goes on in the immediate context to name the
twelve gods of his pantheon. Again, in V. R. 8. 27, we have the expression already noted, zawaki-bit ilani rabuti, but in l. 30 ina ki-bit Assur
Istar u ilani rabuti, which reveals the plural idea in the former expression. Every Assyrian scholar will readily recall numerous instances
in which ilani rabuti is in apposition to a king's whole pantheon.
Negative statements are always precarious, but, in looking through
the Assyrian literature, I have found but one case outside the El*
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Amarna tablets where ilanz can absolutely be regarded as a singular.
This is in an inscription of Nabonidus, found at the temple of Sin at
Ur, and published in I. R. 68, and in Al)el and Winckler's Ketlschrtftteacte,p. 43.
sa
Col. i., 11.28, 29, of this inseription read a-na ILU Stn btl ilani-PL
Here the last
sam-z u iwsi-txm, 29sarrzilani-PL tlanz-PL sa Tlanz-pL.
tlanz but one is in apposition with Stn, a singular noun, unless it be (as
Peiser has suggested: Kexl. Btbliothek, iii. 94n.) a repetition made by
mistake. The next nearest approach to such a usage is Esarhaddon's
sa-lam tlant, and in that case ere were undoubtedly many images of
the different gods. While it is possible that the Nabonidus usage and
that of the El-Amarna tablets are connected, and represent some obscure
Babylonian peculiarity not otherwise preserved to us, it setsms to me
more likely that they are in no wise connected, and that the Assyrian
spoken in Syria reveals to us in this peculiarity the traces of an influence from outside. Was this influence Pheenician ? Fortunately there
is some evidence in the scanty remains of Pheenician literature that
this influence came possibly in slight degree from Pheenicia. There
are not only several instances in the Pheenician inscriptions where
:K, the plural of , approaches a singular meaning like ilanz in
;7, ' the sacred barber,' C. I. S.
the royal annals of Asssyria (e. g. tltX
.
257. 4; 258.b5; 259. 3 i tluKDp:, . I. S. 377.5-6; and Ds n:
used as a veritable singular.
378.3), but in one instance we have :9
See C. I. S. 119. 2. The inscription runs as follows:

ba:O

ws

. n:ns

DtRJORRn:

neDs

1:s

. 9A:: OR D:,D:: ¢9S:OR j: :n
i. e. 'I am Asepta, daughter of Eshmunshillem, a Sidonian. Which
Yatanbel, son of Eshmunshillekh, the chief priest of the god Nergal,
erected for me '.
Here we have Nergal in apposition with o9e, proving ObKto be
really a singular.* Although this inscription cornes from the neighborhood of Athens, it was written in memory of a Sidonian woman,
and presumably by a Sidonian. Now of our El-Amarna letters which
contain tlanz as a singular, and the location of which we can determine, one (No. 90) comes from Sidon, and another (No. 99) from
some town in its vicinity. It looks therefore as if we had traces in
the region of Sidon of the use of 0bX as a singular. Of the remaining El-Amarna letters containing this peculiar usage, and theslocal
origin of which we can determine, four come from Askelon,+ two from
Lakish,: and one from the vicinity of Ajalon, since it contains a mention of that town.§ We are led therefore to suspect that Palestinian
influence had more to do with this use ot tlani than Pheenician influence had. This suspicion moreover is strengthened when we find what
* So Movers, Schroder, Renan, Levy, and Block, though Derenbourgand
Halevy attempt a diferent rendering.
g No. 137.
t Nos. 123, 124.
t Nos. tt8, 119, 121, 122.
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A. J. Delattre hasalreadypointed out(P. S. B. A., xiii. 319): thatourletter from Sidon was written by the same man who wrote one of the letters from Lakish. This fact giaresadditional ground for the conjecture
that the Canaanitish usage of osnby as a singular is largely if not
altogether responsible for this peculiar use of ilani in the tablets from
El-Amarna. This may seem at Srst sight a bold conjecture, but it
is not without parallel in these tablets. No one can read them without
oting what Dr. Zimmern has already pointed out :* namely, the noteworthy influence of the Canaanitish language upon Assyrian forms.
Some instances of this are the following: ip-sa-ti for ip-sa-ku (102.5),
pa-ta-r for ?a-ti-ir (102.8), 7<:,a-pa-ru
for ip-i-ru (203.3), sunu for sintt
(169.10), susu for sisu (169.23), and xuru for kslt? (103.27; 104;14,34;
102.12). With these it would seem that we may probably include
t)28fK:not that this divine name itself is actually found in the Assyrian, but that its influence led to the use of ilanias a singular. If our
conjecture is correct, we have evidence in the El-Amaina tablets of
a most interesting nature to the Old Testament critic: evidence that
in Canaan, in the 15th centuryB. C., :ebX
was already used as a
singular; evidence too that this usage extended to Pheenicia, where we
find some slight trace of it cellturies later. This is the divine name
adopted by the larophetic Elohist in the Pentateuch. Critics agree in
ascribing these writings to a date anterior to 750 B. C-t It has been
considered a difficulty in Pentateuchal analysis, as I remember to have
heard Professor Toy once say, that, vvhile Elohim seems to have been
the name applied by the Elohistic writer to Gs)d at the above named
date (which critics consider early), no trace can be found in the Old
Testament of Elohim as the name of a specific deitv, or of Elohitn as an
element of proper names. It is thought that in the ordinary course of
development the use of Elohim as a proper name would have preceded
the use of Elohim as a generic designation of the absolute Deity and
would have led up to it. Our El-Amarna tablets, however, seem to
teach us that this usage antedates the entrance of the Israelites into
Canaan, and that, if any such development took place, it occurred long
before Old Testament times.

14. On an Ethiopic MS. of the Octateuchin the Libraryof
HaverfordCollege,Pa.; by Professor Geo. A Barton.
This MS. is known in the Haverford Library Catalogue of MSS.
as Hav. 23. It is briefly described in A Catalogue of Manuscripts
(chiefy Oriental) in the library of Haverford College, by Robert W.
Rogers, published in the Haverford College Studies, No. 4, p. 28 fE.
As is there stated, the BIS. is one brought by Professor J. Rendel
Harris from the East in 1889. It is one of several purchased in Egypt,
§ See Dr. Zimmern'sArticles in Zeit. Deut. Palastina-Vereins,Band xiii.,
Heft 3; and in Z;A.Band vi., Heft 3.
+ See Driver'sIntroduction,p. tt6; Kuenen's Heacateuch,
p. 248.
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Palestine, aIld Lebanon, but we are not told of the channel through
which this MS. came from Abyssinia into Professor Harris's hands
Quoting Tischendorf's " In the dust of an Eastern Monastery," Professor
Harris assures us " that these MSS. have had their share of the dust of
Holy Lands and Holy Cities, but that their sanctity is locally anonymous."*
Hav. 23 isa manuscript of fine vellum, which Professor Rogers has
correctly described as " containing 182 leaves, 12 x t6+ inches, bound in
original Oriental binding of boards, covered with leather, stamped with
fect preservation, and the inks bright and clear. Marginal notes,
glosses, and corrections in later hands are found in many places
throughout the volume." The writing is in three columns. The contents of the MS. are as follows:Genesis,
fol.
Exodus,
"
Leviticus,
"
NuInbers,
"
Deuteronomy, "
Joshua,
"
Judges,
"
Ruth,
"
A prayer,
'

1 ff.
42 "
75 "
100 "
t>8 "
148 "
166bS.
180 "
182.

It should be mentioned, however, that on two fly leaves at the beginning of the volume there are written in a very bad modern hand some
Biblical extracts. The divisions between the verses are in the main
body of the MS. marked by a combination of black and red dots, but
in some portions the red dots are omitted. At the beginning of Genesis, Exodus, and Joshua the first ten lines across the page are written
in alternate pairs in red and black ink. At the beginning of Leviticus
and Numbers the same alternation extending across the page occurs,
but is continued through six lines only, while at the beginning of
Deuteronomy, Judges, and Ruth five lines of alternate red and black
are found in the first column only. This is due partly to the fact that
Judges and Ruth begin in the third column of the page, and partly to
the different hands, of which I will speak presently. DiSerent sections
here and there written by the two older hands begin with two or three
lines in red ink. In the middle books of the MS. the phrase " And the
Lord spoke to Moses and said-" is most frequently selected as a red
letter sentence. The numerals are also generally, but by no means
exclusively, -written in red ink by these scribes. In the parts of the
book of Joshua written by the oldest hand of all, spaces are frequently
left for the insertion in red ink of the numerals and of the pllrase
" And the Lord said " etc. Evidently, as the scribe wrote, his red ink
gave out, and, although he left places for its future use, his work was
never completed.
* IIarerford College Studies,

No. 4, p. 28n.
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With referenee to the different hands whieh have worked on the
volume, I find myself unable to eoneur in the statetnent of Professor
Rogers. He says: " From fol. 1 to 127 the writing is large and handsome, in three eolumns, eontaining from 29 to 31 lines eaeh, a few
128 to fol. 134 the writing is somewhat srnaller, not so neat, with 42
lines to the eolumn. After these the large hand begins again, and
eontinues to 163. Fols. 164-169 are written in yet another hand, fine
and neatg with 42 lines to the eolurnn. And from that to the end of
the book the large hand is found again.' It seems to me that four
hands have worked on the Oetateueh proper, while a fifth has added
the prayer at the end of the book. I would eall these four writers A. B.
C. and D. The w riting elearly indieates the individuality of eaeh. A.
writes in large, elear uneials, with 29 to 31 lines to the page. His
writing is plain and neat; his letters are not so angular as in the earliest Ethiopie MSS., but still the old angular forms are partially preserved? espeeially in the tops of the letters Yaman, Dent, and Sadat,
and in the angular form of the vowels in the syllables to and ko. A.
wrote fols. 1-114 and 149-] 68. B. writes in a slightly smalIer hand, writh
31 to 35 lines to the page, and more earelessly than A. In B.'s writing
the various forms of Sat (sa, s, sa, so) are hard to distinguish while }is
letters Yaman, Dent, ,Sadaz ete., are not quite so angular as those of
A. B. wrote fols. lt5-127, 135-147, and 170-182. The writing of C. is
still smaller, not very aleat, more eareless, and less angular than that
of B., and contains 42 lines to the eolumn. (D.wrote fols. 128-134. The
writing of 1). is distinguished from that of C. mainly by the fineness
and delicaey of the hand and the neatness of the writing. EIe also has
42 lines to the page. D. wrote fols. 164-169. The writing of these four
hands seems tolerably distinet, though that of no olle of them is absolutely uniform throughout. Whose writing is? For exaTnple, on fol.
35a, at the top of eol. 3, the seribe A. took a new pen, which for some
distance affected slightly the eharacter of his writing.
As to the age of the MS. it is difficult to speak. The appearance of
the book would indicate a eonsiderable antiquity, but the late Professor Wright of Cambridge has warned us that in the ease of Ethiopic
MSS. sueh appearanee is delusive.* Again to one familiaI with Greek
uneial MSS. of the New Testament, the faet that our MS. is written in
three colulnns would point to an earl.s date, as all the known Greek
uneials, except X and B, of the fourth century, are written in two eolumns only (see Gregory's Protegomer7a, p. 337 f9f.). This indication,
however, eannot be applied to Ethiopie MSS., as the number of eolumns in Abyssinia seems not to have baen fised by eustom for any partieular age, but always to have depended on the eonvenience of the
seribe or the size of the MS. For example, in Wright's Catalogue of
Ethiopic Manuscripts in the British Museum, p. 6, a MS. of the XVIIIth
cent. is described (Orient 482^ which is written in 3 cols.; on p. 7,
another written in 3 cols. is described (Orient 483)which bears the date
i- See Catayloyeeof Ethiopto AIanesertpts, p. ix.
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of 1721; and many others similarly written and from about the same
time are described in subsequent pages of the same work. As there is,
so far as I have been able to find, no date given in tlle MS., we are
thrown back upon the palseographic characteristics of the book as our
only data for the determination of its age. From a comparison of the
different hands mentioned above with the dated facsimiles in Wright's
Catalogue already referred to, noting particularly the allgular or
curved character of the writing, its confusion or lack of confusion of
sa, s, sa, and so, its degree of neatness, I should assign the following
dates to the different hands: A., the end of the XVIIth or beginning of
the XVIIIth cent.; B., the last half of the XVIIIth cent.; C. and D.,
the first part of the present century.
In order to form some idea of the character of the text, I have collated the following chapters selected at random, using Dillmann's
Octateuchus Gthioptcus as a standard of comparison: Genesis i., ii.,
xxiv., l.; Exodus i., xii., xxv.; Leviticus i., xii., xxiv.; Sulnbers ii.,
xvii., xxxvi.; Deuteronomy i., xvii.; Joshua xiv.; and Judges vi. In
the passages collated, I have noted 434 variants. Tllese variants are in
the ruain different from any noted in the Apparatus Criticus of Dillmann's Octateuchus. Of them only 18 agree with Dillmann's codex C.,
12 with codes G., 10 with codex F., and 8 with codex H. These four
are the only MSS. l)illmann used. Among them, again, 264 are clearly
wrong, and 107 seem to me to be equally good with the readings of
Dillmann's text; while, as renderings of the LXX text. 63 seem to me
preferable to Dillmann's readings. Of the variants which I regard
as clearly mistakes or corraptions of tlle texte several are omissions due
to homweoteleuton, while a larger number have arisen froin the omission of single words. A few are owing to such transpositions of letters
and mistakes of spelling as all scribes are liable to make. Of those
readings which I should regard as alternates to Dillmann's, the majority are different Ethiopic transliterations of the Septuag;nt proper
names, the addition or omission of the particle nt, or a variation in the
gender of a noun which could be used as eitller masculine or feminine.
Such variation appears of course from the consequent variations of the
pronouns and verbs used in construction with the noun. Occasionally
a Greek word is rendered in our MS. by a synonym of the word employed in Dillmann!s text. Of the 63 readings I have noted which
seem to me preferable to Dillmann's, many are simply varying transliterations of proper names, and nearly all are variants in minor points
only. The comparison of Dillmann's text with our WlS.leaves an impression of the general integrity of that text, on the one hand, and on
the other indicates that our MS. has some value, though probably not
great, as a means for the textual criticism of the Octateuch. Occasionally our MS. sustains one of Dillmann's emendations of the text,
though quite as often it does not.
In Exodus xxxvi., xxxvii., and x:xviii., our MS. follows the LXX
version, and not the recension which has been corrected to conform to
the Hebrew text, and of which codes C. (Dill.) is an example.
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15. An accollnt of two Arabic manuscriptsin the Semitic
Musellmat Cambridge,Mass.; by Mr.John Orne of Cambridge,
Mass.
t. A work on medicine, by Ali bin al Abbas.
This manuscript is 13 inches long, 9 inches wide, 2 inehes thick, and
contains 1610pages, not numbered. It is bound ill black leather, the
covers tooled on the margins and stamped with gilt floral and foliage
designs in tlle corners and panels. The inside of one cover and a few
leaves are worm-eaten; the rest of the nzanuscript is in good condition.
The date of its wliting is no-t given. A label on the inside of the
first cover contains the narne of M. Sylvestre de Sacy, No. 74, showing
its former illustrious ownershipa cireumstance which will enhance
its interest in the estimation of Semitic students.
The manuscript is well but not elegantly written, on vellum paper,
in Neslhi characters, 24 lines to the page. The first page and the
upper part of the second contain, besides the name of the author and
the title of the work, the table of eontents of the 25 ehapters of Part I.
The name of the author and the numbers of the chal)ters are in red;
the subjects of the various chapters, in black. The same condition
holds in regard to the table of contents of the remaining parts; while
in the body of the manuscript these eonditions are reversed, the numbers of the chapters being in black while the subjects of them and of
the smaller divisions are in red. The manuscript is written in black,
without ornamentation The vowels are not written. The diacritical
points are sometimes wanting, sometimes defective, and sometimes
is written with but two points instead of
misplaced. The thay ()
are often arranged vertically. The
three; the two points of tay ()
ta (^) is written as dad (Uc); dal (J) and zal (J) are generally
written alike.
A translation of the filst page is as follows: ' In the name of Allah,
the merciful, the compassionate, who is endowed with power over all
things.
Part firstS volume first of Kamil as-sana'at at-tabtet, al ma'rxf bil
mele7cy[i. e. ' Book of the perfections of the art of medicine, known as
the Royal '], the composition of Ali bin al Abbas, the skilful physit ian,
a pupil of Abi Mahir NIusabin Yasar al Majusi [the Magian], containing
twenty-five chapters, as follows:
Chap. t. The introduction to the work; 2. The advice of Hippocrates and other ancient physicians of enzinence; 3. Eight prineipal
matters wllich it is important to know before reading the whole work;
4. The divisions of the art of medicine; 5. The elements, and their
appearance in the different temperaments; 6. The various temperaments; 7. The qualities possessed by the various temperaments; 8.
The temperament of every man by nature; 9. The various members of
the body as to temperament; 10. The temperament of the brain; 11.
The temperament of the eye and all the organs of sense; 12. The temperament of the heart; 13. The teraperament of the liver ; 14. The
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temperament of the testes: 15. The temperament of the stomach; 16.
The temperament of the lungs; 17. The temperament of the body as a
whole; 18. The indications of a perfect body; 19. The eauses which
change the natural temperament; 20. The changes of temperament
from the influence of different countries; 21. Tlie changes of temperament from the influence of nlan; 22. The nature of men and women;
28. The change of temperament from the influence of habits; 24. The
indieations of sickness and health in people; 25. The four humors [i. e.
blood, phlegm, yellow bile, black bile].'
The subjects treated in the ten Parts, or Books, into whieh each
volume of the great work is divided, are given in the latter portion of
Chap. 3, Part I. The sub-tables of contents of the various chapters of
the remaining nine parts of vol. i., that of the first part having been
already given on the title page, are found at the beginning of each
Part throughout the volume.
This manuscript is but one volume of the whole work, the last page
of it closing the last chapter of Part X., vol. i. It is closed by the
scribe in these words: " The book is finished by the aid of Allall-be
he e2s:alted! The scribe of this book is SimeonS son of Khabah, who
wrote it for Miehael al Sakraj and sons-God bestow a blessing on them.
Amen !"
The author dedieated his work to the Sultan Adhad eddaulat, of the
house of the Bouides, who flourished 978 A. D. The work first appeared at Aleppo in Syria. Its author died 994 A. D. It has never
been translated into any language but the Latin, and it has never been
printed in the original. It was an authority in medical science for
many years, till the great work of Avicenna, or Ibn Sina, of Bokhara,
appeared, early in the lith century. This last work, like its predecessor, was largely made up from the (;reek writers on medicine, C;alen
and Hippocrates and others, and contained but little original matter
obtained by the investigations of its writer and other Arab physicians.
Translations of additional tables of contents of parts of the work and
of several chapters, including the introduetory one, have been made
by the writer of this paper for the use of those interested, whether
students of Arabic or others; and, with the description here presented,
they have been deposited in the Semitic museum. The introductory
chapter alluded to contains, besides a laudator) dedication to the
reigning Caliph, a notice of each of the eminent physieians who had
previously written on the subject of medicine. Their works are eriticised, and, although generally commended, are found defective. But
as to himself the writer of this work says: "I have described in this
book of mine all that is necessary in regard to preserving the health
and to euring diseases, to their natures and causes as well as the symptoms which they exhibit: such \matters indeed as skilful physicians
eannot do without a knowledge of. I have mentioned remedies and
treatments with medicines and nutriments, trials and selections of
wllich had been made by former physicians, and of which the good
and beneficial qualities and the want of them had been previously
aseertained. All others I rejected."
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In two respects he says that his work is peculiar: namely, no one
before had composed just such a work; and, if you compare it with
those w-hich have preceded it, you shall not find one of them that contains everything on the art of medicine, as this one does. Again, it is
the first book of the kind which has been published for the people."
2. Part of a commentary on the Sahth of Al Bokhari.
This is a small folio volume, 8 by 11 inches, written in African or
Mogrebbi handwriting, and bound in native binding, at some time rebacked; the covers are of red leather, tooled on the margins and
stamped with floral designs in the centres. It is slightly worLn-eaten,
but, on the whole, in excellent condition. It is vol. iii. of a conlmentary on the Jami us-Sahlh, or canonical collection of the traditions
regarding Mohammed, written by Abu Abd Allah Mohammed, bin Abi
Al Hosein, bin Ismael, bin Ibrahim, al Ja'afi, Al Bokhaxsi(i. e. of the
city of Bokhara), about the middle of the 9th century, and reverenced
almost equally with the Koran by orthodox Moslems.
This commentary is one of the many which have been made upon
the Sahlh. There is reason to believe that it was written by Mohammed ash-Shakuri an Nawi, in Egypt, A. D. 1424. The volume before
us contains 27o pages, 28 lines to a page, and comprises sections xvii.
and xviii. of the great work. These sections contain books and chapters on business transactions; on the right of preemption; on rents,
commissions, securities, agencies, exchange, lawsuits, attachments,
partnerships, mortgages! and other matters pertaining to business;
also other books and chapters on the beginning of creation, the children
of Israel, the signs of prophecy, the excellent qualities of the companions of the p,rophetMohammed; on the times of ignorance before Islam,
the sending of the prophet, events preceding the Hegira, wars with the
infidels, etc. They relate to less than one-third of the whole Book of
Traditions.

16. A hrief account of some Arabic mortuarytablets in the
SemiticMuseumat Cambridge,Mass.; by MI'. John Orne.
With a part of the fund given by Mr. Jacob H. SchifEof New York to
Harvard University for the purchase of objects illustrating Semitic life,
history, and art, Professor Lyon procured in Europe in the summer of
1890some twenty-five Arahic mortuary tablets of limestone, containing
inscriptions in Cufic and in other forms of monumental characters.
These tablets, which came originally from Egpyt, are in various states
of preservation; some quite entire, with the characters clear, distinct,
and complete; others in fragments, or more or less deficient from the
breaking off of parts; or worn by abrasion and by the action of the atmosphere, by disintegration of the materials of the stone, or by the
growth of lichens upon their surfaces.
The styles of inscription vary from simple, distinct, rounded, slender
characters to the more or less ornamented, crowded, angular, thick,
and heavy. All are without diacritical points; many are without spaces
between the words; some are wrongly spaced within the words. Words
9
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are occasionally divided at the ends of the lines. One tablet has an inscription on each side of it, relating to the same person, but with somewhat diferent expressions. The letters vary on the different tablets
from half an inch to two inches in height. On the wholeS considering the age of the tablets, they are in a remarkably good state of preservation, and are a valuable addition to the collection of Semitic
material in the Museum. They furnish an interesting study of the various styles of sculptured Arabic, as well as of the language employed in
monuments erected to the memory of the dead.
These tablets have been carefully examined by me, and the characters
deciphered, so far as the condition of the stones and my knowledge of
the Arabic language enabled me to do it, and I have prepared and depositewdin the Museum transliterations and literal translations, for the
benefit of those who shall hereafter study the monuments.
The dates, which occur on the lower parts of the tablets, are sometimes entirely effaced; in other cases they are only partially clear. But
generally enough of the letters can be made out to give assurance of
the words intended by the sculptor.
The tablets are all dated in the 9th century of our era. So far as they
have been made out-and 15 of them are well assured-the, are from
853 to 889 A. D. This period was while Egypt as under the viceroys
of the Easterll Caliphs, and before the rule of the Fatirnite dynasty and
the building of Cairo.
All the inscriptions begin, where the first line is not missing, with
the words bismillah etc. ' In the name of Allah, the merciful, the compassionate.' Then usually follows a portion of the Koran. The passages
which most frequently occur are the so-called " Throne-verse," Sura ii.
256, beginning ' Allah ! no God but him, the living, the unchangeable.
Neither slumber nor sleep takes possession oiS him. To him belong#
what is in the heavens and what is upon the earth ' etc.; and Sura iii. 16,
'Allah testified that there is no God but him; and the angels and those
having wisdom also testified ' etc. Then follows the name of the occupant of the tomb, with his confession of faith, either simple or accompanied by some one of the Koranic confessions, such as ix. 33 or sxii. 7.
Sometimes a sentiment is inscribed not taken from the Koran, but expressing the feelings or opinions of the friends of the deceased, and setting forth the excelletlt qualities of his heart. Then follows an invocation of the blessing of Allah upon the departed, and the statement of
the time of his death, usually only the month of the year, though in a
few instances the exact day is giveIl.
Translations of two of the tablets are subjoined.
Translation of Arabic Tablet No. 143.
Line.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

" In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate."
O people ! " fear the day, you shall return in it to Allah: then shall
be paid every soul what it has gained;
and they shall not be treated unjustly." Thi#
is the tomb of Fatin:leh, daughter of Ibrahim,
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7. son of Ishak Al Hajari. She confessed
8. that there is no God but Allah alone;
9. no companion to him; and that Mohammed is his apostle,
10. Upon him be peace. She died in the month Moharram,
11. iIl the year 2 and 40 and 200 [i. e. 242 A. H.: = May 10-June 9,
856 A. D.].
Translation of Arabic Tablet No. 144.
Line.

1. " In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate."
2. " Testified Allah, that there is no God but him; and the angels,
3. and those having wisdom-also testified-enduring in righteousness; no God but him,
4. the Mighty, the Wise." This is what testified to it
5. -son of Yakub. -- He testified " that AlIah,
6. no God but him alone, no companion to him, and that Mohammed
7. is his servant and his apostle. He sent him with the right guidance and true religion,
8. to show it to be above other religion, all of it, even though despise
9. it the polytheists ;" and that life is certain; and that
10. death is certain; and that the resurrection is certain; " and that
the hour
11. is coming, no doubt about it; and that Allah will raise up
12. those who are in the graves." For this one there is a refuge; and
for him
13. a resting place; and for him the resurrection of life if Allah will.

17. The Sculpturesand Inscriptionsof Beni Hasan; by Rev.
W. C. Winslow, of Boston.
Dr. Winslow spoke of the value of "the archrological survey of
Egypt " by the Egypt Exploration Fund, as strikinglv instanced in the
initial work, under Mr. Newberry, at the tombs of Beni Hasan; the
results therefrom are to appear in an exhaustive and beautifully illustrated memoir, entitled " Archeeological Survey, Vol. I." Of the thirtynine tombs, four are simply inscribed, eight are decorated; the surface
of painted wall is 12,000 square feet; the period, as now proved by Mr.
Newberry, is that of the Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties; the personages for whom the decorations were made were nomarchs, governors,
and petty princes, owning allegiance to the reigning Pharaoh, yet
absolute in local government, and holding a miniature court. But two
or three of Dr. Winslow's references find room in this abstract. Tomb
15 (as numbered by Mr. Newberry), excavated for Baqta of the Eleventh
Dynasty, with depictions of wild animals, of sports and amusements, is
graced on the north side with a portrait of his daughter, Neferheput,
or ' Beautiful of Rudders ;' tomb 17, embellished with the feats of acrobats, has some cul sive hieroglyphs, abounding in free and easy dialogue,
as when the wrestler says to the thrown " If you wish to get up, say
dead7" tomb 14, yielding newly-known inscriptions, has the rare face
of Set-a-pe ('the mistress of all women'); the 222 lines of the Great
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Inscription in the tomb of Ameni are now for the first time fully and
accurately reproduced in facsimile. Tomb 14 furnishes perhaps the
most inlportant of Mr. Newberry's discoveries having an ethnographical
value: namely, what is apparently a group of Lybians-an Egyptian
officer heading a file of seven persons, of whom three are warriors and
four are women. The former have blue eyes, yellow skin, reddish hair,
in which is stuck a plume of ostrich feathers, and a gnarled club in the
left hand. The women are fair and blue-eyed, two of them bear children in a basket attached to their shoulders, and each of the other two
women carries a monkey on her back. Mr. Newberry has also found
ten unknown tombs at El-Birsheh, and discovered a longer genealogical
succession of an ancient Egyptian family than any yet worked out.
He took to England 14,000 square feet of scenes and inscriptions penciled at Beni Hasan and El-Birsheh.

18. A new inscriptionat tbe MetropolitanA{useumof Art in
New York; by Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York City.
This inscription is cut on a pedestal that appears to be of Numidian
marble, found somewhere in Italy during the year 189t, and presented
to the Museum by Mr. Henry G. Marquand. The dinlensions of the pedx 4,1 x 1, or centimetres 11.45x 11.3 x 2.51. On the
estal are inches 4-196top is a cavity, generally rhomboidal, but with a re-entering angle at
one corner; and in the opposite corller is a small drilled hole, for the
fastening of a statuette. The cavity is about + inch or 1.1 centimetre
deep. On one of the edges is the inscription, in Greek capitals, from
-1i to -,36 inch, or 3 to 5 millimeters high; in two lines as follows:
A0ANOSQPOS

ArHNANAPOT

POaION EIIOIuNE
The style of the letters is rather late, according well with the date
assigned to the man of the saxne name and description who, together
with his father and Apollodorus, executed the famous group of Laocoon
now in the Vatican. Since the grollp was found (in the year 1506)in
the baths of Titus, where Pliny says it was placed, and presumably, at
least, belongs to the time of Titus (about A. D. 79), the concordant palneography of this inscription is a corroboration not so necessary as it is
pleasant.
The pedestal is soxnewhat chipped about the edges, and its polish has
long ago disappeared. The inscription is not very deeply cut, nor with
extreme reglllarity, though the strokes are fine, and the whole not ill
done.

19. On a scarab seal with a Cyprioteinscriptionin the Metropolitan Museumof Art, New York; by ProfessorI. H. Hall.
A few months since the Museum obtained, from the neighborhood of
Smyrna, a well-cut and polished scarab seal, of brown and xvhite chalcedony (almost sardonyx), 0.7 inch long by 0.5 wide, and 0.46 high,
pierced from end to end in the usual manner. On the elliptical face, or
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bottom, is the seal. This comprises the figure of a long-horned cow,
with neck bent around so that she can look at a calf which she is suckling. Behind and over the hind quarters of the cow is the inscription,
in Cypriote characters about a tenth of an inch high: zo. wo. te. mi. se.,
01' ZxFo0ejutf,doubtless a proper name, and of which the device above
may be a symbol or etymological fancy. About the whole is a border
line. There are a few slight chips on the surface. In front of the cow
is an upright single line, tipped with a large diamond. The legend reads from left to right on
the seal, from right to left on the impression. ,<
It is interesting for its containing the rather w
rar@ character for zo., and the form for wo.
identical with that on the Curium gold armlets w
of the Cesnola collection. The inscription iS also
rather i'Paphian" in character, and would, apriori, be expected to
read froln left to right. Though obtained near Smyrna, I have no doubt
that it is of- Cypriote manufacture.
The accompanying cut is made directly from the seal itself, photographed on a block, enlarged.

20. Christopher Columbus in Oriental literature, with special
reference tothe IIa,dis?,lVev, or TGlrikh#nd Gharby; by Dr.
Cyrus Adler, of Johns Hopkins UTniversity,Baltimore, Md.
A brief abstract of Dr. Adler's paper is as follows:
Christopher Columbus in Oriental literature, a subject of interest
equally to students of Oriental literature and of American history, has
been investigated by Mr. Henry Harrisse, to whom modern scholars are
primarily indebted for the scientific investigation of all subjects having
referenec to Columbus and the early voyagers to America. His brief
yet comprehensive article on this subject (Christoph Columb?s im Orient) appeared in the Centralbtattfur Bibliothekwesen, vol. v. (1888),pp.
133-138. After enumerating the references to Golumbus in Hebrew literature, Mr. Harrisse cites a Turkish work specially devoted to the
new world. Its Turkish title is Hadisi Nev ' the new event,' to which
is added an Arabic title, Tarikh el Hind Gharby ' history of West
India.' It was printed at Constantinople by Ibrahim Effendi (the renegade). The printing was completed April 3, 1730, and the book is
therefore one of the incunabula of the Ottoman press. Mr. Harrisse
had access to the copy of this very rare work in the library of the
Ecole des langues orientales vivantes in Paris. He was of opinion that
the work was composed by Hadji Khalfa.
The article of Mr. IIarrisse called forth some notes by Prof. J. Gildenleister of Bonn (l. c. pp. 303-306), who pointed out that, if the book
Hadist Nev were written, as stated both by Mr. Harrisse and in the Catalogue of the library of von Hammer, under the reign of Murad III.,
157a95, it could not have been colnposed by IIadji Khalfa, who was not
born earlier than 1600.
No manuscript of the work was known to either of these writersy
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nor apparently to von Hammer. While in Constantinople in 189l, the
writer secured a well written and well preserved manuscript of this
interesting book. It is dated in the year 77. On folio 38b the author
alludes to the Turkish Admiral Khair-ed-din, surnamed Barbarossa,
as having " recently died." IIis death took place in 956 A. H.; so that
9 is apparently the figure to be prefixed to 77; the date tould accordingly be 977 A. H.: i. e., 1569-70 A. D. The manuscript contains 13 colored illustrations of animals and plants of America, some of them e2recuted with considerable fidelity. It also contains two diagrams and
three colored maps. The map of the new world represents South
America with fair accuracy, and is, in the opinion of Mr. Harrisse, in
some respects unique. The maps in the manuscript are, of course,
much older than those in the printed work.
An inferior manuscript of the same work e2ristsin the Library of the
American Oriental Society, being very appropriately MS. No. 1. of the
Society's collections. It was presented by Mr. J. P. Brown, Secretary
and Dragoman of the U. S. Legation at Constantinople. Mr. Brown
that " it was
stated at the time, 1843(Jr. Am. Or. Soc., vol. i., p. 2r2ri2r),
quite the first book ever printed at Constantinople by the Turks. I
Tarikh IIind Gharby e2risted in manuscript many years before the
introduction of printing, but was taken up and printed on account of
its popularity as a curious and amusing book." A copy of the printed
work has been recently deposited in the Smithsonian Institution by the
Telfair Academy of Arts and Sciences of Savannah, Ga. I hope shortly
to publish the maps and illustrations in my manuscript, as well as a
translation of the parts relating to Columbus.

2]. Note on NVilliamB. Hodgson; by Dr. CyrusAdler.
The U. S. National Museum has recently secured on deposit a part of
the collection of the late William B. Hodgson, consisting of oriental
books and manuscripts. The collections are now the property of the
Telfair Academy of Arts and Sciences, of Savannah, Ga.
Mr. Hodgson was one of the few Americans who gave serious attention to Oriental studies at the beginning of this century. It is an interesting fact that his studies were promoted by the government.
Already before the close of the last century the IJnited States had a
considerable commerce with the Mediterranean, and it was of the utmost importance that our negotiations with the piratical Barbary States
shouldbe carefully conducted. The Department of State accordingly
decided to appoint Mr. Hodgson as attache to the U. S. Consulate at
Algiers, for the purpose of enabling him to become familiar with oriental languages. That this was the intention in Mr. Hodgson's appointment is evidenced by the following extract from a letter dated Algiers,
Jan. st, 1826, and addressed by Mr. Hodgson to Henry Clay, then Secretary of State: " The procurement of necessary books would have presented some difficulty in the prosecution of my studies. Mr. Shaler has,
however, furnished me with some elementary works, through his
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friends, the Gonsuls, until I can be better supplied from Paris. With
these I have commenced the study of Arabic, and hope to nzake proficiency correspondent to my own wishes and the expectations of the
President." Mr. Shaler, the Consul, writing to Henry Clay with reference to Hodgson's arrival, said: " I am very much pleased to find that
the government have at length determined to avail themselves of the
great ad-vantages offered by the Barbary Consulate for the instluc;tion
of young men, which must result in important benefits to the public
service." Further on Mr. Shaler adds: " Perhaps it might be proper, Sir,
at a later period, when Mr. Hodgson has made himself acquainted with
the elements of the Turkish, to authorize me to send him into the Levant in order to acquire a familiar knowledge of it."
That ZIr. Hodgson profited by his opportunities as Mr. Shale1 had
predicted is shown by the fact that he was selected to serve as Secretary and Dragoman to the U. S. Legation at Constantinople, and later
(in 1841)was nominated as Consul to Tunis.
There can be little doubt that the policy which the United States
Government pursued sixty years ago in the case of Mr. Hodgson, with
the intention of preparing men for special service in the Orient, might
be repeated at this day with advantage to the public service.
Hand in hand with his usefulness as a public servant went Mr.
Hodgson's development in Oriental scholarship. By 1830 w e find him
the possessor of a very considerable collection of Oriental manuscripts,
the titles of which are recorded in " A Catalogue of Arabic, Turkish,
and Persian manuscripts, the private collection of Wm. B. Hodgson,
Washington; printed by Duff Green, 1830." & copy of this cataloguenow extremely rare-exists in the library of the American Oriental Society, having been presented by Hon. John Pickering, who himself received it from Wm. Shaler. In 1832, Mr. Hodgson publishedsa memoir on
the Berber language, and in the following year he translated parts of the
New Testament into that language. He was one of the original members
of the American Oriental Society, and in 1844 published " Notes on Northern Africa, the Sahara, and the Soudan." The hall of the Georgia
Historica,l Society is named in his honor Hodgson Hall.

a9. Bibliographyof the works of Paul de Lagazde; by 1)1SQfessor Richard J. H. Gottheil, of ColumbiaCollege, New York
City

Paul Anton de Lagarde (earlier known as Paul Botticher) was undoubtedly the rnost remarkable writer on Semitic studies that the learned
world has ever seen. There is hardly a spot in the vast field which he
has not touched with his stupendous learning. He has also treated of
numerous other and very different subjects. The reason why so much
that Lagarde has written remains unread is that it has often been pltaced
in articles and books treating of widely different subjects. I have therefore prepared the following bibliography, which will give a fair picture
of the work he has done, and will enable the student to find easily the
different contributions relating to the same subject. It will be sup?le-
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mented by a complete index to Lagarde's writings whiGh, I understand,
we are to expect from the eompetent hand of Dr. W. Muss-AInolt.
The arrangement of the bibliography has oeeasioned some little difficulty. I have ordered the different numbers aeeording to subjeet-matter; and within this arrangement I have tried to follow another one
aecording to date of publieation. Where no title was given, I have
eonstructed one, but braeketed it. Where a M ork has been twice published, the date and plaee of seeond pub]ication follow immediately
upon those.of first. The attentive student will find a number of duplicates. That was unavoidable, as many of Lagarde's works were published both separatelv and as parts of collectanea. The greater number
of the works mentioned I have in my own library, or have been able to
eonsult personally. I have received aid in this from one of my students, Mr. Caspar Levias. Dr. Muss-Arnolt has very kindly furnished
me with a number of referenees whieh I was unable to find in New
York. Lagarde himself, in the third volume of his Mittheilungen (No.
241), has given a list of his principal works*, and I have had before me
a privately printed " Werke von Paul de Lagarde " by [Prof.] E[berhard] N[estle], bearing date t1.i.92., whieh Prof. Nestle was kind
enough to send me. I am afraid that some of the latest publieations
of Lagarde have eseaped me; but no library in New York had the eurrent 1lumbersof the A.K.G.W.G.
I have used only a few abbreviations, the most important of whieh
are as follows:
N. K. G.W. G. = Nachrichten von der Koniglichen Gesellschaft der l2Vissenschaften zu Gottingen;
A.K.G.W.G. = Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaftenzu Gottingen;
= Gottingtsche Gelehrte Anzeigen;
G.G.A.
= Gesammelte Abhandlungen von Paul de Lagarde;
G.A.
= Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.
Z.D.M.G.
INDEX.
a. Independent works.
A. Collected works; general philology. Nos. t-30.
B. Greek. Nos. 31-7ta.
C:. Gleek-l,atin. Nos. 72, 73.
D. Latin. Nos. 74-84a.
E. Hebrew. Nos. 8.5-111a.
F. Rabbinical Hebrew and Aramaie. Nos. 112-123.
G. Arabic. Nos. 124-136.
II. Syriac. Nos. 137-166a.
1. Bactrian. Nos. 167-171.
J. Persian. Nos. 172-174.
K. Armenian. Nos. 175-18().
* Cf. also Symmictai. pp. 227-231; ii. p. 223; and LibrorumVetertsTestamenti canonicorumpars pior, pp. 542-544.
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L. Coptie and Egyptian. Nos. 181-190.
M. Paleography. Nos. 191-194.
N. Italian. Nos. 195-202.
O. Gernran, politieal. Nos. 203-217.
P.
'4
theologieal. Nos. 218-224.
Q.
"
edueational. Nos. 225-229.
R.
"
general. Nos. 230-233.
S. Poems. Nos. 234-239.
T. Personalia. Nos. 240-249.
d. Book Reviews.
a. General works. Nos. 250, 251.
b. Greel. Nos. 252-256.
d. Latin. Nos. 257-260.
e. Hebrew. Nos. 261-268.
g. Arabie. Nos. 2659-271.
h. Syriae. Nos. 272, 273.
j. Persian. Nos. 274-278.
l. Coptic and Egyptlan. Nos. 279-282.
p. Theologieal. Nos. 283, 284.
q. Educational. No. 285.
t. "Selbstanz?igen." Nos. 286-297.
A. 1. Rudimenta mythologiae Semiticae supplementa lexici Aramaici
scripsit Paulus Boetticher. Berolini (Thorne), 1848. pp. 60.
2 Arica scripsit Paulus Boetticher. Hallae (Lippert), 1851. pp. 115.
3. Wurzelforschungen von Paul Boetticher. Halle (Lippert), 1852.
pp. 48. [see G.A., p. vii.]
4 Gesammelte Abhandlungen. Leipzig (Broekhaus), 1866. pp. xl, 304.
5. Symmicta. vol. i., 1877, pp. iv, 232. vol. ii. 1880, pp. viii, 234. Gottingen (Dieterieh). tef. No. 292.]
6. Orientalia. Erstes Heft. Die koptisehen Handsehriften der Gottinger Bibliothek; Bruehstueke der koptisehen Uebersetzung des alten
Testaments. Gottingen (Dieterieh), pp. 104. Zweites Heft. Erklarung
hebraischer Worter; Ueber den Hebraer Ephraim von Edessa. ibid.
pp. 64. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxiv. 1879; xxvi. 1880.]
7. Semitica. Kritisehe Anmerkungen zum Buehe Isaias (Erstes Stuek,
pp. t-32). Erklarung ehaldaiseher Worter (Erstes StTiek, pp. 33-77j.
1878, vol. i. pp. 71 (A.K.G.W.G. Hd. xxiii.). 1879, vol. ii. pp. 48 (ibid.
Bd. xxvi.). Gottingen (Dieterieh).
8. Mittheilungen vol. i. 1884, pp. 384. vol. ii. 1887,pp. 388. [ef. No.
296.] vol. iii. 1889, pp. 376. vol. iv. 1890. Gottingen (Dieterieh).
!+. Kleine Mittheilungen. N.K.G.W.G. 17 Maleh 1886; No. 4, pp. 121168. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 1-48.]
10. Kleine Mittheilungen. N.K.G.W.G. 2 June 1886; No. 8, pp. 261277. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 65-81.]
t1. Kleinigkeiten. N.K.G.W.G. 29 Iay 1889; No. 11, pp. 293-322,
[Mittheilungen iii. pp. 201-229.]
10
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12. Nachtrage zu fruheren Mittheilungen. N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. tS90;
No. 1, pp. 1-21.
13. Kleine Mittheilungen. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Nov. 1890; No. 13, pp.
418-433.
14. Purim: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Religion. [A.K.G.W.G.
Bd. xxxiv.] Gottingen (Dieterich), 1887. pp. 58. [cIe.No. 296.]
15. On the classification of Semitic Roots (published originally in
England, 1853.9). Symmicta i. 121. [cIe.G.A. p. vii.]
16. Aus Prolegomena zu einer vergleichenden Grammatik des Hebraischen, Arabischen und Aramaischen. Mittheilungen ii. pp. 353-367.
17. Ueber die W-haltigen Worter. Semitica i. pp.144-151.
18. Eine alte Characteristik von zehn Sprachen. Anhang to Agathangelus etc. [see No. 53]. pp. 150-155.
19. Uebersicht uber die im Aramaischen, Arabischen und Hebraischen ilbliche Bildung der.Nomina. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. sxxv.] Gottingen (Dieterich), 1889. pp. 240.
20. Register [von A. Rahlfs] und Nachtrage zu der Uebersicht.
[A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxvii.] Gottingen (Dieterich), 1891. pp. 76.
21. Ueber die semitischen Namen des Feigenbaums und der Feige.
N.K.G.W.G. 3 Dec 1881; No. 15, pp. 868-396. [Mittheilungen i. 58-75.]
22. Kastanie und Oelbaum. .N.K.G.W.G. 29 May 1889; No. 11, pp.
299-319. [Mittheilungen iii. pp. 206-226.]
23. Lexikalisches: i. Aralez; ii. Malsin; iii. Chagrin; iv. Mas[saora;
v. Noch einmal bK. N.K.G.W.G. 3 March 1882; No. 7, pp. 164-192.
[Mittheilungen i. pp. 88-106.] Nachtrag: 9. ii. 1884. [ibid. pp, 107-t11.
24. Vita Adae et Evae. N.K.G.W.G. 14 Iay 1879; No. 9, pp. 239-242.
[Symmicta ii. pp. 4-7.]
25. Astarte. N.K.G.W.G. 3 Dec. 1881; No. 15, pp. 396-400. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 75-81.]
26. Sixtus = Xystus. N.K.G.W.G. 18 June 1882. p. 408. [Mittheilungen i. p. 134.]
27. Cider, angeblich eine Erfindung der Manichaer. Mittheilungen
iii. pp. 47 48.
28. Aus dem deutschen Gelehrtenleben: Aktenstucke und Glossen.
Gottingen (Dieterich), 1880. pp. 120.
29. Ein Beitrag zur Naturgeschichte der Semitisten. Mittheilungen
iii. pp. 8()-85.
30. Der achte Orientalistencongress. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 324-334.
B. 31. De Novo Testamento ad versionum orientalium fidem edendo.
Programm des Kolnischen Real-GymnasiuIns. Berlin (Nallek'sche Buchdruckerei), 1857. pp. 20. [Gesammelte Abhandlungen, pp. 85-119.]
32. Anmerkungen zur griechischen Uebersetzung der Proverbien
TXeipzig(Brockhaus), 1868. pp. 96,
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33. Anmerkungen zur griechischen Uebersetzung der Proverbien. 1863.
(Reproduction of Preface to No. 32, with an additional note on the archetype of the Hebrew Bible, dated 17. i. 1884.z) Mittheilungen i. pp. 19-26
(see also p. 381).
34. Genesis graece, e fide editionis sixtince addita scripturae discrepantia e liblis manu scriptis a se ipso conlatis et editionibus Coinplutensi et Aldina adouratissime enotata edita. Lipsiue, 1868. pp. xxiv,
211.
35. Vorbemerkungen zu meiner Ausgabe der Septuaginta. Symmicta
ii. pp. t37-148.
36. Ankundigung einer neuen Ausgabe der griechischen Uebersetzung des alten Testaments. Gottingen, 1882. pp. 64. [cf. No. 291.]
37. LibrorumVeteris Testamenti canonicorum pars prior graece Paulo
de Lagarde studio et sumptibus edita. C;.G.A. t883; No. 40, pp. t75, 176.
Gottingen (Dieterich)* 1883. pp. xvi, 544.
38. Die pars prior der LXX Lucians ed. P. de Lagarde betreffend.
G8ttingen, 9 Mai 1884. (Intended originally to be pp. 242, 243 of Mittheilungen i. but sent out separately.) Reprinted, Mittheilungen iii. pp.
239, 240.
39. Nachtrag zur Vorrede der Librorum Veteris Testamenti etc. (No.
37). Mittheilungen i. pp. 200-206.
40. Die Paris er B latter des Codex Sarravianus. Semitica ii. pp. 148. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxv.]
41. Noch einmal meine Ausgabe der Septuaginta. a. Erklarung des
Professor Paul de Lagarde zu Gottingen tiber eine von ihln beabsichtigte
Ausgabe der Septuaginta; b. Vierter Bogen der im Januar 1885 ausgegebenen Probe einer neuen Ausgabe der lateinischen Uebersetzungen
des alten Testaments (intended as 4th sheet of No. 77; but withheld).
Mittheilungen ii. pp. 229-256.
42. Nov psalterii greci editionis specimen. 1887, pp. 40. Reprinted
from A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxiii. 1886. [cf. No. 266.]
43. Nov psalterii greci editionis specimen. Corollarium. Mittheilungen ii. p. 188.
43 a. Septuaginta Studien. (Text of A and ,Bto Judges with critical
apparatus, pp. t-72; the chrollology of Clemens of AlexandriaS pp. 7392, incomplete.) A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxvii. 1891. pp. 92.
44. Reliqui juris ecclesiastici antiquissim grece edidit A. P. de Lagarde. Leipzig (Teubner), t856. pp. lvi, 96.
45. Hippolyti Romani qu feruntur omnia grece. LeipzigS 1858.
pp. xvi, 216.
46. Titi Bostreni quas ex opere contra Manichros edito in codice
Hamburgensi servata sunt grece. Accedunt Iulii Romani epistol et
Gregorii Thaumaturgi Kara Hepof te57lf. Berolini (Herz), 1859. pp. viii, 128.
47. Constitutiones apostolorum grece. Leipzig, 1862. pp. xvi, 288.
48. Clementina. Leipzig, t8(;5. pp. xxxiS200.
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49. Aus einem Uncial-codex der Clementina. Symmicta ii. pp. 217220.
50. Clementina. 1865. (Reproduction of the introduction, pp. 26-36,
with two additions: a. Einige Bemerkungen uber die Verbreitung der
in den Clementinen erzahlten Sagen. pp. 36-48; b. Notizen uber die
Handschriften der Rekognitionen. pp. 40-54.) Mittheilungen i. pp.
26-54.
51. Johannis Euchaitorum metropolit qu in codice vaticano greco
676 supersunt, Ed. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxviii.l pp. xvi. 228. Gottingen,
(Dieterich), 1882. [cf. No. 294.]
52. Neu Griechisches aus Kleinasien. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxiii.] Gottingen (Dieterich), 1886. pp. 68.
53. Agathangelus und die Akten Gregors von Armenien, neu herausgegeben. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxv. l Gottingen (Dieterich), 1887. pp.
164.
54. Agathangelus neu herausgegeben. A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxxv. [see
No. 53.] pp. 3-88.
55. Die Akten Gregors von Armenien, neu herausgegeben. A.K.G.
W.G. Bd. xxxv. (cf. No. 84a). [see No. 53.] pp. 89-120.
56. Erlauterungen zu Agathangelus und den Akten Gregors von Armenien. A.K.G#.W.G.Bd. xxxv. pp. 121-149. [see No. i8.]
57. Epiphaniana gTept
UETp@U Kt STa@@V.
Symmicta i. pp. 209-226.
58. Des Epiphanius Buch Uber Masse und Gewichte zum ersten male
vollstandig. Symmicta ii. pp. 149-216.
59. Ein Fragment des Arztes Africanus. Symmicta i. pp. 165-176.
60. Tertullianea. N.K.G.W.G. 16 Jan. 1878; No. 1, pp. 15-18. [Symmicta ii. pp. 2-4.]
61. Tertullianea. N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. I, pp. 2-4.
62. Ueber den Hebraer Ephraim von Edessa. (zu Gerlesis i.-xxxviii.)
Orientalia ii. pp. 43-63.
63. tAva,uo. N.K.G.W.G. 14 May 1879; No. 9, pp. 237-239. [Symmicta
ii. p. 4.]
64. [KaTTappaKTSf
in Mesopotamien.] Mittheilungen i. pp. 205, 206.
65. ltElplOU. N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, pp. 141-145. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 21-95.]
66. 'E7ray),ueval. Anhang to Purim [No. 14]. pp. 57, 58.
67. Eetvapa. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Nov. 1890; No. 13, p. 433.
68. Lucas i. 47. Mittheilungen iii. p. 374.
69. Maria Magdalena. N.K.G.W.G. 26 June 1889; No. 14, pp. 371375. [Mittheilungen iii. pp. 257-260.]
70. Die Inschrift von Aduli. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Nov. 1890; No. 13, pp.
418-428.
71. 'Aprayv8f.
N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, pp. 148-150. [Mittlleilungen ii. pp. 28-30.]
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71a. Psalterii grxci quinquagena prima, in usum scholarum edita.
Gottingen (Dieterich) 1892. pp. 70. (Published after L's death, with assistance of A. Rahlfs: cf. AgathaIlgelus, p. 157.)
C. 72. Josephi Scaligeri poemata omnia ex museio Petri Scriverii.
Berolini (Barth), 1864. pp. 412.
73. Onomastica Sacra. First Edition. Vol. i. Gottingse, 1870. pp. viii,
304. (Contains: ct. Hieronymi liber interpretationis hebraicorum nominum; b. Hieronymi de situ et nomini6us locoruin hebraicorum liber;
c. Onomastica greca minora; d. Evvedz.ov7rept T(JV TOTtK@V OVO84lTSV TSV
Second edition.
EV T71 0EiA Wpa0v). Vol. ii. ibid. (variants and indices).
Gottingen (Dieterich), 1887. pp. 368. (Contains also Nos. 84a, ltla.) [cf.
Nos. 287 and 296.]
D. 74. Hieronymi quxestiones hebraicx in libro Geneseos. Lipsiae,
1868. pp. vii, 272.
7fi. Des Hieronymus Uebertragung der griechischen Uebersetzung des
Iob. Mittheilungen ii. pp. 189-237.
76. Psalterium iuxta Hebros Hieronymi. Accedit corollarium criticum. Lipsiae, 1874. pp. svi, 168. [cf. No. 288.]
77. Probe einer neuen Ausgabe der lateinischen Uebersetzungen des
alten Testaments. 1885. pp. 48. [cf. No. 296.]
78. Die Weisheiten der Handschrift von Amiata. Mittheilungen i.
pp. 241-380.
79. Ezdrana (to "E;X3pafp; preface only). Mittheilungen iii. pp. 287289.
80. Die lateinischen Uebersetzungen des Ignatius. A.K.G.W.G. BdJ
xxix. pp. viii, 156.
81. Alulfilas Ezdras. N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. I, pp. 19-21.
82. Cephas im Canticum. N.K.G.W.G. 2 June 1886; No. 2, p. 277.
[Mittheilungen ii. p. 81.]
83. Soin. N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, p. 124* [Mittheilungen
ii.p. 4*]
84. Calautica. N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, pp. 124-131 [Mittheilungen ii. pp. St1.]
84a. Vita Gregorii Armeni. Onomastica Sacra 2d. ed. pp. t-24. [cf.
No. 55.]
E. 85. [On the names of the Hebrew letters.] Symmicta i. p. 118.
8B. Erklarung hebraischer Worter. A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxvi. [Orientalia ii. pp. 1-42.]
87. j lX . N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. 1, p. 19.
..
.

n. N.K.G.W.G. 24 Nov. 1886; No. 18, p.
88. D,n:K-+t
565. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 18S, 186.]
N.K.G.W.G. 24 Nov. 1886; No. 18, p. 563.
89. Noch einmal t.
[Mittheilungen ii. p. 183.1
.

.

90. . Mittheilungen ii. pp. 27, 28. [cf. No. llla.l
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9t C§K N.K.G.W.G.22Jan.l890;No.l,p.l5.
92. t:p = pl
. N.K.G.W.G. 1881; No. 15, pp. 404-406. {Mittheilungen i. pp. 80, 81.]
93. ;n:g.
N.K.G.W.G. 18 June 1882; No. 1S, pp. 393-408. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 125-134.]
94. Ueber das Wort gdbhlm Regnorum y 6, 9. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Nov.
1890; No. 13, pp. 428-430.
95. nn =
pp. 15S160.

1 = data.

Anhang ii. to Agathangelus, etc. (No. 53)

96. ltt . Mittheilungen ii. pp. 368, 369.
97. Das alteste Glied der masoretischen Traditionskette. N.:li.(;.
W.G. 19 March 1890; No. 4, pp. 95-101.
98. Der Codex des Ben Asher. N.:K.G.W.G, 22 Jan. 1890; No. 1, p.
16.
99. Emendationes Ltothe Hebrew text of the Bible, one to LXX. and
three Greek ones]. Prophetee chaldaice, pp. xlvi-li.
100. Genesis xlvi. I3. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 281, 282.
101. [Parallele zwischen Genesis xlix. 25, 26, und Deuteronomium
XXXiii. I3-I6.]
Agathangelus, etc. (No. 53), p. 156, note.
102. Exodus i. II. N.K.G.W.G. 28 May 1890; pp. 155-159.
103. [Deuteronomy xxxiii.] Agathangelus, etc. (No. 53), p. 162.
104. Kritische Anmerkungen zum Buche Isaias. Erstes Stuck. A.K.
G.W.G. Bd. xxiii. tSemitica i. pp. 1-82.]
105. [Explanation of Isaiah x. 4.] Acadelny, 15 Dec. 1870. [Symmicta i. p. 105.]
106. Acrostics in the Psalms. Academy, t Jan. 1872. [Symmicta i.
p. 107.]
107. Psalm xvi. 4. Mittheilungen iii. pp. tt0, 111.
108. Zum zweiundzwanzigsten Psalme. An hang to Orientalia ii.
pp. 63, 64.
109. Isaias lxvi. 3. Mittheilungen iii. p. 374.
110. Psalm lxxxiii. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 11t, 112.
111. Psalm lxxxiv. 8. lt
bg bs¢ . Mittheilungen iii. p. 112.
ltla. De lnlt et tt qua exponit P. de L. Onomastica Sacra ii.
2d ed. 192. [cf. No. 90.]
T-

F. 112. Hebraische Handschriften in Erfurt. (Contains also, p. tB2,
account of an Arabic MS.) Symmicta i. pp. 130-1B4.
113. [Description of MS. I3 in the Gottinger Universitatsbibliothek
containing portions of the Talmud.l A.K.G.W.G Bd. xxiii. [Semitica i. pp. 69-71.3
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114. Ein Gutachten [in regard to the Talmud]. Mittheilungen iii. pp.
3-23.
115. Prophet chaldaice, e fide codicis Reuchliniani. Lipsiee (Teub
ner), 1872. pp. li, 493. [cf. No. 289.]
116. Hagiographa chaldaice. Leipzig (Teubner), 1873. pp. xxv, 366.
[ef. No. 290.]
117. [Variants in the Aramaic Haftaroth from MS. in Erfurt.] Symmicta i. p. 139.
118. Eine vergessene Handschrift des sogenannten Fragmententargums. N.K.G.W.G. 25 Jan. 1888; No. 1, pp. t-3. [Mittheilungen iii.
pp. 26-27.]
119. Erklarung chaldaischer Worter. Erstes Sttick. A.K.G.W.G.
Bd. xxiii. [Semitica i. pp. 33-68.]
120. IudaeHarizii macamaehebraice. Gottingbe, 1883. pp. iv, 204.
121. Lipman Zunz und seine Verehrer. Mittheilungen ii. pp. 108-162.
122. Juden und Indogermanen. Eine Studie nach dem Leben. Mittheilungen ii. pp. 2B2-351.
123. Wie man Hebraisch versteht. N.K.G.W.G. 25 Jan. 1888;
No. 1, pp. 3-9. [Mittheilungen iii. pp. 28-33.]

G. 124. Initia chromatologiae Arabicae. Dissertatio inauguralis ....
xxiii M. Junii A. MDCCCILpubliee defendit auctor Paulus Boettichel,
Berolinus. Berolini (Trowitzseh), pp. 30.
125. Materialien zur Geschichte und Kritik des Pentateuchs. Leipzig, 1867. pp. xvi, 281. [cf. No. 286.]
126. Psalmi i.-xlix. arabice in usum scholarum editi. Gottingen, 1875.
pp. ii, 83.
127. Psalterium, Job, Proverbia arabice. Gottingen, 1876. pp. xii, 328.
128. Die vier Evangelien arabisch, aus der Wiener Handschrift herausgegeben. Leipzlg, 1864. pp. xxxii, 143.
129. P. Lagardii ad analecta sua syriaca appendix. [Apocalypse of
John, parts of the commentary of Hippolytus in Arabic.] 1858. Lipsiee (Teubner), Londini (Williatns & Norgate). pp. iv, 28.
N.K.(iF.
dla-rev¢ap@V.
130. Die arabische Uebersetzung des erayyeXloV
W.G. 17 March, 1886; No. 4, pp. 160-158. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 30-38.]
131. Petri Hispani (Pedro de Alcala) de lingua Arabica libri duo.
Gottingee, 1883. pp. viii, 440.
132. Analyse der alten arabischen Typen der Gottinger Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften. N.K.G.W.G. 24 Nov. 1886; No. 18, pp. 5fi4, 565.
[Mittheilungen ii. p. 184.]
in Arabien. Mittheilungen iii. p. 111. [see Mittheilungen
133. 'E06AKZOV
ii. p. 35B.]
. N.K.G.W.G. 17 Mareh 188B; No. 4, pp. 135-141.
134. Q >y?
[Mitthellungen ii. pp. 15-21.]
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135. Sura. N.K.G.W.G. 29 May t889; No. 11, pp. 296-298. [Mittheilungen iii. pp. 204-206.]
136. Napdof =
N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, pp. 145-147.
[Mittheilungen ii. pp. 25-27.]

Ju .

H. 137. Aus einem Briefe des Lic. Dr. P. Boetticher an Pro£ Fleischer
[in regard to Syriac studies in the British Museum]. Halle, 6 Sept. 1852.
Z.D.M.G. vi. 1852. p. 583.
138. Aus einem Briefe des Dr. P. Boetticher an Prof. Fleischer [in regard to Syriac studies in the British Museum]. London, 15 Marz, 1853.
Z.D.M.G. vii. (1853?pp. 407-409. [cf. also N.K.G.W.G. 1881, p. 357.]
139. Aufforderung zur Subscription [for the Anecdota Syriaca as originally planned, and the Didaskalie der Apostel arabisch]. Z.D.M.G. vii.
(t853) pp. 613-614.
140. Aus einem Briefe des Herrn Pro£ de Lagarde [in regald to intended Syriac pul)lications]. Gottingen, 4 Nov. 1874. Z.D.X. G. xxviii.
(1874) p. 680.
141. Didascalia apostolorum syriace. (Cent exemplaires.) Lipsixe
(Teubner), 1854. pp. vii, ZL21.
| cf. No. 47.]
142. Reliquiae iuris ecclesiastici antiquissima, syriace primus edidit
A. P. de Lagarde. MDCCCLVI. Lipsixe (Teubner). pp. viii, 144. [cf.
No. 44.]
143. Analecta Syriaca. (Xysti yVcJ8al; Gregorius ThauInaturgus; Iulius Roinanus; Hippolytus Romanus; Diodorus Tarsensis; Theodorus
AIopsuhestenus; Georgii Arabum episcop. epistola; Aristotelis vept
Kowov vPbS 'ARefavdpov;Soclates de anima; Isocrates ets Awol2tKov; Plutarchus de exercitatione, gTeptaojoy72ffta5;
PythagolxeSententixe; Diocles9; Vita Alexandri magni.) Lipsixe (Teubner), Londini (Williams
& Norgate), 1858. pp. xx, 208.
144. Titi Bostreni contra Manichaos libri quatuor syriace. Berolini
(Schultze), 1859. pp. iv, 186. [cf. No. 46; and for an additional extract
cf. No. 32, pp. 94, 95.]
145. Geoponicon in sermone syriacum versorum qua supersunt.
Lipsiae (Teubner), Londini (Williams & Norgate), 1860. pp. iv. 120. [cf.
No. ZL51.]
146. Libri Veteris Testamenti Apocryphi syriace, e recognitione Pauli
Antonii de Lagarde. Lipsixe (Brockhaus), Londini (Williams & Norgate), 1861. pp. xxxix, 273.
147. Clementis Romani recognitiones syriace. Lipsi (Brockhaus),
Londini (Williams & Norgate), 1861. pp. viii, 167. [cf. Z D.M.G. xvi.
(1862) pp. 548-552.]
148. Przetermissorum libri duo e recognitione Pauli de Lagarde. Gottinge, ZL879
(sumptibus editoris). pp. iv, 252. Syriac in lIebrew characters, containing: a. Elixe nisibeni interpres. pp. T-96. b. Gregorii
Abulfarag in librum Psalmorum adnotationes. pp. 97-2a2
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149. Veteris Testamenti ab Origene reeensiti fragmenta apud Syros
servata quinque; prxemittitur Epiphanii de mensuris et ponderibus liber
nune primum integer et ipse Syriaeus. Gottingfe (Dieterieh), 1880. pp.
iv, 856.
150. Hora Aramaiea. Berolini, 1847.
151. De Geoponieon versione Syriaea eommentatio. (Aus dem Herbstplnogrammeder luisenstadtisehen Realsehule zu Berlin besonders abgedruekt.) Lipsi (Teubner), Kal. Oet. 1855. [Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
pp. 120-146.]
152. [On the Syriae version of Homer.] Aeademy, 1 Oet. 1871. [Symmieta i. p. 106.]
1.53. Abulfaradseh. Herzog-Plitt Real-Eneyelopadie, vol. i. p. 110.
N.K.G.W.G.
153a. Gregorius von Nazianz; DionysderAreopagite.
22 Jan. 1890; No. 1, pp. 17-19. [Mittheilungen iv. pp. 18-20.]
153b. Cai[a]phas. N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. 1, p. 16. [Mittheilungen iv. p. 18.]
la4. Noeh einmal die Sehatzhohle. N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No.
1, pp. 4-15. LMittheilungen iv. pp. 6-16: ef. No. 273.]
155. Psalm exiv. im Sidra rabba. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Mareh 1890; No. 4,
pp. 10t-:L06. [Mittheilungen iv. pp. 44-48.]
l.a6. Die Stiehometrie der syriseh-hexaplarisehen Uebersetzung des
altenTestaments. N.K.G.W.G.19Nov.1890; No.13,pp.430-433. [Mittheilungen iv. pp 205-209.]
157. Die neuen syrisehen Typen des Hauses Drugulin. N.K.G.W.G.
7 Nov. 1888; No. 14, pp 375-386. [Mittheilullgen iii. pp. 99-110.]
158. Noch einmal uber Drugulins neue syrisehe Typen. Mittheilungen
iii. pp. 261-280.
159. Die Interpunetion in meiner Bibliotheea Syriaea. Mittheilungen
iii. p. 281.
160. Persisehe, armenische und indisehe Worter im Syrisehen.
Gesam]nelte Abhandlungen, pp. 1-84.
und tl,: . N.K.G. W.G. 3 .Dee.
161. Die syrischen Worter tlS
1881, pp. 400404.
N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. t, p. 1. [Mittheilungen
162. iv. pp. 1-2.]
163. ,;s . N.K.G.W.G. 22 Jan. 1890; No. 1, p. 15. [Mittheilungen iv.
p. 17.]
Mittheilungen ii. p. 65.
tZ4. Hi1-erben.
. Mittheilungen iii. p. 23.
16.5.Jl
. Mittheilungen iii. p. 28.
166. ?°
l6Ga. Bibliotheca Syriacce a Paulo de Lagarde collectse quse ad philologiam saeram pertinent. Gottingen (Dieterieh), 1892, pp. 412. (Published after L's death, with assistanee of A. Rahlfs. Contairls: a.
1
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Fragments of the Syriae translations of the LXX. not published in the
photolithographie ed. of Ceriani; b. Evangeliarium hierosolymitanum.
Cf. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 99-110, 281.)
X. 167. Beitrage zur baktrisehen Lexieographie. tS68. [ef. Nos.
168, 286.]
168. Addenda to " Beitrage zur baktrisehen Lexicographie." Z.D.
M.G. xxii. pp. 329-331. [Symmieta i. pp. 103,104.]
169. Einige Bemerkungen uber eranische Sprachen ausserhalb Erans.
Gesamunelte ADhandlungen, pp. 243 (251)-295. [On ehange in pagination, see Armenisehe Studien, p. 202.]
170. Bemerkungen uber die Awesta-Sehrift. N.K.G.W.G. 17 Mareh
1886; No. 4, pp. 158-168. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 38-48.]
171. Verzeichniss der vom Verfasser vorliegender Studien besproehenen, erschlossenen oder erwanten baktrisehen Worter. Anhang zu Armenisehe Studiexl, pp. 209-216.
J. 172. Die persisehen Glossen der Alten. Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
pp. 147-242. [2d ed.? see p. 233.]
173. Persische Studien. [A.K.G.W.G. vol. xxxi.] Gottingen, 1884. pp.
76, 140.
174. Asadis persisches Glossar. [ef. N.K.G.W.G. 1 July 1885; No. 5,
P. 185 ]
E. 17a. Zur Urgeschiehte der Armenier. 1854.
176. [Vorrede of " Zur Urgesehichte der Armenier".] Reprinted, Aus
dem deutsehen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 65-69.
177. Armenische Studien. [A.K.G.W.G. Bd. xxii.] Gottingen (Dieterieh), 1877. pp. 216. [ef. No. 293.]
177a. Nachtrag zu den armenischen Studien, §1688. PersiseheStudien
(No. 173), p. 176.
178. Vergleichung der armenisehen Consonanten mit denen des Sanskrit, von Dr. Paul Boettieher. Z.D.M.G. vol. iv. (1850)pp. 347-369.
179. Erklarung [in regard to the etymology of Togharma]. Z.l). M.G.
vol. xxiv. (1870) p. 237. [Symmieta i. p. 104.]
tS0. Die von Agathangelus erwahnte Ordnung des armenischen Feudaladels1 eine Uebersicht. Agathangelus ete. (No. 53), p. 161.
L. 181. Epistola Novi Testamenti coptice, edidit Paulus Boettieher.
Halse (Anton), 1852.
182. Der Pentateuch koptisch. Leipzig, 1867. pp. xxxviii, 504. [ef.
No. 286.]
183. Psalterii versio Memphitica. Aeeedunt Psalterii Thebani fragmenta Parthamiana Proverbiorum Memphitieorum fragmenta Berolinensia. Gottingen, 1875. pp. viii, 156.
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184. Bruchstucke der koptischen Uebersetzung des alten Testaments. A.K.G.W.G. vol. xxiv. pp. 63-104.
185. GEgyptiaca. Gottingen (Dieterieh),1883. pp. viii. 296. [ef. No. 29.5.]
186. Catense in Evangelia segyptiacse quae supersunt. Gottingen,
1886. pp. vii, 243. [ef. No. 296.]
187. Die koptischen Handschriften der Gottinger Bibliothek. A.K.
G.W.G. vol. xxiv. pp. 3-62.
188. Der Fluss Orontes. N.K.G.W.G. 19 Nov. 1890; No. 13, p. 430.
[Mittheilungen iv. pp. 205 ff.]
189. Der Titel des Patriarchen Joseph. [Cf. Steindorf, Zeitseh. f.
Aigypt. Spr. u. Alt. 1889.] N.K.G.W.G. 29 May 1889; No. 1t, pp. 319322. [Mittheilun gen iii. pp. 226-229.]
190. Noch einmal tte pnute efoneh. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 282-286.
M. 191. Zur Erklarung der aramaischen Inschrift von Carpentras.
N.K.G.W.G. 19 June 1878; No. l0, pp. 357-372. [Sytamietaii. pp. 56-65.]
192. Moabitica. (Contains inter al. letter of Lagarde to Nationalzeitung, Berlin, 20 Feb. 1876.) Symmieta ii. pp. 41-5.5.
193. [On Prof. Konstantin Schlottman and the Moabitic antiquities.]
Symmieta ii. pp. 6Si-87.
194. Der angebliche Petrus-Papyrus. Naehtrag zu Symmieta ii.
41-87. Protestantisehe Kirehenzeitungs 1880, No. 17 (ef. also Nationalzeitung, 2 April, 11 Sept. 1880). [Aus dern deutsehen Gelehrtenleben,
pp. t17, 118.]
N. 195. Le opere italiane di Giordano Bruno ristampate da Paolo de
Lagarde. GottingaS 1888. 2 vols. pp. 770. vol. i. Candelaio. La eena
de le eeneri. De la eausa, prineipio et uno. De l'infinito, universo et
mondi. vol. ii. a. Spaecio de la bestia trionfante. b. Cabala del eavallo
Pegaseo. c. De gl'heroiei furori. [ef. No. 297.]
196. Mittheilungen Uber Giordano Bruno. N.K.G.W.G. 31 Mareh
1882; No. 7, pp. 153-163. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 82-88.]
197. Die Akten des letzten Prozesses gegen Giordano Bruno. N.K.G.
W.G. 2 June 1886; No. 8, p. 261. [Mittheilungen ii. p. 66.]
198. Se non b vero, b ben trovato. N.K.G.W.G. 29 May 1889; No. 11,
pp. 293, 294. [Mittheilungen iii. p. 201.]
199. Giordano Brunos Vispure. N.K.G.W.G. 29 May 1889; No. 1t,
pp. 294-296. [Mittheilungen iii. pp. 201-204.]
200. Ignoranti portum nullus suus ventus est. (Giordano Bruno 715
36.) N.K.G.W.G. 2'*Jan. 1890; No. 1, p. 1. [Mittheilungen iv. p. 1.]
201. Guetre. N.K.G.W.G. 17 March 1886; No. 4, pp. 121-124. [Mittheilungen ii. p. 14.]
202. Bottarga=bottarica. N.K.G.W.G. 17Marchl886; No.4,pp.131
-135. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 11-15 ]
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O. 203. Deutsche Schriften. ErsterBand. Gottingen(Dieterich), 1878.
pp. 256. Zweiter Band. ibid. 1881. pp. 112. Gesammtausgabe letzter
Hand. Gottingen, 1886. pp. 536.
204. Petition an die Versammlung der Stadtverordneten von Berlin.
Aus dem deutschen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 80-86. (with answers.)
205. Ueber die gegenwartige Lage des deutschen Reichs; ein Bericht.
Deutsche Schriften i. pp. 67-153. [Gesammtausgabe, pp. 127-215.]
206. Die Reorganisation des Adels. Deutsche Schriften ii. pp. 61-70.
[Gesammtausgabe, pp. 363-374.]
207. Die Finanzpolitik Deutschlands. Deutsche Schriften ii. pp. 7194. [Gesammtausgabe, pp. 375-398.]
208. Die graue Internationale. Deutsche Scllriften ii. pp. 96-110.
[Gesammtausgabe, pp. 399-414.]
209. [Neuenkirchen und der Wert der Ueberlieferung.] Mittheilungen i. pp. 206, 207.
210. Ein preussischer Staatsanwalt. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 8o-!38.
211. In Memoriam(die in dein bekannten Prozess gegen den Professor
GefEcken aufgelaufenen Aktenstucke). Mittheilungen iii. pp. 164-200.
212. Konservativ ? Deutsche Schriften, Gesatmntausgabe, pp. 5-20.
218. Ueber die gegenwartigen Aufgaben der deutschen Politik.
Deutsche Schriften, Gesammtausgabe, pp. 31-46.
214. Drei Vorreden: 1. Zu den politischen Aufsatzen. (xottingen, November 1874; 2. Zum ersten Band der deutschen Schriften. ibicl. Ostern 1878; 3. Zum andern Bande der deutschen Schriftetn. Ibid. Feb.
1881. Gesamintausgabe, pp. 99-112.
215. Diagnose. Gesammtausgabe, pp. 113-126. Zuerst gedruckt in
den politischen Aufsatzen, November 1874.
21fi. Programm fUr die konservative Partie Preussens. Deutsche
Schriften, Gesatnmtausgabe, pp. 415-476.
217. Die nachsten Pflichten deutscher Politik. Deutsche Schriften,
Gesammtausgabe, pp. 493-535.
P. 218. Ueber das Verhaltniss des deutschen Staates zu Theologie,
Kirche und Religion: ein Versuch nicht-Theologen zu orientiren.
Deutsche Schriften i. pp. 5-54. [Gesatntntausgabe, pp. 47-97.]
219. Die Religion der Zukunft. Deutsche Schriften i. pp. 217-256.
[Gesammtausgabe, pp. 279-318.]
220. Die Stellung der Religionsgesellschaften im Staate. Deutsche
Schriften ii. pp. 17-36. [Gesammtausgabe, pp. 319-338.]
221. Ueber einige Berliner Theologen und was von ihnen zu lernen ist.
Aus detn vierten Bande der Mittheilungen besonders abgedruckt. Gottingen (Dieterich), 1890. pp. 49-128.
222. Bescheinigung uber den richtigen Empfang eines von Herrn Otto
Ritschl an mich gerichteten offenen Briefs. Gottingen (Dieterich), 1890.
pp. 29. [3fittheilungen iv. pp. 163-190.]
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223. The question whether marriage with a deceased wife's sister is
or is not prohibited in the Mosaic writings answered. [N.K.G.W.G.
18 June, 1882; No. 13, pp. 393-408.] Gottingen (Dieterich), 1882. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 125-134.]
224. Die revidirte Lutherbibel des Halleschen Waisenhauses. G.G.A.
15 Jan. 1885; No. 2, pp. 57-96. [htittheilungen iii. pp. 335-373.]
Q. 225. Zum Unterrichtsgesetze. Deutsche Sehriften i. pp. 155-215.
[Gesammtausgabe, pp. 217-278.]
226. Noch einmal zum Unterrichtsgesetze. Deutsehe Schriften ii. pp.
37-60. [Gesammtausgabe, 339-362.]
227. Die Promotionen zum Doctor der Philosophie betreSend. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 113-131. [ef. Deutsehe Sehriften, pp. 247-255.]
228. Ueber die Klage dass der deutschen Jugend der Idealismus fehle.
Deutsehe Sehriften, Gesammtausgabe, pp. 477-491.
229. Vier im Auftrage der philosophischen Facultat der GeorgiaAugusta verfasste Diplome. Mittheilungen iii. pp. 42-47.
R. 230. Woher stammt das x der Mathematiker ? Mittheilungen i.
pp. 134-137.
231. Die Handschriftensammlung des Grafen von Ashburnham. N.K.
G.W.G. 15 Jan. 1884; No. 1, pp. 14-31. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 1-18.]
232. [Abstract of a letter on the " Nachtwachen von Bonaventura"
attributed to Schelling.] Aeademy, 15 Nov. 1871. [Symmieta i. p.
106.]
233. [Note on Jean de Robethon.] Mitthf3ilungen i. p. 207.
S. 234. Gedichte. Deutsehe Sehriften i. pp.tS5-66; Deutsehe Sehriften ii. pp. 11-16 (not in the Gesammtausgabe, but printed separately).
235. Gedichte. Gottingen, 1885. pp. 64.
236. Am Strande: Gedichte. Gottingen, 1887. pp. 52.
237. Aus Friedrich RUckerts Nachlasse. Symmieta i. pp. 177-208.
238. Erinnerungen an Friedrich Ruckert. AIittheilungen ii. pp. 82107.
239. Hymns of the Old Catholic Church of England. 1850.
T. 240. Nachrichten Uber einige Familien des Namens Boetticher.
Als Handsehrift gedruekt, 1867.
241. Mittheilungen uber Paul Anton de Lagarde. Mittheilungen iii.
pp. 34-41.
24la. Aus dem deutschen Gelehrtenleben: Aetensttieke und Glossen.
GEottingen(Dietelieh), 1880. pp. 120.
242. [Answer to criticisms of Hubschmann, Schrader, Noldeke, ete.]
Aus dem deutsehen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 88-116.
243. [Ueber Prof. H. HUbschmann und Prioritats-anspriiche.] Symmieta ii. pp. 123-136.
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244. Zwei Proben moderner Kritik (on Profs. Th. Noldeke and H.
Hubschmann). Symmicta ii. pp. 90-122.
245. Zur Nachricht (on a projected Bibliotl1eca Syriaca and Bibliotheca GEgyptiaca, and report on further Septuagint studies). N.K.G.
W.G. 16 Nov. 1881; No. 14, pp. 357-360. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 56-57.]
246. Zusammenfassung (on the recensions of Brugsch, Spiegel, and
Weber). Aus dem deutschen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 73-77.
247. Erklarung (in refutation of the charge of plagiarism made by
Prof. Fritz Hommel against Prof. Paul Haupt). N.K.G.W.G. 28 June
1882; No. 15, pp. 451-454. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 137-140.]
248. Erwiderung (answer to Noldeke). G.G.A. 1 June 1887; No. 1t,
p. 446ff. [Mittheilungen ii. p. 352.]
249. [On R. Gosche as Professor and Semitic Scholar.] Mittheilungen iii. pp. 277-280.
a. 250. Neue Beitrage zur Geschichte des alten Orients (von Alfred
von Gutschmid, LeipzigS 1876). Philologischer Anzeiger von E.v.
LeutischSvii. pp. 532-540. [E3yminictaii. pp. 20-27.]
251. Nouveaux mElanges Orientaux (Paris, 1886). G.G.A. 15 April
1887; No. 8, pp. 289-312. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 238-261.]

b. 252. Die clementinischen Schriften, mit besonderer Rucksicht
auf ihr literarisches Verhaltniss (von Dr. Jo. Lehmann, Gotha, 1869).
G.G.A. 30 June 1869; No. 2t, p. 1034-1087. [Symmicta i. pp. 2-4: cf. p.
1(18.]
253. Clementis Alexandrini opera ex recensione Guilielmi Dindorfii
(Oxonii, 1869). G.G.A. 25 May 1870; Nt). 21, pp. 801-824. [Symmicta, i.
pp. 1s24.]
254. S. Thasci Ccecili Cypriani opera omnia recensuit ....
Guilielmus Hartel (Wien, 1868). G.G. &. 5 April 1871; No. 14"pp. 521-543.
[Symmicta, i. pp. 65-78.]
255. Untersuchungen uber die Quellen und die Abfassungszeit der
Geoponica (von Wilhelm Gemoll, Berlin, 1883). G.G.A. 7 Nov. 1883;
No. 45, pp. 1432-1436. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 192-194.]
256. Studies on the Complutensian Polyglott (by Prof. I)elitzscll,
London). G.G.A. 16 Jan. 1878; No. 3, pp. 68-69. [Symmicta ii. p. 19.]
d. 257. Das neue Testament Tertullians, aus den Schriften des
letzteren moglichst vollstandig reconstruiert .... von Herman Roensch
(Leipzig, 18i71). G.G.A. 21 June 1871; No. 25, pp. 970-975- [symmicta
i. pp. 99-101.]
258. Italafragmenta der paulinischen Briefe....
veroffentlicht von
L. Ziegler . . Eingeleitet durch ein Vorsort von Prof. Dr. E. Ranke (Marburg, 1876). Philologischer Anzeiger von E. v. Leutsch, ix. pp. 56-58.
[Symmicta ii. p. 27.]
259. Pauli Orosii historiarum adversum paganos libri vii.; accedit
eiusdem liber apologeticus: recensuit .... Carolus Zangenweister(Vindo-

Interpreters .......

(by Ad. Ntaubauer,S. R. Driver, and E. B. Pusey, Ox-
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bonee, 1882). G.G.A. 29 Mareh 1882; No. 13, pp. 385-388. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 120-122.]
260. Die lateinischen Uebersetzungen des Ignatius.-Jude Harizii
macama.-Petri Hispani de lingua Arabica libri duo.-ed. Paulus de
Lagarde. G.G.A. 23 and 30 May 1883; Nos. 2t, 22, pp. 641-653. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 163-171: cf. also p. 381. 1
e. 261. Beitrage zur Kritik des uberlieferten Textes im Buche Genesis (von I. Olshausen, Monatsb. d. Kon. Ak. a. \Viss., Berlin, June
1870). G.G.A. 28 Sept. 1870; No. 39, pp. 1549-1560. [Symlnicta i. pp.
50-57.J
262. The fifty-third chapter of Isaiah according to the Jewish

ford and London, 1877). G.G.A. 1877, pp. 737-748. [Symmicta ii. pp.
t1-17.]
(von
263. Die Entwicklung des altisraelitischen Priesterthums....
Dr. S. Maybaum, Berlin, l880). G.G.A. 5 and 12 Jan. 1881; Nos. 1, 2,
pp. 3840. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 54, 55.]
264. Die biblische Urgeschichte untersucht (von Karl Budde!l Giessen, 18&0). G.G.A. 14 Nov. 1883; No. 46, pp. 1441-1447. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 196-200.]
265. Wilhelm Gesenius' hebraisches und chaldaisches Handworterbuch uber das alte Testament (neunte Auflage, Leipzig, 1883). G.G.A.
1 April 1884; No. 7, pp. 257--288. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 208-239.]
266. Das Buch des Propheten Ezechiel (von Karl Heinrich Cornill,
Leipzig, 1886). G.G.A. t June 6886; No. tt, pp. 437-452. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 49-64.]
267. Etudes d'histoire religieuse: la modernite des ProphEtes (by
Ernest Havet, Paris, 1891). G.G.A. t July 1891; No. 14, p. 497. [Mittheilungen iv. pp. 342-365.]
268. Targum Onkelos (herausgegeben und erlautert von Dr. A. Berliner, Berlin, 1884). G.G.A. 1 Nov. 1886; No. 22, pp. 861-880. [)Iittheilungen ii. pp. 163-182.]
g. 269. The divans of the six ancient Arabic poets Ennabigha, Antara, Tharafa, Zuhair, Alqama, and Imruulqai (ed. by W. Ahlwardt
London, 1870). G.G.A. 8 March 1871; No. 10, pp. 382-394. [Symmicta
i. pp. 57-65.]
270. Le Livre de Sibawaihi: texte arabe (publie par Hartwig Derenbourg, tome premier, Paris, 1881). G.G.A. 6 June 1883; No. 23 pp.
705-710. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 171-174.]
271. W. R. Smith's Buch uber das Verwandtschafts- und Eherecht der
alten Araber. N.K.G.W.G. 2 June 1886; No. 8, pp. 262-277. tMittheilungen ii. pp. 66-81.]
h. 272. Thesaurus Syriacus .... (ed. R. Payne Smith, fasciculus ii.,
O220nii,1870). G.G A. 12 July 1871; No. 2S, pp. 1081-1114. [Symmicta
i. pp. 78-99.]
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273. Die Schatzhohle, syrisch und deutsch (herausgegeben von Carl
Bezold, 1883, 1888, Leipzig). G.G.A. 20 Oet. 1888; No. 22, pp. 817-844.
[Mittheilungen iii. pp. 49-76; with an appendi2s,ibid. pp. 77-79: ef. No.
154.]
j. 274. [Answer to Fr. Spiegel's review of " Arica" and "Wurzel-i
forschungen."] Beilage zu Gersdorf's Leipziger Repertorium der
deutsehen und auslandisehen Literatur, 1852, 21.,heft 4, 1853. [Aus
dem deutsehen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 8-25: eontains also reprint of
Spiegel's artieles and answers.]
275. Pand namah i Adarbad Maraspand (being a prize essay in the
name of M. Haug, Ph.D., Bombay, 1869). G.G.A. 14 and 21 Sept. 1870;
Nos. 37, 38, pp. 1441-1485. [Symulieta i. pp. 24-50.]
276. Les quatrains de Khbyam, traduits du Persan (par J. B. Nieolas,
Paris, 1867). G.G.A. 4 May 1870; No. 18, pp. 703-713). [Sylnmieta i, pp.
4-10.]
277. Die Umschreibung der iranischen Sprachen und des Armenischen
(von H. Hubsehmann. Leipzig, 1882). G.G.A. 28 Feb. and 7 Mareh
1883; Nos. 9, 10, pp. 257-294. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 140-163.]
278. Die Agvins oder arischen Dioskuren (von L. Myriantheus, Munehen, 1876). Philologiseher Anzeiger von E.v. Leutseh, viii. pp. 251254. [Symmieta ii. pp. 29-31.]
1. 279. [Answer to H. Brugsch's review of '4Epistule Novi Testamenti coptice. "] Aus dem deutsehen Gelehrtenleben, pp. 25-65.
(Brugsch's review is also printed.)
280. Erwiederung auf den Aufsatz des Herrn Brugsch in diesem Jahrgange der Zeitschrift, Seite 115fE. Z.D.M.G. vii. (1853)456. [Aus dem
deutsehen Gelehrtealeben, p. 63.]
281. Koptische Untersuchungen (von Karl Abel, Berlin,1876). Deutsehe
Rundeehau, Bd. viii. (1876)pp. 464-467. [Symmieta ii. pp. 34-39.]
282. Les actes des Martyrs de l'Egypte, tirEs des MSS. coptes de la
Bibl. Vaticane et du Musee Borgia....
(par Henri Hyvernat,-vol. i.,
Paris, 1886). G.G.A. 15 Dee. 1887; No. 25, pp. 983, 984. [Mittheilungen
iii. pp. 24, 25.]
p. 283. Forschungen zur Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons
(von Theodor Zahn, erster Theil, Tatiatls Diatessaron, Erlangen, 1881).
G.G.A. 15 and ;a2March 1882; Nos. tt, 12, pp. 321-334. [Mittheilungen
i. pp. 111-120.]
284. Theodor Zahn, Tatians Diatessaron. G.G.A. 7 Nov. 1883; No.
45, pp. 1436-1438. lMittheilungen i. pp. 194-196: ( f. No. 130.]
q. 285. Sussfeld, Paul, Die Erziehung der deutschen Jugend (Berlin,
1890). G.G.A. 1 Sept. 1890; No. 18, pp. 705-736. [Mittheilungen iii. pp.
290-323 (pp. 322 and 323 IlOt in G.G.A.).]
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t. 286. [Three short notices: of Materialien (No. I25); Pent. koptisch
Z.D.M.G. xxii. (1868)
(No. I82); Beitr. Baktr. Lexicog. (No. I67).]
p. 361.
287. Onomastica Sacra, Strassburg. G.G.A. 4 Oet. 1871; No. 40, p.
1598. [Symmieta i. p. 102.]; do. zvv-eiteAusgabe, G.(;.A. 15 July 1887;
No. 15, p. 588.
288. Psalterium juxta Hebraeos Hieronymi. (Leipzig, 1872. Teubner's
Mittheil., p. 22.) [Symmieta ii. p. 33.]
289. Propheta chaldaice, e codice Reuchliniano edidit Paulus de Lagarde. (Leipzig, 1872. Teubner's Mittheil., p. 8.) [Symmieta ii. p. 31.]
290. Hagiographa chaldaice. (Leipzig, 1873. Teubner's Mittheil., pp.
23, 24.) [Symmieta ii. p. 32.]
291. Anktindigung einer neuen Ausgabe der griechischen Uebersetzung des alten Testaments (von Paul de Lagarde, Gottingen, 1882).
G.G.A. 12 April 1882; No. 15, pp. 449-452. [Mittheilungen i. pp. 122123.]
292. Symmicta (sron Paul de Lagarde, Gottingen, 1877). G.G.A. 1877,
pp. 449-454. [Symmieta ii. pp. 7-11.]
293. Armenische Studien (sron Paul de Lagarde, Gottingen, 1877).
G.G.A. 16 Jan. 1878; No. 3, pp. 65-68. [Symmieta ii. p. 18.]
294. Johannis Euchaitorum metropolitze.... Johannes Bollig.... descripsit.... Paulus de Lagarde edidit (Gottingen, 1882). G.G.A. 19
April 1882; No. 16, pp. 481-483. [Mittheilungen i. p. 124.]
295. Sgyptiaca, Pauli de Lagarde studio et sumptibus edita (Gottingee, 1883). G.G.A. 7 Nov. 1883; No. 45, pp. 1409-1432. [Mittheilungen
i. pp. 176-192.]
296. Selbstanzeige meiner letzten Schriften: a. Probe einer netlen
Ausgabe der lateinisehen Uebersetzungen des alten Testaments, 1885;
quse supersunt, 1886; e. Nov
b. Catense in evangelia gyptiae
psalterii graeei editionis speeimen, 1887; d. Purim, 1887; e. Onomastiea
Saera, zweite Ausgabe, 1887; f. Mittheilungen, zweiter Band, 1887.
G.G.A. 15 July 1887; No. 15, pp. 577-594. [Mittheilungen ii. pp. 370387.]
297. Le Opere italiane di Giordano Bruno, ristampate da Paolo de Lagarde (Gottingen, 18883 1889). G.G A. 1 Feb. 1889; No. 4, pp. 113-145.
[Mittheilungen iii. pp. 131-163.]

In addition to the above communications, the following papers
were presented to the Society -a number of them, llowever, being
read only by title:
On some physical characteristics of the Arabian peninsula; by
Mr. Talcott Willialns, of Philadelphiaf Pa.
On the legend of Soma and the eagle; by Prof. M. Bloomfield,
of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
2
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On the groupof Vedic woras ending in -pitva; byrthe same.
On waheb beseepha,Numbers xxi. 14; by Dr. S. A. Billion,of
New York City. Publishedin the (London)Academy, of Sept.
3, 1892.
On Canticlesiv. 9; by the same.
On the historicaland literaryrelationsof the early (:hristians
to the Essenes; by Dr. KaufmanKohler,of New York City.
On the Sumero-Akkadian
question; by Dr. ChristopherJohnston, Jr., of the Johns HopkinsUniversity, Baltimore,Md. To
be published, with the following paper, in the Journal, sr.,
No. 3.
On two Assyriarl letters, K84, iv.R245, No. 1; and K828,
Pinches'stexts, p. 8; by the same.
On the religiousand iinguisticcharacterof the (;nostic Aions;
by Prof. A. L. FrothiIlghamn
Jr., of the (:ollege of New Jersey,
Princeton.
On the Judseo-Aramandialect of Salamas; by Prof. R. J. ]I.
Gottheil,of ColumbiaCollege,New York City. To be published
in the Journal,xv., No. 3.
A Cataloglleof Olientalmanuscripts
in the libraryof Columbia
College; by the same.
On problematicpassages in the Rig-ATeda;by Prof. E. W.
Hopkins,of Bryn MawrCollege,Bryn Mawl, Pa. Published in
the Journal,xv. 252-283.
On the Aryan future tense; by the same. Published in the
AmericccnJournat of PA^ilology,xiii. 1 50.
On B<6tzm1d benVyzm, STeh.vii. 4; by Prof. Paul Eaupt, of
the Johns HopkinsUlliversity,Baltimore,Md.
On a new Hebrewparticle; by the same.
On denominalverbsin Semitic; by the same.
Onthe questions: Is the game of chess mentionedln the lalmud? and by what names? by Dr. AlexanderKohut, of New
York City. Publishedin Zeitschrsft der 17eutschenMorgenlandischen Gesellschaft, xlvi. 130-135.
On a supplementaryinscriptionto the " Ahoo Habba" tablet;
by Prof. MorrisJastrow,Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.4
A brief account of the S?bhastta-ratna-samdoha; by Prof.
C. R. Lanman,of HarvardUniversity,Cambridge,Mass.
Extracts from the Jtliminlya-Brtlhmanat
and Upanisad-BrahJ
mana; by Dr. Hanns Oertel) of Yale University, New Haven,
Conn. Publishedin the Journal,xv. 233-251.
On a medisevalSyriaccharm; by Mr VVillisHatfieldHazard,
of HarvardUniversity, Cambridge,Mass. rrObe publishedin
the Journal,xv., No. 3.
A translationof the first Mclkamat of Nasif el Yazii;'sBook
of the rneettngof the two seas; by ProfJCharlesW. Benton,of
the University of Minnesota,Minneapolis.

